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A REVISION OF THE GENERA WITH MICR0SCLERE8
TNCLUDEP, OR PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED, IN
WITH DESCRIPEAISIILY AXIXELLID.E
TIONS OF SOME AUSTRALIAN SPECIES. Part

THE

;

i.

(PoiUFERA.)

By

E. F.

Hallmaxx, R.Sc, Linnean Macleay Fellow of
THE Society in ZooLora'.

(Plates xxi.-xxix., figs.Ul'; also xxxix.,

Genus T H A c H Y
Dffi/iiitiou.

—

figs. 6, 7:

c L A D u

H

and

Text-figs. 1-9.)

Carter.

Axinellida'(?) typically of arborescent haliit; with

an axially condensed, reticulate skeleton of spiculo-spongin fibre.
The megascleres are diactinal and of a single category, varying in
form horn oxea to strongyla. The characteristic microscleres are
spinispirul*, to which are usually added smooth microstrongyla.
Type-species, 7\ laiviiijnrulifer Carter.
Inclusive of those here added to it, Trachycladus comprises
now se\en species (together with several \arieties), all of ^\hicll

are from the southern and south-eastern coasts of Australia.

Tlie

hitherto-described species referable to the genus are four, nIz.,
T. la-visjjirulifar Carter (the type-species), and the thi'ee described

by Lendenfeld, very
di<ji(afa, S.

im})ei'fectly,

under the names Spirophora

hdcterinm^ and Splruphui'e/ladigitata;

but, for reasons

already indicated in my previous paper, I reject the last-named,
a redescription of
relegating it to the synonymy of 7'. diijitahis
which is given below. The other two species, T. lo-viiijiiridifer

—

and

7'.

pnsttdosus, sp.n.
briefly

apparently unrepresented among those exthe latter mav prove to be identical with T.
The specimens from Port Phillip recorded and

Ixictrrivvi, arc

amined by me;

Init

described as examples of

T.

hnnspindifer by Dendy(7)

appear to me to represent at least two distinct foims, \\ Inch T
describe below as varieties of T. rfit,eponi.sn:<, sp.n., and of T.
dhjitatiia respectively.
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Til

the characters whicli

aiiomaluus one
for

scopt^

;

and the

considerable

it

i.,

combines, the genus

(juestion

of

The form

speculation.

is

a most

relationship affords

its

of

the

spini-

spiruhe irresistibly suggests their derivation from spirasters
and this view of their origin receives strong support from the
fact that identically similar spicules
which undoubtedly are de-

;

rived from spirasters

(Carter)

Dendy(7),

Thiele(39),

— occur

and

and from the

—

in

Spirastrella

Spiradrdla

(I)

l^i)

sjnnispirtdifera

dUatata

(Kieschnick)

fact that, in the latter species (which

is

a|)parently unique in this respect among the Spirasti-ellidfe), the
megascleres are united into definite fibres by means of spongin.

Also in support of this view, is the fact of the presence of niicroOn the other hand, in structural features of the
strongyla.
skeleton, the genus conforms to a ty^kt which is characteristic ^^i
genera in which the microscleres are sigmata or ai'e such as are

known

to

occur

association

in

with sigmata.

Ti'achycladus,

form a connecting link between the Sjjirastrellidie and the signiatophorous section of the Monaxonida, and
provides ground for the view that these two groups are derived
from a common Monaxonid stem.*
therefore, ai)})ears to

As

the several species agree \'ery closely in by far the greater
of their characters, a preliminary general account of them

number

desirable in order to obviate to some extent the necessity of
repetition in their separate descriptions.

is

—

With

the possible exception of T. hacterhtm
which is described
"
"
eiformig, niit schmaler Basis festgewachsen
by Leiidenfeld as
all the species are of ramose habit, typically stipitate and more

—

or less arborescent, with branches which are circular or nearly
so

in

cross-section

reteporonKs),

(occasionally

somewhat compressed

and never of considerable stoutness;

alone, the branches generally

in

T.

in T. piiatulosus

remain much abbreviated, closely

crowded, and more or less coalesced together proximally, thus
sometimes (through excessive reduction and fusion) producing a
^

In

would

tliis

connection, I

may

menti(jn that evidence

justify the hypothesis that sigmata

and

clieht

not wanting which
have originated from

is

spirasters, peiliaps independently; and it is even possible that the acanthoscleres of the Desmacidonidic aie similarly derived.
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,

di^itiform

in the case of

may remain unbranched

slender, undivided stem.

with

lieail,

(PI. xxi., fig.5); occasionally,

sponge
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T.

protuberances
the

reteporoniif<,

— consisting simply

of a long

According to the species

be either cylindrical, distally expanded

may

and

(or variety),
{i.e.,

gradually tapered. Anastomosis between
the branches occurs to a greater or less extent almost invariably,

more or

less clavate), or

except perhaps

the case of

in

T.

retepurunns.

The mode

of

may

probably never dichotomous, thougli occasionally it
so;
appear
normally at any rate, the bi'anches arise laterally

and

fidventitiously.

branching

is

The oscula are of small size, very seldom as much as 1 mm. in
diameter, and are generally sca'ttered over the surface irregularly;
in T. rctt'iiornsns, however, they show a decided tendency to l)e
arranged in longitudinal
bi-anches

when

series, especially

these are compressed.

along the edges of the
In T. piLstidosii^, the

oscula are restricted almost entirely to the distal pai'ts of the
branches, while in T. hactrviimb they are said to occur arranged
in groups.
is provided with numerous minute
the
dermal layer) produced by the
prominences
These elevations conextremities of impinging skeletal fil)res.
stitute a marked featui'e of the surface only in T. p\tstulos7is (and

The

surface

smooth, or

is

(up-pushings of

T.

hacteriuin

I)

which they have the appearance

in

of

small

pimples, and in T. acabrusus (PI. xxi., fig.4; PI. xxviii., fig.6), ir,
which they take the form of minute sharp conuli; in the remain-

ing species, they are either imperceptible or produce merely the

In any case, whether surface-elevaappearance of granulation.
tions occur or not, each point on the surface at the extremity of
a skeletal fibre

is

the location of a small ai'ea over which the

adherent to the underlying tissues and free
from dermal pores, whilst elsewhere it overlies subdermal spaces
The pores are either
and is perforated by numerous pores.
scattered singly and for the most part subequidistantly, at an
dei'mal

membrane

is

average distance apart not

much exceeding

as, for example, in T. di<jitatus

and

their

own

diameter,

its varieties (Pis. xxvi., xxviii.);
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or they are closely arranged in subcircular, sieve-like groups, as
in

T.

reteporosns

and

T. pustidosus (PI. xxvi., figs. 4, 5, 7,

<S;

PI.

In the latter species, the surface presents a

xxvii., figs. 5, 6).

minutely reticulate appearance.
Dried specimens are whitish on the surface, owing to the
presence of a thin dermal crust of spinispiral microsL-leres; in
alcohol, the colour varies in the different species,

from whitish-

The colour of li\ing specimens
grey to pale orange-yellow.
known so far only in the case of 7'. rrff-jtorosxt^, in which it

—

—

is

is
orange, red or scarlet
probably always to some
extent determined by, or dependent upon, that of a symbiotic
Myxoph3'cean alga, which appears to be invariably present in all

brilliant

the species, often in enormous numbers.

The main

skeleton,

which

is

composed

of non-pluinosu spiculo-

almost exactly similar in its conformation (except,
spongin
in
7'.
presumably,
bacterium) to that described by Vosmaer* as
of
the
In the central region of
genus Axinella (s.str.).
typical
fibres, is

each branch,
fune,

it

composed

forms an abruptly delimited dense core, or axial
of

fibres additionally

ramifying and interuniting l<jngitudinal main
connected (more or less obliquely) by a greater

number of transverse fibres, and presenting (in longitudinal section) a s(jmewhat lattice-like arrangement (PI. xxvi.,
of
fig. 1); and extra-axially it consists mainly or almost solely

or lesser

very sparsely ramifyijig, radial

fibres,

which arising as branches

from the longitudinal fibres (usually at some distance within the
axial fune), run outwards to the surface at approximately equal
distances apart, and are connected, onlv at irregular and usually
distant intervals, by spongin-ensheathed single spicules and l)y

paucispicular fibres of a single spicule's length (PI. xx\-., fig. 1).
The fibres are composed chiefly or almost entirely of spicules,
which are arranged for the most part parallelly or nearly so

(though not, as a
fashion); and
*

Vosniaer,

(4.

this

very compactly nor in a very orderly
arrangement is maintained to the very ex-

C. J.,

rule,

"On

the distinction between

tlie

genera A.vine.Ua,

'

Phaktilia, Acanfhel/a, etc.
ti>'.s.5,

(5.

Zool. Jahrh. Suppl. xv., 1912, p.31U, PI. xvi.,
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the (radial) fibres, the terminal spicules of which
The outlines of the
to spread penicillately.

of

show no tendency
fibres, as

seen in cross-section, are very irrei;ular (PI. xxvi., fi,>;.0).
re,i,'ion of the skeleton, the fibre-spicules are less

In the axial

compactly and

less regularly

arranged than

in tlie radial fibres,

much

increased by the
irregularity
between
the fibres;
additional
spicules
many
lying
presence
outside the axial region, interstitial megascleres are exceedingly

and the appearance

of

is

of

rare.

The

microscleres

characteristic

— the

spinispirult«

— are

scattered always in great abundance throughout all parts of the
interior, and at the surface occur closely crowded in a welldetined
layer,

The microstrongyla,

which constitutes the dermal skeleton.

when present, are confined to the extra-axial choanosome.
The chief specific differences, in so far as structural features

of

—

the skeleton are concerned, are with respect to:
(i.) the dejisity
of the axial fune; (ii.)the ratio between the diameter of the fune

and that
fibres:

whole branch;

of the

(iv.)

the

amount

of

(iii.)

the stoutness of the skeletal

spongin entering into the composition

of the fibres; [v.) the frequency of connection
fibres

by means

of

transverse fibres; and

clination oi the radial fibres,

T.

i.e.,

A

in

pi(.'<tii/(isnf<,
presented by
condensed only in the stalk and

(\i.)

the angle of

in-

their direction relatively to the

longitudinal axis of the branch.
is

between the radial

further

difi'ei'ence,

which the skeleton

ho\ve\er,
is

axially

lowermost porti(jns of the
branches: while in T. bacteruim, apparently, an axial condensation
In order most readily to perceive, and also
is not developed.
most accurately to determine, the distinctive characters of the
in the

skeleton in the different species,
skeleton freed of the soft parts.

The megascleres are

it

is

necessary to study the

slightly curved oxea

and strongyla (and

occurring intermingled, and coiniected by intermediate
the
oxea, on the average, are slightly longer and stouter
forms;
than the strongyla and not so nearly of uniform diameter, but
I'are styli),

otherwise differ from them only in the character of their extremities.
Both in regard to the sha})e and the size of the
megascleres, the two species differing most widely are T. scabrutsas
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and T. reteporosus: in the former, strongyla are
extremely rare,
and the megascleres are ahnost exclusively sharp-pointed, fusiform
oxea, attaining a maximum size of 530 by 27 /z; in the latter,
strongyla and oxea are about equally numerous, the oxea are
mostly more or less blunt-pointed and but very slightly fusiform,
and their maxinnnn size usually does not exceed 300
by 8/x. In
most

of the species, a certain proportion of the
megasclei'es (ap-

parently those alone which occur extra-fibrally in the axial region
of the skeleton) are found to attain an
increasingly larger size as
one proceeds towards the older portions of the sponge, with the
result that, in the stalk, the

notably greater than

maxinnnn

in the

size of

the megascleres

parts of the branches;

uppermost
even in the species

is

and

these largest spicules,
in which strongyla
are
almost
without
oxea.
The spicules of the
abound,
exception
fibres are no larger in the stalk than elsewhere.

The

spinispirulaj are mirmte, entirely spinulous, for the

most

part regularly corkscrew-shaped spicules, rarely of more than two
complete turns; in addition, they comprise a series of simpler
forms, of various shapes ranging from that of a much contort §,
through C «baped forms, to straight or nearly straight rods (TextThe proportionate number of these simpler forms varies in
fig. 3).

the different species^ but the degree of variability in this respect,
as well as in other characters of the spirulaj, is not sufficient to
be of diagnostic value.
An exception to this rule, however, is
possibly afforded by the spirulaj of T. kevisjnridi/er, which have
been described by Carter as smooth; but it is more probable that
the spicules, in this case, were not examined under a sufficiently

high power to render their spination

visible.

The microstrongyla are inconstant

may

in occurrence, and they
be either ninuerous or scarce, or perhaps sometimes entirely

absent, in difi'erent specimens of the same species; at any lute,
this was found to be the case in T. dvjitahis (typical variety),
and T. reteporosus (var. ?) of which alone a number of specimens

—

That they are proper spicules,
however, and not merely pathological products, is rendered certain
Occasional
by their degree of uniformity in size and shape.
were available for examination.
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least rarely in T. diyilatn,^) are

T. pit^fuloans, they are in part
reduced to spheres: but otherwise they have the form of short
straight rods, rounded at the extremities, often centrotylote,

always

cpiite

smooth, and usually relatively stout.

The canal-system (PL

xxiv.,

PI. xxv.,

fig.3;

fig.2)

is

of

the

a})hodal type, with oval to spherical Hagellated chambers, though
with extreinely short aphodi.
The chambers measure from 25
to 35/'. in diameter, and occur closely scattered throughout the
entire extra-axial choanosome; witliin the region occupied by the

axial skeleton, however, they are absent, except in the youngest
portions of the sponge {i.p., towards the extremities of the

branches).

In conformity with

tlie

symmetry

of the skeleton,

the main inhalant canals proceed from the subdermal spaces
towards the interior in a radial direction, parallel to that of the
radial skeletal fibres,

and are traceable inwards almost

to the

commencement, they are of such diameter as
be very distinctly visible to the naked eye, when a thin layer
The subdermal
pared from the surface (PI. xxvi., fig.2).

axial fune; at their
to
is

—

least so in T. pustidusus.
The ectospaces are inextensive
or
dermal
membrane, varies in thickness in the
layer,

somal

diff"erent species,

from

50/'.

140/i. in T. fa^tifjatus, and,

in

the appearance of a thin coi'tex;

nirporosufi to (occasionally)
best developed, has very much

T.

when

it is

densely packed with

sjiirula?

usually throughout, or nearly throughout, its entire thickness.
In none of the species were ova or embryos observed.

Trachycladus scabrosus,
(PI. xxi., fig.4; PI. xxiii., fig.9;

Diaipiosis.

— Branches

cylindrical,

sp.nov.

PI. xxviii., fig.6.)

rather slender; of approxi-

mately unif(jrm diameter throughout their length, Surface densely
beset with small, sharp conuli formed by the exti-emities of the

Dermal layer comparatively thin; superficipacked with si)irula^. Oscula and pores ('). Skeleton with an
extremely dense axial fune of diameter exceeding the length of the
radial fibres.
Radial fibres directed nearly perpendicularly to the
radial skeletal fibres.

ally

skeleton-axis, mostly

between 120 and 170/a

in stoutness,

com-
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posed almost solely of spicules.

form oxea, rarely
styli;

maximum

much

as

530 x

Loc.—Oa
External

size,

Megascleres, sharp-pointed fusistrongyla, and less rarely into
in the branches,
occasionally as

into

passiii<f

iXO x

i.,

1*3 /x

2S// in the stalk.

Microstrongyla scarce.

Port Jackson.

fratiirfis.

—

("Thetis" Expedition).
The species is known fi-om a single example

(Pl.xxi., hg.4), lOS mm. in total height, c(»nsisting of an elongated
slender stalk and irregularly displosed cylindrical branches from
2'5 to 4 mm. in diameter.
The specimen (wliicli is invested over

portion of the exterior by a calcareous bryozoan)

is

only imper-

having evidently suffered some amount

fectly preserved,

—

of dessi-

cation prior to being placed in alcohol
in consequence of which
the dermal layer, while remaining quite intact, has to S(jme

extent shrunken inwards upon the

To
underlying skeleton.
due
the
marked
probability,
largely
degree in which the surface is rendered conulose by the outer
ends of the skeletal fibres (PL xxviii., fig. 6): nevertheless, so
this circumstance, in

all

is

coarse and stiff are these fibres that, e\en in the best-preserved
specimens, the surface would almost certainly show some decided
visible effect of their

impingement on

it,

and at

least

would

Ije

asperous and harsh to the touch.

The conuli aze seldom much
above \ mm. in height, very close-set, and of hard feel; they are
such that the surface has much the appearance of that of a fine
The dermal membrane is very thin and \eiy closely
rasp.
exactly to the sharply contoured
presumably it has undergone considcral)le

adherent, accomyiodating
surface-inequalities

;

itself

contraction, since iieither pores nor oscula are detectible.
}jartly to its

consistency, owing
condition, but perhaps mainly to

specimen
are

is

its

very dense skeleton, the

tough and hard, almost incompressible; the branches

stiffly iiexible.

and dark brown
Skeleton.

In

somewhat dried and shrunken

The colour

is

brownish-grey on the surface^

in the interior.*

— The

prepared skeleton, as

sei'n

in its entirety (PI.

grey colour, and cona veiy stout and solid looking core, with coarse and stiff,
bristle-like, short radial fibres projecting therefrom on all sides.

xxiii., fig. 9), is

sists of

of a faintly brownish, light
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array, almost

moderatel}' cIdsp

in

is hard
an,i;les; when (hy, it
and brittle. The core occupies never

at right

than

less

seldom

The

the diameter of the

halt'

and

branches,

the

exceed

1

radial

nnn.

are

whicli

latter,

in

tibres

length.

connected

only very sparsely b}' paucispicular
transverse fibi'es (of a single spicule's
length), vary in stoutness from about

110 to 190/x or
almost

so,

of

solely

and are composed
spicules,

being insufficient

—

their

in ([uan-

spongin
form an external sheath, and

tity to

discernible

becoming

The

staining.

fibres of

only after
the central

which

also are but very scantily
with
provided
spongin, have their
less
spicules
closely compacted than
axis,

the radial fibres, and form so dense

a lattice-like reticulation that, except in moderatel}' thin sections, the
outlines

individual

of

fibres

can

seldom be distinguished, and open
meshes do not appear.
Meyasclpvps.

— These

are

almost

exclusively oxea, slightly and usually

somewhat angulately curved,
with gradually and regu-

fusiform,

always acutelypointed extremities; but strongyla
and scarcer styli also occur more

larly tapered, nearly

—

especially

in

the stalk, where the

proportional numbei' of the former
may exceed one in fifteen. In the
,

,,

stalk

,

also,

...

occasional anisoxea are

'l\•xt-fi>^ 1.
/„.o.,„„,

— Trucln/cliKlus
:^ieaascle'ies: a,

tJie stalk; h,

sca-

from

from the branches.
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met

i.,

in T. dlyitatus and T. pusfu/osiis; and the megaare there of nutablj' greater size than elsewhere.
The
strongyla are mostly not quite cylindrical in shape, but slightly

with, as

scleres

are of lesser length, on the average, than the
case of the shortest, are I'elatively much stouter.
Although sti'ongyla are pi'esent in far greater number than styli,

fusiform; they
oxea, and, in

tlie

spicules iiitei-mediate in

form between them and oxea are

of less

frequent occurrence than those intermediate between styli and
The maximum size of the megascleres is not greater than
oxea.

480 X

23//.

in the

and about 530 x

bi^anches,

28/^

in

the stalk;

the oxea are very rarely less than 330/x in length, and propoi'tionately slender, but the shortest strongyla (which may exceed
20/x in stoutness) fall below 200/x.
MlcrusclpTfix.

and from

— The

spirulaj are

mostly of between 1 and 2 turns
forms are rather scarce,

2 to 3/x in stoutness; (J-shaped

and straight

rc^ds

The microstrongyla

rai'e.

seldom centrotylote, and from

If)

Trachycladus fastigatus,
(PL

Diagnosis.

xxi., fig.l;

— Profusely

and glabrous.

Oscula

points

(?).

size.

sp.nov.

PI. xxiii., fig. 10.)

branched.

tapering; anastomosing at

are very scarce,

x 3 to 20 x 5/x in

Branches

of contact.

elongated and
Surface smooth

Dermal layer strongly developed,

dense, opaque; with ck)sely packed spirulie forming a layer 70Inhalant pores dispersed singly.
Skeleton with a
140/i. tliick.

rather dense axial fune, of diameter generally less than the length
Radial fibres directed at an angle of from

of the radial fibres.

35° to 60° with the skeleton-axis; very rarely more than 20-25/a
spicules cemented by a scarcely perceptible

in stoutness; their

amount

Extra-axial connecting fibres few, mostly
Megascleres almost exclusively diactinal, mostly
unispicular.
more or less rounded ofi' at the ends, very commonly approximatof spongin.

ing in form to strongyla, but nearly always more or less (slightly)
fusiform; only slighter, if at all, of greater dimensions in the
stalk

520 x

some

than elsewhere; in maximum size very rarely exceeding
most 560 x 12/u.
Microstrongyla abundant in
9/u, and at
parts, scarce in others.
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Bight.

External features.
The single specimen (PI. xxi., fig. 1) is of
arborescent
habit, and measures 360 mm. in total
luxuriantly
thus
the
height, being
largest example of the genus yet obtained;

number of its ultimate branches exceeds one hundred and
The branches are elongated and relativel}' slender, gradutifty.
nuich attenuated and flagelliform
the
all}' tapered, distall)the

;

stoutest are at most S nnn. in diameter at their base.
richly ami,

well as

in places,

They are

intricateh' anastomosed, forming thus, as

b}' their uudtitude, a dense

and somewhat tangled mass.

Unfortunately the specimen, although in alcohol,

is

not

very

perfectly preserved, owing to its having temporarily become partially dried (through breakage of the vessel containing it) \\hile
in course of transit
of this

— mainly,

from

not

if

tlie

solel}'

collecting ground.

In

— the branches are withoutconsequence
exception

much wrinkled
ance: in

longitudinally, presenting a shrivelled
apparently, their outline in cross-section

appear-

was

cir-

dei-mal layer, notwithstanding, remains intact,
exhibits no outward indication of having been

and

cular.

life,

The

detrimentally
has the form of a dense and tough, opaque membrane
or skin, with an outward appearance and texture much
resembling
that of rubber; is composed almost
of
crowded
affected

:

it

entirely

spirula?

\

and

is

between 90 and

even

now

(after possible

closely

shrinkage)

usually

and occasionally as much as 140/x, in
thickness.
Into the dermal membrane the skeletal fibres do not
enter, nor do their extremities ever cause the surface to
120//,

appear

granular.

Examined with the naked

eye,

a transverse section of a branch

shows, superficially, a sharply delimited dense layer, 0*2 to 0*4 nnn.
in width, the appearance of which is
extremely suggestive of a
cortex.
Under the microscope, however, the seeming cortex is
seen to consist in part of a
layer belonging to the choanosome,
which layer, unlike the I'emainder of the choanosome, is so
densely-

packed with parasitic algal rods as to assume a whitish-opaque
appearance similar to that of the dermal layer itself.
But, in all
probability, this

is

not a constant feature.
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—

Preisumably owing to their having become closed as a result
undergone by the specimen oscula are not

—

of the contraction

life, tliey must, at any rate, have been of very small
The dermal pores, for the most part, have also disappeared:
but traces of them remain, sufficient to show that
the}' are distril)ut(Hl singly as in T. diyitatm^ and its ^arieties.

indicated; in
size.

Skplpfon.

— The prepared skeleton, viewed in the gross

is of a pale
fig. 10),

creamy-white

colour,

(PI. xxiii.,

and shows a

sharpl}'-

circumscribed, dense core-region, of diameter rare! v less than one-

and frequently exceeding one-half, the total diameter of
The extra-axial skeleton presents somewhat the
the branches.

third,

appeai'ance of fur, being composed apparently only of fine silkylo(jking* onlivardly-directrd (i.fi., radial) fibres; under the microscope, however, the radial fibres are mostly found to be connected,
though as a rule only at .very distant and irregular inter\als, by

delicate transverse fibres,

often in the form merely of single
Even the component spicules

spicules unensheathed by spongin.
of the radial fibres are I'arely

spongin cementing them,

more than

seldom

4- or

to

sufficient

5-serial,

and the

form a

visible

sheath,
usually so small in quantity as barely to be perceptible
The main fibres of the
even in stained sections of the skeleton.
is

axial skeleton, save in the stalk and the basal portions of the
older bi-anches, are, for the most part, almost equally deficient in
spongin, Init the spicules composing them are less compact 1}fibres, and are all mostly somewhat
number: they form, with the aid of numerous connecting fibres and spicules, as well as by interunion among themselves,
a close and rather intricate meshwork, in whicli the course of

arranged than in the radial
greater in

individual

main

fibres

cannot be easily traced.

—The megascleres (which are
Megascleres.
—
same though, on the average, perhaps not

approximately the
tjuite so

slender

—

in

the stalk as in the branches) comprise a goodly proportion of
sharp-pointed oxea; but the great majority are intermediate forms

showing every stage

of transition

between oxea and strongyla;

The more sharply pointed
moderately scarce styli also occur.
often
irregularly ended, sometimes mucronate.
spicules are very

r.Y

E. F.
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Their curvature, in proportion to

tlieir

often affects only a
lengtli, is sliglit, and
of
the central region
limited portion

very
the

of

spicule,

their

nearly

the

whole

actines

length

throughout
remaining

are frequently, theiefore,
more correctly to be described as symas curved.
Except
metrically bent, than
in
their much greater
and
in this respect,
straight: they

on the whole,
length, they most resemble,
T.
of
the megascleres
diyitatm^ var. xtroiithe strongyla, however, differ
from those of the latter, as^well as from

Liyhifus

;

those of the other two species in which
in that they are
they occur plentifully,

ne\er quite cylindrical, but always taper
uniform gradualness,
slightly, with nearly
Their
from the middle to either end.
one-fiftieth
more
than
is
diameter
rarely
of their length,

330 to 560 /x.
Microschres.

which ranges from about

— The spiruUv

are,

without

exception, of less than 2 complete turns,
and a very considerable proportion

(amounting to at least 25%) are
than 1 turn i.e., are more or

—

of less
less

Q-

shaped; they frequently attain to 2 "5 or
3 /J. in stoutness.

are

Rod-shaped derivatives

common, but are very seldom more

than 8 /i in length.

—

which in most
mici'ostrongyla
abundant
are
the
of
sponge
fairly
parts
are, with rare exception, centrotylote and

The

—

Text-fig. 2.

very seldom exceeding Trachycladns fu.itit/Kfns.
a, tiom
Megascleres
"
'I-Oixin
diameter; but occasional stouter
tioni tlie

rather

slender,

:

ones without the dilatation also occur,
38

the stalk;
bianches.

/',
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which attain a diameter of 4 or
17/x.

Malformed

in T. diyitatus

5/x;

i.,

the length does not exceed

individuals, such as are of frequent occurrence

and

T.

pusUdusus, are

i-arely to

Trachycladus digitatus Lendenfeld,
Gpucral diai/nosis.

be found.
et varr.

— Branches moderately

short, cylindrical to
(abruptly) pointed, but never, so far as
Surface even, smooth to faintly
known, gradually tapered.
Oscula
scattered
granular.
irregularly over the entire surface,

clavate,

occasionally

or (in the var. clavatus) arranged, or tending to become arranged,
in two longitudinal rows on opposite sides of the branches.

Dermal membrane varying (in the different varieties) from 50 to
120/x in maximal thickness; with closely packed spirulae throughout

thickness (except in the var. sfronyyiatus, in
are confined tt) a superficial layer).
Dermal
pores dispersed singly, at a distance apart from one another
Skeleton with
generally greater than their own diameter.
its

entire

which the

spirula>

moderately dense axial fune of diameter greater or less than the
Radial fibres directed at an angle of
length of the radial fibres.

between 30° and 60° degrees to the axial direction; varying (in
from 50 to 90 /x in maximal stoutness; with

different varieties)

sufficient in quantity to form a distinct ensheathx'arely
Megascleres except in the
ing layer external to the spicules.
var. stronyylatus (in which strongyla are the more numerous)

spongin

—

—

consisting chiefly or almost exclusively of sharp-pointed oxea; of

considerably greater

maximum

size

and generally

of

more

fusi-

form shape in the stalk of the sponge than in the branches;

maximal

size in the stalk varying (in diffei^ent varieties) fi'om not
than 350 x 10/i to 530 x 23 /x.
Hab. South-eastern coast of Australia.

less

—

Trachycladus digitatus,
(Pl.xxii., figs.l, 2; Pl.xxiii., fig.l;

typical form.

Pl.xxvi., fig.2; Pl.xxvii., fig.l.)

1887. Sjiirophm-a digitata; Lendenfeld(26), p.794.
1888. Spiroj)horel1a digitata; Lendenfeld(27), p. 236.
1914. Trachycladus digitatus; Hallmann(13), p. 429.
Branches moderately slender (4 to
Diaynosis.

—

6

mm.

in
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diameter); approximately of uniform diameter throughout their
Oscula scattered irregulength, or slightly pointed terminally.

Dermal membrane up

larly.

fibres of greater length

rarely as

much

80 or 90/*

to

as 75/x in stoutness.

more or

in thickness.

Radial

than the diameter of the axial fune;
Megascleres almost ex-

sharp-pointed oxea, varying in maximal
size (in different specimens) from 300 x 9 to 3S0 x 11/' in the
branches, and from 440 x 15 to 510 x 17-5/x in the branches.
clusivel\'

Loc.

less

— Port Jackson.
— The following

Introdihctory.

description

is

based

specimens (all in the collection of the Australian

which are

of

writing.
Bi'itish

labelled

on

four

Museum), two

Spirophora diffifafa in Lendenfeld's handalso been made of a small piece of a

Examination has

Museum specimen

far as one can judge
insufficient to provide
other characters
this

—

labelled with the

from
all

its spiculation,

same name, and,

— the

so

fragment being

the requisite information as regards

same species. The specimens,
are
at
variance
with Lendenfeld's denevertheless,
considerably
of
*S'.
to
which
the digitate branches
digitata,
according
scription
are much compressed (4 mm. broad and 2 mm. thick), the surface
is

of the

—

shows "ein feines Netz erhabener Leisten," and the megascleres
The statement regarding the megascleres one may
styli.
reasonably presume to be erroneous, inasmuch as st3di are other-

are

wise unrecorded as occurring in the genus except sporadically as
variants of oxea; but the other discrepancies are only explicable
on the assumption either that the specimens (of both Museums)
are mislabelled, or that the species is wrongly described in respect
of its external characters.
The view here taken is that the lattei-

explanation

is

the true one.*

As

regards the evidence for the

identification of SpirophorfUa digitata with the present species,
the I'eader is referred to a previous paper (13, p. 429).
*

Certainly no implicit reliance can be placed un the description; fur it
beyond question that in "Die Chalineen ties austialischen Gebietes," as
already has been proven to be the case in the "Catalogue of Sponges in
the Australian Museum," some (if not many) of the descriptions confound
two species (by ascribing to the one the external features of the other),
is
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The specimens

i.,

by Lendenfeld are in a dried and
and look as if beach-worn, the more exposed
the surface being more or less denuded of their dermal
labelled

shrivelled condition,

portions of

la3^er and appearing as a consequence (owing to the projecting
ends of the skeletal fibres) hispid or slightly shaggy.
Their

appearance

thus considerably different frona that of the other

is

two specimens, which are

in alcohol and well preserved.
As
regards the latter, it is to be noted that in one of them, as in
the two dried specimens, microstrongyla are present in great

abundance, whereas in the other, microstrongyla are exti'emely
scarce; but as both are exceedingly alike in other respects, and,
moreover, were collected in the same haul, it is impossible t(j
regard their differences as other than due to individual variation;
and it was perhaps owing to Lendenfeld's having examined a

specimen provided with only rare microstrongyla that no mention
is made of such microsclei'es in his description of the
species.

—

External fpahires.
The external habit is sufficiently portrayed
in the figures (PI. xxii., figs. 1, 2) illusti'ating the two better-preserved specimens, the larger of which measures 125 mm. in height.
The branches have a diameter of from 4 to 6 mm.; and the

peduncle

is

of

about the same stoutness.

—

The surface

is

smooth,

and glabrous or nearly so the utmost effect occasioned bv the
impingement of the skeletal fibres upon it being (in the case of
the alcoholiq examples) a faintly granular appearance here and
there; should the sponge be removed from alcohol, however, and
allowed partially to dry, the surface assumes a minutely pustulated appearance, much resembling (on a small scale) that of the

human

tongue.
oscula are never

diameter.

and even the
tion,

Some

The

irregularly,

much
of

figures cannot alwaj's be trusted.

one need

dron

fig. 17);

-^

onlj'

exii/itiim (p.

or thereabouts in

In proof of the last asser-

compare, for example, the description with the figure

EurliulmopMs miii'ima

PI. xxvi., fig.Tl);

mm.

the main exhalant canals, in the terminal

in the cases of tlie following species:
xix.,

and rather distantly scattered

greater than

(p.

— Ce7'aocha/lna refephix

PL

(p.lSii;

816; PI. xviii., fig.3); CJia/iuodeii-

819; PI. xxvi., fig.Ho); CJtaUnodendron

and Chalinorhaphi-< diyitata

minimum

(p.

820;

(p.82'2; PI. xxvi., fig.62).
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short distance close below the

and, being visible

through

to the oscula.

it,

present an
The colour

ap-

(in
pearance as of veins radiating
witli the least possible
spirit) is a faintly yellowish pale grey
a slightly
tinge of olive-green; at the same time, the sponge has

subtranslucent appearance, somewhat recalling that of wax. The
and
consistency is rather fleshy, moderately soft, yet fairly tough
the branches stand firmly erect.
The dermal pores are disposed in the manner shown in PI.

elastic;

and PI. xxvii., fig.l. They vary from 30 to S5//. in
diameter, and number, on the average, between 60 and 70 per
xxvi., fig.2,

sq.

mm.
Skdetun.

— The skeleton, as seen in

its entirety (PL xxiii., fig.l),
hght greyish colour, tinted very faintly with brownish
its older porpale yellow in the condensed axial region and in
axial condensation can barely
the
reflected
tions.
alone,
light
By
is

of a

the extra-axial
perceived, being obscured fi'om view by
as when the
but with the opposite illumination,
skeleton

be

—

;

skeleton

is

held directly between the eye and the light

—

it is

seen as a sharply delimited, apparently solid core, occupying
The extra-axial
about one-fourth the diameter of the branches.
skeleton appears, at first sight, to consist solely of radially
which are inclined to the
2 to 3 nnu. in length
directed fibres
forward direction of the axis at an angle varying from about 30"

—

—

in the distal region of the branches to

about 45"

in tlie basal;

on closer inspection, transverse fibres (very rare towards the
as the
periphery of the skeleton, but becoming fairly numerous
The
axis is approached) connecting these can be made out.
but,

—

itt efi'ectiveness in concealrather scanty
to the
ing from view the axial condensation being due mainly
very oblique inclination of the radial fibres.

extra-axial skeleton

The

is

radial fibres are

from 30 to 70/x (rarely more)

in stout-

and, speaking generally, consist almost entirely «f megathe spongin
scleres regularly arranged in close parallelism,

ness,

—

cementing the spicules seldom forming a very well defined
sheath, and more usually being so small in cpiantit as to be
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The main fibres of the axial
barely discernible unless stained.
skeleton are mostly coarser
up to 90 or 100//, in stoutness

—

—

and much more sponginous, and the spicules composing them are
less
compactly arranged; they form by interunion among themseh es, and with the aid of lunnerous short connecting fibres, a
dense, lattice-like meslnvork, in which

vidual fibies

the course of the indi-

The

rather difficult to trace.

is

extra-axial con-

necting fibies occur at irregular intervals, and are either single
(spongin-ensheathed) spicules or, more usually, are composed of
several (seldom

more than

five or six)
disorderly-arranged spicules

interunited by spongin.

styli,

the

between

—

The megascleres are oxea and relatively few
number of the latter being approximately somewhere

Meyasclere)<.

one-fifteenth

and one-thirtieth that

of

the

formei'

;

among them, an occasional strongyle is also to be met with.
They are almost invariably curved, as a rule a little angulately;

—

are (with the exception of the very stoutest) of uniform, or
nearly unif<jrm diameter throughout their length to within 25 /x

and usually taper thence, either
or
witli
the
regularly
intermediacy of one or two more or less
a sharp or only slightly njunded-off point.
to
abruj)t contractions,
or less of their extremities;

Spicules with

much blunted

extremities, however, are, in

no means uncommon.

A

some

certain proportion of

specimens, Ijy
the irregularly-ended spicules terminate nuicronately.
Among
the megascleres of the stalk
rarely, if ever, in other parts of
the sponge
occasional (yet constantly occurring) ones are met

—

—

with which taper almost (or, if stylote, quite) from end to end
in one direction, I.e., are markedly anisoactinal.
In the stalk,
the
attain
to
a
much
maxinunn
size
also,
n)egascleres
greater

than elsewhere, and are often slightly more fusiform in shape.
In three of the examined specimens (including among them the
one with raie microstrongyla) the megascleres are of appioximately the same dimensions ranging from about 160 (l)ut
rarely below 200) to 300 /a in length, and up to 9/x in stoutness,

—

in the branches, and attaining a
the stalk: in the fourth specimen

maximum

—

size of

440 x

15/i.

in

in which, also, the megascleres
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— they are notably

lar ger,

180 to 370/x long and

(at most) ll/z stout in the branches, and
to
510 x 17"5/;. in the stalk.
occasionally attaining
The
Microsdercs.
(i.)
spirula; (Text-

—

tig.

3) are

rarely of

mostly of less than 2 turns,
more than 2^. Rod-shaped

derivatives of them, of

tween

4

and

all

lengths be-

and from

23/a,

2 to 3"5/a

—

in diameter are fairly common
numto
or
one
bering, say,
every forty
fifty
of the coiled spicules; the latter rarely
exceed 2"5/j( in diameter.

c^,^.^.U
Text-tig. 3.
(ii.)

The

uiicrostrongyla are imper-

fectly differentiated into

two kinds

;

1

(

)

slenderer, invariably centrotylote forms
ranging in length from 12 to 27 /x and

diameter from

ill

t)r 3"5/jt,

and

less

than

\\i

up to 3

(2) stouter, rarely centro-

tylote ones, occasionally as much as
o/x in diametei', and seldom more than

20 /x in length.
in great

The former are present

abundance

in three of the ex-

amined specimens, but are almost, or
entii-ely absent from the fourth; the
latter are scarce in all four specimens.
'%Spirula?
t

and niicrostrongyla

Tvachyi-hidva dinitatux.

branches.

of

Megascleres

Text-Hg.4.t

Trnchydadw^
:

n,

dir/lfafii-s.

fiom the stalk;

//,

fiuin the
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Abnormal forms among the microstrongyla (of the kind shown
more frequent occurrence in the present,

in the Text-fig.) are of

than

any other

in

proportionate

the species excepting T. pustulosus, their

of

number being not

than one in

less

Trachycladus digitatus

thirty.

var. gracilis, var.nov.

xxii., fig.3; PI. xxiii., fig.2; PI. xxvii., fig.2.)

(PL
Didynoais.

— Branches

slender (2 to 3"5mni. in diameter); of

uniform diameter throughout their length.
Oscula scattered
Dermal
with
irregularly.
layer
closely packed spirula- throughout

its

entire thickness.

diameter of the axial

Radial

fibres of lesser length

sharp-pointed oxea; stylote modifications
occurrence than strongylote; maximum
stalk, rarely as

Loc.

much

as

— Port Jackson.

430 x

than the

Megascleres almost exclusively

fune.

much more
size,

530 x

frequent in
23/x in the

15// in the branches.

Occurring in the collection is a single specimen (labelled as
from Port Jackson, and well-preserved in alcohol) which, while
presenting the more essential features displayed by the typical

form of the

species, yet differs

in

many

from the above-described specimens that

respects so appreciably
it

seems advisable,

pi'o-

visionally at least, to regaid it as constituting a separate variety.
The differences which distinguish it externally (PI. xxii., fig.3)

are chiefly these

:

the cylindrical, untapered branches are com-

paratively slender, measuring only from 2 to
(the specimen

sistency

is

itself

very firm,

slightly compressible;

3'5mm.

in diameter

being 115 mm. in total height); the conthe branches being stifHy flexible and but

and the colour

superficially is a subtrans

lucent slaty-grey.
The size and distribution of the pores and of
the oscula are much the same as in the typical variety, except

that the pores are smaller (not exceeding iShp. in diameter), and
their linear reticulate arrangement (PI. xxvii., fig.2) is more pro-

As in the typical variety also, the main exhalant
nounced.
canals leading to the oscula are visible through the dermal membrane, presenting an appearance as of veins; but they are here very
•

much more distinct, and

are traceable for a

much

greater distance
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The dermal mem1 00
(rarely
thickness, and is closely

oseula.

brane varies from 5U to over
to 130/x)

ill

packed throughout with sjuruUe.

The

distinctive internal features are

the very much greater relative development of the axial f une as compared with
the extra axial skeleton, the
stouter and

more spoiiginous

slightly

fibres,

and

the greater dimensions of the megaIn the first-mentioned respect,
scleres.
as n+ay be seen from the figure(Pl. xxv.,
is of a pale
fig. 2), the skeleton (which

brownish-grey tint) a})[)roaches rather
closely to that of T. sr<ibrosns

—

inas-

much

as, throughout the greater part
of the length of the branches, the axial

condensation occupies not less than
three-fourths of their diameter; only
towards the extremities of the branches

do the radial

fibres

become

distinctly

apparent, and even there their length

never

much exceeds 1mm.

The diam-

eter of the radial fibres varies from 30

to

ovei'

80 /x, and their spicules are

always surrounded by a well-defined,

though

usually

very

thin

layer

of

The

spongiii does not extend
spongin.
to the very extremities of the fibres,
but terminates quite abruptly a short

distance therefrom, leaving

most spicules

the ciul-

free.

In correspondence with their greater
stoutness, the megascleres

(c/".

Text-figs.

4 and 5) are slightly more fusiform than
in the typical variety; and their apices
Text-lig.5.

— Trachycladas digi/atus var.
the stalk;

/',

gracilis.

Me^asclciL's

fium the branches.

:

a,

horn
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are nearly always sharply and regularly pointed.
rather frequent occurrence, their proportionate

Styli are of

number being

approximately one in ten; anisoxea are met with in the stalk
and very rarely also in the branches. They range in length from
about 280 to 420 or 430//. (with a maximum stoutness of 14 or
15/x) in the branches,

and up

to

5.30//-

in length

by

23/x in stout-

ness in the stalk.

The

spirulie

and their derivatives are without distinctive

features, either as regards size or relative lunnbers.

The microstrongyla appear
kind

to be exclusively of the stouter

occurring in the typical variety,

and

never centrotylote;
are
and
attain
a
size
of
20 by 5/i.. •
they
moderately scarce,

Trachycladus digitatus
(PL

var. clavatus, var.nov.

xxii., fig.-l: Pl.xxiii., fig.3: PI. xxv., fig.2: PI. xxvii. fig.3:

PL

Diatjiiosis.

xxviii.,

fig.

5;

PL

xxix., lig.l.)

— Branches gradually increasing in diameter

distally,

thus becoming elongately club-shaped and attaining to fair stoutness.
Oscula in part scattered irregularly, and in part (or sometimes almost without exception) arranged more or less
distinctly
in

two

longitiKlinal series

on opposite sides of the branches.

Radial fibres generally nearly twice the diameter of the axial
fune.
Megascleres chiefly sharp-pointed oxea, but intermediate

forms between these and strongyla are more or

less frequent;
modifications
maximum
size varying
stylote
comparatively rare;
x
different
from
400
14
to
480
in
the stalk,
x
(in
specimens)
/a
17/x

rarely exceeding 300 x 9 /a in the branches.

Luc.—Vovt

Phillip.

This variety
guished from

is

based upon three specimens markedly distin-

the remaining available examples of the species
of
the
the
branches, which gradually increase in diamshape
by
all

upwards from their base, attaining their maximal stoutness
at no great distance from their extremities.
Two of the specimens are comprised amongst those recorded by Dendy(7) as exeter

—

amples of Trachycladus Irevisphndifrr Carter,
being, namely,
the two (with the reg. nos. 415 and 1046) referred to by him as
distinguished from the others by their more robust and stouter
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branched habit and the more evident microspination
spiriilse; the third, which T select as the tyije-specimen,

their

of
is

in the

collection of the Australian Museuni.

External

chnracterti.

— Of

the three specimens, two (wliich are
viz., the Australian jNluseum

—
— are exceedingly alike

preserved in alcohol)

excellently

specimen and R.N. 1046
the former (PI.

measures 145

mm.

in all

but

size;

the
Their bi-anches are, without exception, circular
or nearly so in cross-section, attain a maximal stoutness
distally
of from 10 to 12mm., and are seldom more than 5mm. in diameter
latter

100

xxii., fig.4)

in total height,

mm.

at the base; the extremities of the branches are never in the least

The surface is perfectly even and glalirous,
degree fiointed.
without the faintest trace of granulation. The oscula are minute,
seldom as much as 0-4
are scattered

mm.

irregularly

in diameter,

in

;

places,

tendency towards a longitudinal

serial

and

for the

most part

howe\er, they exhibit a
Excurrent

arrangement.

canals leading to the oscula are not visible th-rough the dermal
membrane.
The colour in alcohol, both
and for
superficiall}-

some distance

is

interiorly,

an opatpic

creamy-white; proceeding towards the axis, it gradually becomes more yellowish,
owing to the closer approximation of the spongin-ensheathed
skeletal fibres.
The consistency, in the more expanded, distal
parts of

the branches,

and

flexible

is

soft

and

[jale

resilient;

the branches are

elastic.

The other specimen (K.N.

415), measuring 108 nn)i. in total
exhibits
the
differences
height,
following
(PI. xxix., fig. 1): (i.)The

branches (which vary from 10 to 14nnn. in stoutness) are
mostly
occasional
pointed at the extremities, and rendered irregular

by

swellings and protuberances (incipient secondary branches)
the oscula, almost without exception, are
(ii.
arranged along the
branches in irregular opposite rows, and the largest are
nearly

;

)

1

mm.

in diameter;

(iii.-)

the surface

is

minutely wrinkled, and

in parts slightly granular; and (iv.)the
consistency is comparafirm
and
and
the
branches
are brittle rather than
hard,
tively
flexible.

ditierence

Otherwise, however, with the exception of the single
mentioned in the next paragraph, the specimen agrees
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ill

all

1.,

essential respects with the preceding; and, fuithermpre,

the differences (iii.)aud (iv.)are, almost undoubtedly, due merely
to tlie fact of the specimen's having been allowed to become partially dried before

being placed

in alcohol.

The pores are notably larger in
size than in the two preceding vari40
varying in diameter from
and are more uniformly

eties,

to

120/x,

distributed (PI. xxvii.,

dermal layer

thickness, and,

fig.3).

But

in

in

in the case of the

two similar specimens,

is

throughout with

packed

The

from 40 to 90 /i

is

R.N. 415, only a

closely
spirula?.

superficial

than 25 II in

— usually
thickness —
packed

with

the remaining portion

the

layer of

spirulye,

less

dermis

is

being occupied by numerous parasitic algal cells.

The skeleton presents no appreciable point of difference from that
of the typical variety excepting that

the radial fibres are generally much
their length, in the exlonger

—

panded portions

the

of

branches,

about twice the diameter of

beinii'

the axial fune (PI. xxv., fig.3). The
fibres attain, at most, a stoutness of

70 to

80/x,

slenderer,

but are usually much

and are always

])ro\'ided

with a distinct, though thin sheath
Text-ti <'.().

of

skeleton, seen in

its entirety, is

pale-coloured

Ik

Trachydadus

dhiitatufi var. c/aratn.^.

from the branches.

The

pale golden-yellowish.

The megascleres of the stalk are
*

spongin.

those of
scarcely difi'erent from
Megascleres:

«,

from the stalk;

HALLMANF.
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the typiciil variety, wliile those of the branches are difterent only
their extremities are most frequently more or

in the fact that

The
blunt-pointed, and strongylote f^rins are common.
in
all
three
specimens,
branch-spicules are of the same dimensions
less

length from about 170 to slightly above 300// and
attaining to about !)/i in stoutness: the stalk-spicules have a
maximum size, in the type-specimen, of (rarely) 480 x 15/a; in
I'anging in

R.N. 1046,

The

of

450 X

17//.;

and

in

R.N. 415,

of

40o x

14//..

of the typical
spiruhe are not distinguishable from those
R.N.
scarce
in
are
rather
415, and in
JVLicrostrongyla

variety.

the other two specimens are extremei}^ rare or absent; apparently
they are never centrotylote, and are at most 15x."5/><. in size.

Abnormal forms

of the

microstrongyla,

such

as occur in the

not observed.
typical variety, were

Thaciivcladus digitatus
(PL

var.

strongvlatus, var.nov.

xxii., fig. 5; PI. xxiii., fig. 4; i'l.xxvi., figs.:;,G;

—

Branches cylindrical,
Dmiiiums.
Oscula irregularly scattered.
slendei'.

PI. x.xvii. tig. 4.)

untapered,

moderately

Dermal membrane with

packed spiruhe confined to a superficial layer seldom as
much as 25/ji in thickness. Radial fibres of lesser length than
closely

the diameter of the axial fune.

and

ver}'

blunt-pointed oxea,

ceeding 290 by 7/^ in
i,oc.— Port Phillip.

This variety

^

is

Megascleres chiefly strongyla
in the branches rarely ex

— those

size.

represented by a single incomplete (but ex-

—

consisting only of
cellently preserved) example (PI. xxii., fig. 5)
the appearance (of the proximal part)
a pair of united branches

—

which suggests its having grown from a small broken-oli' piece
As compared with the representatives of
another specimen.
the preceding varieties, the specimen is distinguished chiefly by
of

of

the more or less strongylote character of the majority of its
in which respect it rather resembles an example of
megascleres

—

T.

rfte'porosiif;:

this statement, however, is possibly true only as

a stalk is lacking.
regards the megascleres of the branches, since
5mm. in diameter.
3-5
to
The branches are cylindrical and slender,
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The surface is minutely granular.
The oscula are scattered
and
in
diameter
()-8 to 0-75 mm.
from
irregularly,
The
\-ary
colour superficially

is

The dermal pores (PI.
pale brownish-grey.
are
for
the
most part scattered
fig. 4)

xxvi., figs. 3, 6; PI. xxvii.,

singly and irregularly, as in the variety davatus, but here and
there, especially on some parts of the surface, they exhibit also a

tendency to become arranged several together in incipiently sie\ethey range from 40 to 1 10/x in diameter. The dermal

like groups;

membrane

if ever, more than 50 or
and the dermal spirula?

is
rarely,
in
thickness;
60/v,

are confined to a superficial
layer which
most 2f)jh in thickness.

Examined
skeleton (PL

in

its

entirety,

xxiii., fig.4) is

is

at

the prepared

of a pale golden-

yellow colour, fine-textured, and of soft feel,
and of denser appearance
extra-axially than
that of any other of the varieties or
species
owing to the greater numbei' and closer

arrangement of the radial and coiuiecting
fibres, which quite conceal the axial core
from view; the core

itself

that

varieties.

the other

of

fibi-es,

\\hich

are of

—

—

The

radial

lesser

length

core, are

mostly

slightly

than the diameter of the

between 30 and 50 /x

dense than

is less

i-arely as

much

as 60/x

and are seldom provided with
suificient
in quantity to form a disspongiu
in stoutness,

tinct ensheathing
layer.

The megascleres
the

branches

in the

consist

Text-fig.

uppermost part

almost

entirely

of
of

strongyla and blunt-pointed oxea (the former
somewhat the more numerous), and rarely if ever exceed 300
by
7-5/x in size; the length of the shortest spicules is less

and individuals below 200 /x
*]Trachydadus diyitatns

in length are

var. strongylatuH.

than

common.

ilegascleres.

150/x,

At

the

j.
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lowermost extremity of the (iiicumplete) specimen, the megascleres
are still chiefly strongyla, but they comprise also a quite appreciable
size

number

up

to

of

350 by

more or
10/x.

sharp-pointed oxea, and range in
spinispirulse and their more or less

less

The

rod-shaped derivatives (the latter of which are rather rare) are
very seldom, if ever, more than 2/xin stoutness.
Microstrongyla
were not observed.

Trachycladus reteporosus,
General

smooth

difu/nosii^.

?).

—Branches elongated and tapering.

to slightly granular.

tSurface

Oscula entirely, or for the most

part, disposed in longitudinal series.

50/x in thickness;

sp.nov. (et vaiT.

Dermal membi*ane

at

most

with closely packed spirula^ occurring only in

a thin superficial layer.

Dermal pores arranged wholly or

in part

in subcii'cular sieve-like groups; in an}' case, the distance separ-

ating adjoining pores is generally very much less than tlieir own
diameter.
Skeleton with a relatively very dense axial fune of
diameter ecpial to or less than the radial fibres.
Radial fibres
directed at an angle varying from (rarely less than) 45° to nearly
90" to the skeletal axis; never more than about 50ju in stoutness;
generally with a well-defined, though thin spongin-sheath. Mega-

and very blunt-pointed oxea, the fornieisomewhat the more numerous; only occasionally slightly larger
scleres chief!)' strongyda

than elsewhere; varying in maximum size (in difierent
from
290 x 7 to rarely (in the stalk) 330 x 10/x.
specimens)
Zoc-.— Port PhiUip.

in the stalk

The specimens which

I ascribe to this sjiecies exhibit in certain

respects considerable variability, so that it is impossible to be
certain whether they are representative of several genetically

owe their diiiei'ences merely to individual varisecond difficulty in connection with the species arises
from the fact that, in certain of the specimens, the mode of dis-

distinct forms or
ation.

A

position of the dermal pores approaches somewhat closely to that
characteristic of T. digitatus, and in others again, owing to their

shrunken condition, the pores are not discernible: in the case of
these specimens, accordingly,
since no appreciable difFex'ence

—
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exists in
between the present species and T.
spiculation
the only definitely definable ehai'diyitatus var. strouyylatus,
acter justi£yin,(f their inclusion in the present species, rather than

—

is the elongate tapering habit of their branches.
the remaining specimens, however, there is one which in
various respects stands considerably apart from all the rest, and
in these respects also is by far the must divergent fi-om 7'. dii/ifa-

in T. diyitatns,

Among

therefore select this specimen to represent the typical
and the remainder I refer pi'ovisionally to an

I

fufi.

form

of the species,

undesignated variety, leaving the problem of their correct allocation to be determined in the future.
T.

RETEPOROSUS, typical form.

(PI. xxi., fig.'2: PI. xxiii., fig.5; PI. xxiv., fig.3;

PI. xxvi., figs. 1,4,7;

PI. xxvii., fig.5.

The

single,

—

excellently preserved specimen (PI. xxi., fig. 2),
340 nun. in total height consists of a half-score

—

whicli measui'es

main branches (160 to
dichotomously and sub-dichotomously

of long, lax, straight, gi-adually tapered,

250 mm.

in length), arising

within a comparatively short distance of the short stalk, and of
about the same number of shorter (10 to 120)um. long), but
other\\ise

But

similar,

for overlapping

sporadically occurring secondary branches.
and occasional sliglit torsion, the branches

would be disposed in a single plane, and the habit of the sponge

The branches, in addition to tapering distally, are
more or less narrowed proxiinally (attaining their maxinuun
stoutness usually at some considerable distance above their base),
tiabellate.

also

and, with the excep'tion of a few of the shorter ones, are generally more or less compi'essed in the plane of branching; the
stoutest measure at most 12 or 13 mm. in the major diameter of
their cross-section,

angles thereto.
occur.

The

and

9

to

10

mm.

in

the direction at right

Anastomosis between the branches does not

oscula,

which measure up

to

075 mm.

in diameter,

are arranged almost exclusively, though not always very reguseries situated on opposite sides of the
larly, in two longitudinal
The
branches, or occasionally in a single longitudinal series.
surface

is

smooth and even, without the faintest trace

of granu-
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on close inspection, it presents a minutely reticulate apThe dermal
tlie dermal pores (PI. xxvi., fig.4).
membrane is thin and (owing to the multitude and close apposilation;

pearance due to

minute pores) of gauzy appearance,— permitting to
be perceived through it, more or less distinctly, the subdermal
pinhole-like openings which are the entrances of the incurrent
tion of the

canals.

The consistency

the branches

ai-e flexible

is

rather fleshy, soft, and resilient, and
The colour in alcohol is pale
lax.

and

orange-yellow.
'I'he

dermal pores are arranged

in closely

approximated, oval

to circular groups or "pore-sieves" (PI. xxvi., figs. 4, 7; PI. xxvii.,
3 to 8 pores, and measuring up to
fig 5) containing each from
350/i in diameter; the pores themselves

measure from 50

about

to

Very commonly, the boundaries between the
are scarcely more pionounced or wider than those sepa-

lOOji in diameter.

sieves

rating the pores, so that, in places, the lines of demarcation
between the sieves become obscure and the pores appear almost
Witliin the pore-sieves, the dermal
to be uniformly distributed.

membrane

is

extremely thin, and contains but very few spirulae

sparsely scattered.
The skeletal axis or core
Skeleton.
fined

and delimited

much more

is

sliarply de-

any other of the species, and is
that of T. fastiyatus; in comparison

tlian in

equalled in density only liy
with the stoutness of the branches,

rather slender, measur-

it is

diameter generally not more than two-thirds of the length
The radial fibres proceed outwards from the
of the radial fibres.

ing in

it at an angle of 60° and upwards,
and arrive at the surface almost perpendicularly thereto. Connecting fibres between the radial tibres are extremely few; consequently, in the prepared or macerated skeleton (PI xxiii. fig.5),
the radial fibres are easily disarranged and thus usually present

axis in a direction inclined to

a

somewhat dishevelled appearance.

is

where

pearl-grey except axially,
fibres are rarely as much as

i-adial

The colour
it

is

oO/^t

of the skeleton

The

brownish-grey.
in stoutness,

and are

to the
usually provided with a distinct layer of spongin external
of
consist
The
fibres
only a
connecting
frequently
spicules.
and
.seldom
of
more
than
two,
single spicule,
39

ij

L

I
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Megascleres.

THE AXINELLID^,

— Contrary to what

described species,

'f

.

1.,

the case in the other herein-

is

fastigatns excepted, the megascleres are but

very larely, and then only very slightly,
of larger size in the stalk than in the

They are

branches.

chiefly

strongyla

and blunt-pointed oxea approximating
more or less in form to strongyla; quite
oxea

sharp-pointed
drical

are

The strongyla

scarce.

or

nearly so

comparatively

are usually cylintheir

througljout

whole length, the oxea to within a short
distance

of

attain a

maximum

extremities.

their

size of

They

300 by

8-5/x.

Individuals above 280 by 7/x are rare,
and these for the most part are slightly
fusiform oxea with more or less sharppointed exti'emities. The shortest spicules
are less than

130//. in

length,

and almost

invariably strongyla.
Microscleres.
of less
Text-fig. 8."

than

— The

2

spirulse are usually

complete turns, rarely,

if

much

as 2|; they are somewhat
slenderer than those of other species, their diameter very seldom
Rod-shaped derivatives of the
slightly exceeding l"5/i.
a
maximum
size of about 17 by 1'7/Jt, are
spirulae, attaining
ever, of as

very scarce.

Microstrongyla are apparently absent.
T. RETEPOROSUS, var. (aut varr.

?).

(PI. xxi., fig.3; PI. xxiii., figs.6-8; Pl.xxiv., figs.l, 2: PI. xxv., fig.l;

PL

xxviii., figs. 1-4; PI. xxix., fig.2.)

The remaining specimens

referable, or seemingly referable, to

the present species (but distinguished in various respects from
the above-described typical example) are eleven in number,

—

comprising ten of those recorded by Dendy(7) as T. Ictyispirulifer
*

Trachycladuii reteporomis.
the branches.

Megascleres:

a,

from the stalk;

h,

from
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Carter, together with an incomplete specimen occurring in the
Museum: the register-numbers of

collection of the Australian

the former are 297, 366, 426, 470 (two spms.), 983, 984, 1000

(two spms.), and 1061. So far as skeletal features are concerned,
the specimens exhibit no marked differences (either among them-

from the typical example), except in certain details of
their microspiculation; but the extra-axial skeleton is somewhat
less sparse than in the type-specimen,
as may be observed from
selves or

—

a comparison of the figures illustrating the appearance of the
entii'e skeleton,
and the colour of the skeleton (in the denser

—

is

portions thereof)

not brownish-grey, but varies from

pale

straw-yellow to light golden-yellow. The megascleres are, in all
of them, of approximately the same forms and dimensions as in
the typical specimen, the greatest deviation by far occurring in
in the case of R.N. 426, in which the megascleres of the stalk
attain a maximum size of 325 by 9'5/x, while those of the branches
rarely exceed 290

by

7'5/x.

All likewise agree with the type-

specimen in possessing long and relatively rather slender branches,
which attain their maximum stoutness at some distance above
their base; and, with rare exceptions, the branches taper more
or less distally.
On the other hand, in a number of other external features, and especially in the distribution of the dermal

Non-anastomosis
considerable variability is displayed.
between the branches is the rule.
The colour, except in one
instance, is some shade of pale yellowish-grey.
Exact resemblance to the typical specimen, as regards the
pores,

mode

of disposition of the

incomplete specimen which

dermal pores,
is

is

shown only by the

in the collection of the Australian

Museum.
uneven

In this specimen, the surface is somewhat ruggedly
(PI. xxi., fig.3), the branches (with a maximum stoutness

of only

8mm.)

are not at

all flattened,

and thecolour

is

a slightly

(A
salmon-pinkish stone-grey.
Microstrongyla are absent.
photograph of the macerated skeleton is shown in PI. xxiii.,fig.6).

R.N. 1061 approaches the typical specimen
but the branches are

much

in general habit

less

tapered (occasionally of nearly uniform diameter throughout their length), the
surface is faintly granular and somewhat uneven, and the oscula,
(PI. xxiv., fig.l),
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are almost as frequently scattered as arranged serially; the conTlie branches vary from
sistency, also, is comparatively firm.
(rarely) cylindrical to much compiessed, and are usually somewhat lenticular in cross-section. The pores are almost or quite

as closely situated and numerous as in the typical specimen, but
for the most part they are not arranged distinctly in gi-oups.
The spirula? are peculiar in the fact that they are much less
closely coiled than in any other example of the genus, the shape
of most of them approaching more or less to that of a contort §;

more or

less Q- or (-shaped

forms are also common, but straight

Scarce (though bj'
no means rare) microstrongyla are present, vaiying from 9 to
16/i in length and from 2 to 4// in stoutness, and almost invarior nearly straight rods are extremely rare.

ably centrotylote.

reproduced

(A photograph

of the

macerated skeleton

is

in PI. xxiii., fig.8).

The two specimens R.N. 1000 are much

alike in general habit,
for
accounts
their
being registered under the
probabh'
same number, — and differ from all the other specimens, with the

— which

exception of R.N.. 'Sii'2, 983, and 984, by the occasional coalescence of their branches; the branches are slender (5 to 8 mm. in
diameter), gradually tapered, and not at all compressed: and the
Neverthesurface is somewhat uneven and slightly granular.

one of the specimens the pores are arranged (PI. xxviii.,
very nearly as in the typical specimen, while in the other
they are distributed singly (PI. xxviii., fig. ) almost in the same
manner as in 7'. digitatus. In both, microstrongyla are exceedless, in

fig.2)

1

ingly rare.

In R.N. 983 and 984 the arrangement of the pores (PI. xxviii.,
is intermediate between that obtaining in R.N. 1061
figs. 3, 4)

and that characteristic

of

T. diyitatus var. strongylatus.

The

former specimen consists solely of two long branches (one simple,
the other with a partially coalescent secondary branch towards
upper extremity), measuring respectively 200 and 300 mm. in
length, and both arising almost independently from a small

its

common

attachment without the intervention of a stalk.
4 mm. in diameter proximally and increase
stoutness upwards very gradually, the larger one attaining a
disc of

The branches are only
in
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at a distance of aliout 50

mm.

apex, and thence gradually tajiering to a point, the
smaller one 8 nmi. in greatest stoutness and distally untapered.
The other specimen, H.N. 984, consists only of a broken-ofi' pair

from

its

of fused branches

somewhat similar

to those just described.

the surface is finely hispid,
is in one respect unique
of
the radial skeletal fibres,
so
the
extremities
rendered
being
by
which everywhere project J to 1 mm. beyond it, presenting the

R.N. 426

appearance

:

of delicate hairs.

Furthermore, although the speci-

to be excellently preserved, the dermal pores have
disappeared, and even the oscula are completely closed.

men appears

entirely
Since the skeletal fibres are altogether too slender

and weak

to

be considered capable of withstanding the bending strain which
a shrinkage of the sponge due to the action of the preservative
fluid would exert, the peculiar condition of the specimen must

almost certainly be the result of contraction while in the living
In general outward habit, as is evident from the
condition.
figure (PI. xxiv.,

fig. 2),

this specimen rather resembles the typical

Scarce strongyla are present, similar to those of
specimen.
R.N. 1061.

The two specimens R.N. 470

consist each of only a few de-

tached brandies, which, apart from being non-hispid, are exactly
In
similar in every way to those of the preceding specimen.
one of these specimens, no microstrongyla were observed; in the
other (and in this alone of
in

all

the specimens) they are fairly
size those of 1».N. 1061.
(A

form and

abundant, resembling
photograph of the macerated skeleton is shown in PI. xxiii., fig. 7).
In R.N. 297 and 366, — both of which are in a dried, much
shrunken condition, and consequently afford no information

—

the spirula3 are distinguished by being
regarding the pores,
mostly of less than one complete turn and hence more or less
Q-shaped; straight rods of all lengths from 3 to upwards of 15/x
R.N. 366 consists
are also common, especially the shorter ones.
of a main stem or branch, about 200 mm. in length, attached by
its

4

base (which spreads to form a thin incrusting disc about
in area) to the surface of a shell, and sending oft' on one

mm.

side, at

the distances of 50, 60, and bO

mm.

respectively from

its
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base, three secondary branches

1.,

which become coalescent with one

R.N. 297 is unique in consisting solely of a long
In both specislender unbranched stem, 250 mm. in length.
Jn neither were niicromens the extremities are tapered.

another.

strongyla observed.

Trachycladus pustulosus,

sp.nov.

PI. xxxix.,
(Pl.xxi.,fig.5; PI. xxvi., figs.5, 8; PI. xxvii. fig.6;
figs.6, 7.)

1887. {1)Spirophora bacterium Lendenfeld(26), p.795.
— Branches quite short and distally expanded;
Diagnosis.

sometimes so abbreviated as to be little more than mammifoim
lobes.
Surface closely studded with small pimple-like elevations,
and exhibiting, on close inspection, a minute reticulate pattern
due to the mode of arrangement of the dermal pores. Oscula

Dermal
situated only on the more distal parts of the branches.
sie\e-like
groups, usually
pores arranged in close-set, subcircular,
with from 3 to

7 pores in

Dermal

each group.

layer loosely

entire thickness—
packed with spirulse usually throughout
in
the
Skeleton
40
to
from
varies
which
upper, more ex80/x.
axial
fune. Fibres
an
not
branches
of
the
forming
panded, parts
its

stout,

upper

and provided with much spongin.
parts of

Megascleres in the
the branches consisting almost exclusively of

and rarely attaining
strongyla and oxea in about equal numbers,
to 320 X 9/x in size; peduncular megascleres chiefly oxea (together
and only rare strongyla), attaining a
with occasional
styli

maximum

size of

460 x

15/x.

Microstrongyla extremely abund-

abnormal shapes, and in part
ant, frequently assuming various
reduced to spheres.
Port Phillip.
Loc.

—

This species, of which two well-preserved specimens are at
is
hand, one incomplete, consisting only of a few branches,
and
branches
stunted
short
very
characterised especially by its

—

and by the fact that the skeleton,
noticeably pimpled surface,
lowermost
part of the longer branches,
except in the stalk and the
condensed
at
all
not
is only slightly or
axially (PI. xxxix., fig.6).
Whilst these features sharply mark

it

off

from

all

the other
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the
species, it is still further distinguished by having
in which
pores arranged in sieve-like groups (PI. xxvi., fig.5)
— a.nd by the
respect it is approached only by T. reteporosus
to
reduction of the microstrongyla in part
spheres. An adequate

known

—

idea of the external habit will be obtained by reference to the
figure

(PI. xxi., fig.5)

measures 60 mm.

of

the single complete example, which
in the case of the other speci-

in total height

:

men, the branches are somewhat longer, several of them attainThe colour in alcohol is a minutely
ing a length of 25 mm.
mottled, slightly brownish pale grey, and the consistency

and resilient.
fairly tough, compressible
The surface-pimples, which coincide

—

in position with,

is firm,

and

to

some extent are the expression of, the points of impingement of
are fairly
the skeletal fibres upon the dermal membrane,

—

uniformly distributed over the whole surface at a distance apart
approximating to their own breadth, which on the average is
about 0-4 mm.; they are rounded or flattened above, not conule-

and are conspicuous not so much by the amount of their
— which at the most is but slight— as by their whitish
projection
colour and more opaque appearance compared with the interlike,

vening portions of the surface. At the locations of the small
areas formed by these elevations, the dermal membrane is closely
adherent and non-porous; but between them it overlies sub-

dermal spaces, and is so perforated by numerous small poreThe pore-sieves (PI.
sieves as to appear minutely reticulate.
in outline and
oval
to
circular
PI.
are
xxvii., fig. 6),
xxvi., tig. 7;
generally between 40 and

120/a in distance apart, range from
than 100 up to about 200/x in diameter, and contain each,
according to their size, from 2 to 8 pores of diameter varying
from 20 to 60//.
less

— Except in the stalk and the

lower portions of some
lower branches, the skeleton exhibits no well-marked axial
condensation or core, but is rather of the dendritic type (PI.
Skeleton.

of the

xxxix., fig.7) consisting chiefly of longitudinally-running and of
gradually outward-trending, continually branching main fibres,
which are not distinguishable as axial and radial respectively;

transverse or connecting fibres are numerous between the main
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the central region of the branches, but comparatively

fibres in

and somewhat irregular in occurrence towards their
The main fibres attain a stoutness occasionally of
surface
scarce

nearly 200/x in the axial region of the skeleton, but diminish in
00/x; they are composed

diameter periphei'ally to between 60 and
of

1

somewhat looselvand

irregularly

pacUed spicules united by abundant

The

spongin-cement.

fibres are usually less

connecting
than 50/i. in

stoutness and are composed almost

The spongin

entirely of spongin.

shrinks considerabl}' on drying, so
that in the dried skeleton the stoutness of the fibres
stated above.

is

much

The

less

than

skeleton seen

in its entirety (PI. xxxix., fig

6,>

is

of a golden-yellow colour.
Jlegasc/ei-es.

— The

differences be-

tween the megascleres of the stalk
and of the branches are more marked than in any other of the species
herein described, the former con-

almost entirely of sharppointed oxea, ranging from seldom
less than 250 up to 460/a in length
sisting

and up

to

16/x in

stoutness, and

very similar in form and size to
those of 7'. digita/us var. strongylatus, while the latter are strongyla

and more or

less blunt-pointed

— the

oxea

strongyla being if anything
Tmchycladufi pnslu- somewhat the more numerous
Text-fig.9.
/o.s7(.s.
Megascleres a, from the ranging in length from occasionally

—

—

:

.stalk; h,

330//,,

and

stvli are

cular

from the branches.

j^q^^ ^^^ ^^ ^j^^^^. 3^0 or
Occasional
in
stoutness.
seldom exceeding 8-5 or 9/x
j^^^ ^j^^^

met with, which are most frequent among the pedun-

megascleres;

uncommon.

among the

latter

also

anisoxea are not
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The spirulse are of all forms between corkscrewmore than 2 turns and straight rods, the latter
common and mostly between 12 and 25/x in length and

Microscleres.'-

spirals of a little
faii'ly

from

Tlie spirulse are less closely coiled

diameter.

2 to 3-5//, in

than in any other of the species, and are also slightly larger
(occasionally attaining to 18/i, in length).
I'he microstrongyla are rarely less than 2 or more than 3-5//.
in diameter, and of all lengths up to 18/i,; a notable proportion

are reduced

They are mostly not centrotylote.
common.

to spheruhe.

Abnormal forms

of various shapes are rather

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XXL-XXLX.,

figs. 1-2;

XXXIX.,

figs.6-7.

Plate xxi.
Fig.

— Trachydadus

1.

specimen;

Fig.2.

pig.3.

— T.
— T.

Fig. 4.

Fig

5.

(

X

J'usI iijni uf, .'^p.iiuv.;

rtteporoms, sp.iiuv.

;

?);

x

s).

Of. also PI. xxiv., figs. 1-2.

sp.nov.; from the type-specimen; ( x g).
from the type-specimen; ( x* nearly).
pustitlomi.'i, sp.nuv.
;

xxii.

— Tntrltycludna digifatxs Lendenfeld,

Fig. 4.

— T. di(jitaim var.
— T.
var.

l.'ig.5.

— T.

rig.3.

(

from an incomplete specimen with

.-cahrosiis,

Plate
Figs. 1-2.

the (paitially dried) type-

fioin the type-specimen;

reteporosua, sp.nov. (var.
slightly rugose surface; ( x i).

— T.
— T.

fioiii

g).

diijUaitus

(jraci/is,

r/andtis,

typical furm;

(

x f approx.).

from the type-specimen; x f).
var.nov.; from the type-specimen; {x^

var.nov.

(

;

nearly).

-

d'Kjitaliis

var.

type-specimen;

(

x

^troiKjylalus,

Plate
Fig.

1.

— Tntrhycladns

var.nov.; fium the (incomplete?')

{'^).

d'Kjilaiiix

xxiii.

Lendenfeld, typical form; skeleton; (nat.

size).

— T.
vav.
var.nov.; skeleton; (nat.
—
yav.
T.
var.nov.; skeleton; (nat.
claratm,
diyitafu-f
Fig.3.
— T. diyitatus yav.
var.nov.; skeleton: (nat.
—
the type-.specimen
skeleton
T.
sp.nov.;
reteporosufi,
Figs.o-6.
di'jifatiis

Fig.2.

size).

ijracl/is,

size).

size).

sfroiiify/alitfi,

li'ijr.4.

(of

the specimen illustrated in PI. xxi.,
Figs.7-8.

—

7'.

rtttporomx,

sp.nov., (var.

?);

skeleton

figured in Pl.'xxiv., figs. 1-2); (nat. size).
T. scahrosii!^, .sp.nov.; skeleton: (nat. size),
Fig.9.
T. J'astiyatus, sp.nov.; skeleton; (nat. .size).
Fig. 10.

—
—

and

of

fig.3, respectively); (nat. size).

(of

the specimens
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Plate xxiv.

Fig.2.

— Trachyclailuji
— T.

Fig.3.

— T. rtfeporom.s,

Fi<^. 1.

rtteporoftus, sp.nov., (var.

reteporosu.s, sp.nov., (var.

dermal pores could not

lie

seen);

(

x

R.N. 1061;

''.);

R.N. 42(5

?);

(a

{

x

i).

specimen in which the

i).

sp.nov., typical form; one-half of a (desilicified)
longitudinal median section of a branch of the type-specimen, showing the deiinal layer (in part torn away), subdermal spaces, excur-

rent and incurrent canals, flagellated chambers, and (on the left)
portion of the axial skeleton; ( x 18).

Plate XXV.
Fig.

1.

— Trachpcladns

reteporosus, sp.nov.,
x 10).
(

(var.

longitudinal median

?);

section of the skeleton;
Fig.'i.

— T.
less

di(/itat>is Lendenfeld, var. claratiis, var.nov.
portion (slightly
than one-half) of a transverse section of a branch, showing the
;

of the flagellated chambers, etc.

arrangement

;

(

x 18).

Plate xxvi.
Fig.

1.

— Tfachycladw

rtttporo/^ux,

median section
fune;

Fig.2.

— T.

(

sp.nov., (typical form);

showing the pattern

of the skeleton,

longitudinal
of the axial

x 10).

Lendenfeld, (typical form); portion of the surface
part of which the dermal membrane has been pared off)
showing the disposition of the dermal pores, and also of the main
digitatn-^

(from

incurrent canals;

Fig.3.

— T.

di(jit,atu><

(

x 6).

var.

HtrongylatiiK,

var.nov.;

portion of the surface,

showing the arrangement of the dermal pores and the character of
the oscula;

Fig. 4.

— T.

ment

Fig.o.

— T.
— T.

x

fi).

of the

of the

nov.; portion of the surface, showing the arrangex 6).
(

dermal pores;

pasfn/ofiii.'^,

ment

Fig. 6.

(

ref eporo.in>i, up.

sp.nov.

dermal

diijitatHS \-AV.

;

portion of the surface, showing the arrange-

j^ores;

(

x 6).

stron<jylatiis,

var.nov.;

portion of the surface,
x 20).
(From a
(

showing the arrangement of the dermal pores;
drawing).

Fig.7.

— T.

reteporoxiis,

sp.nov.,

showing the arrangement

(tj'pical

of the

form):

portion of the surface,
x 30).
(From a
(

dermal pores;

drawing).

Fig.8.

— T. pnsfii/oxus,
ment

Fig.9.

—

sp.nov.; portion of the surface, showing the arrange(From a drawing).
( x 30).

of the dermal pores;

7'. digitafiis hendenteld, var. <jracUix, var.nov.; moderately thick,
transverse section of a branch; ( x 18).
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Plate xxvii.
Fig.

1.

— Trachydadm diyitatum Leiidenfeld, (typical form);
showing

Fig.2.

— T.

arrangement of the dermal pores;

tlie

diititatUK var.

arrangement

Fig.3.

— T.

of the
var.

diijifatiis

var.nov.

yracilis,

dermal pores;

(

— T.

di(ji/atii.s

siuface-sectiun,

x 40).

surface-section, showing the

;

x 40).

c/aratus, var.nov.; surface-section,

arrangement of the dermal pores;

Fig. 4.

(

\sii\ i<troii</i//atu><,

(

showing the

x 40).

y&v. nor.;

the arrangement of the dermal pores;

— T.

(

surface-section,

showing

x 40).

reteparosm, sp.nov., (tj'pical f(jrin); surface-section, showing
the arrangement of the dermal pores; x 40).
T. pHstido'fUft, sp.nov.; surface-section, showing the arrangement
Fig.o.
of the dermal pores; ( x 40).
Fig.o.

(

—

Plate xxviii.
Fig.l.

—

?); portion of the surface
the specimens R.N. 1000) showing the arrangement of the
dermal pores; ( x 40).

Trac/ii/c/adiis rtteporosus, sp.nov., (var.

one

(of

Fig.2.

— T.

(^f

re(epo)-Ofiiis,

sp.nov.,

(var.

surface-section (of

?);

showing the arrangement of the dermal pores;
4.

Figs. 3,

— T.

refeporo»u», sp.nov., (var.

mens R.N.
(

Fig.o.

'!);

surface-sections (of the speci-

X 40).

Lendenfeld, var. claratu.^, var.nov.: rather thin (undetransverse section of a branch; x 15).
T. •<cal>ro.'<iis, sp.nov.; rather thin (desilicilied) transverse section

7'.

dl(/ifa/iis

—

(

of a branch;

(

x 20).

Plate xxix.,
*

R.N. 1061),

x 40).

983, 984), showing the arrangement of the dermal pores;

silicified)

Fig.6.

(

— Trachydadus
Fig.l.

diijiiatus

figs. 1-2.

hendenield, var.

claratus('i),

var.nov.; speci-

men R.N.4I0; (xA).

Fig.2.

•

— T. retejJorosuK,
(of

sp.nov., (var.?); thin, transverse section of a branch
x 15).
(

specimen R.N. 1000);

Plate xxxix,
Fig.6.

— Tradii/c/adiis

pU'<tu/o.'<U'<,

figs. 6-7.

sp.nov.

;

skeleton

photographed

by

transmitted light; (nat. size).
of the skeleton as seen in
Fig. 7. ^7'. pustulosiiM, sp.nov.; showing pattern
thin longitudinal section (passing through three branches and the

upper part

of their

common

stem);

(

x 5).
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A REVISION OF THE GENERA WITH MICROSCLERES
INCLUDED, OR PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED, IN
THE FAMILY AXIKELLID.E WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME AUSTRALIAN SPECIES. Part
;

ii.

[Porifp:ra.]

By

E. F.

Kallmann, B.Sc, Linnean Macleay Fellow of
THE Society in Zoology.

(Plates xxix., fig.4; xxx.-xxxii
xxxviii., tigs. 1-3:

B

Genus
Definition.

habit,

I

E

;

xxxiii., figs. 1-5;

and

M N A Gray

— Axinellida?

occasionally

xxxiv.-xxxvii.:

Text-figs. 10-1 6.)
(sens. lat.).

typically of
tending to become

massive or encrusting
lamellar or calicular,

almost invariably provided with conuli or other surface-elevations of less regular form, or with digitate processes either solid
or tubular; or, finally, consisting almost entirely of tubular proThe skeleton varvina;, sometimes conformintr more or

cesses.

type, but more frequently consisting
which sometimes are arranged reticulately.
The spicules composing the fibres are sometimes (in the less
typical species) arranged more or less plumosely, or even in part
less to a

halichondroid

of definite fibres,

—

The megascleres are typically of a single order,
echinatingly.
either styli alone, or styli together with oxea of similar dimensions; special

dermal megascleres are absent.

The

microscleres

are invariably sigmata and trichites (or microxea), the latter
usually or perhaps always occurring (partly at least) in dragmata;

and

be added commata, microstrongyla, or spherulae.
B.
peachi Bowerbank.
Type-species,
The species for which the genus Allantophora was proposed by
Whitelegge(58) differs in the combination of its characters so
to these

may

notably from any species

important respect at

known

least, so

previously to it, and, in one
considerably also from any which
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has since been described, that its true affinities were until
recently(13) unsuspected, while the propriety of maintaining a
separate genus for

its

reception has not hitherto been called into

question.
Whitelegge, disregarding the evidence afforded by
the microscleres present, and attaching overmuch importance to

the echinate arrangement of some of the spicules composing the
skeletal fibres, ari'ived at the <;()nclusiou that Allanto]>ho7-a is

intermediate between Echiuodathriii and 0])Mitaspon(/ia; whereas
T, in my earlier remarks in reference to the genus(12), expressed
the opinifjn that, provisionally at least, it should be placed in
the Mycalinse, and suggested the possibility of its relationship

with <'r(imhe(

=

TetrmitheUa).

Since then, as I more recently

have found occasion to remark(13), a second species possessing
microstrongyla as microscleres in addition to sigmata and trichodragmata, has been described by Hentschel(15) under the name
Tylode.ama 7nicrostrongyIa, which in spiculation accords so closely
with Alhmtophora plicata as to leave no room

foi'

doubting the

close genetic affinit}' of the two, yet the skeleton of which conforms, or at any rate closely approximates, to a halichondroid

type.

Hence

it

seems to follow that the essential feature to be

taken into account in deciding as to the proper systematic

posi-

tion of these species is not, in either case, the precise configuration of the skeleton, but rather the constitution thereof from the

point of view of the spicular elements composing
scleric

and microscleric; and accordingly one

is

it,

both mega-

led to suspect

the probability of their relationship with such species as Biemna
raegalosiyma Heiitschel(15), and Biemna chileusis 'lhiele(42), the
essentially the same as theirs except only
in this respect, namely, that instead of microstrongyla the microand in which, furthermore, the skeletal
scleres include spherulse,

spiculation of wliich

is

—

In support of
type.
to light a third species with microstrongyla
as
(and, significantly, with spherulse also), -described below
absolute
and
a
forms
definite
which
Allantophora victoriana,

arrangement
this, there

is

of a

somewhat intermediate

now comes

—

connecting-link between A. plicata and SigmaxiaeUa rioca/yptoides Dendy, it being even questionable, indeed, whether both
it

and the last-named should not be looked upon merely as
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varieties of A, plicata and Siymaxinella ciocalyjdoides, in turn,
found to provide no feature definitely justifying its separation
generically from the majority at least of the species at present
:

is

Accordingly it becomes necessary to decide
what
if
grounds,
upon
any, the genera Tylodesma, AUantopJiora,
and Sigmaxiiiella admit of being retained.
The distinction between Tylodfsma (olim Biemna) and Biemna
to whom
(olim Desmacella) deemed essential by Topsent(46),
the separation of the species of Ridley and Dendy's group Deswas with respect to
macellinae into these two genera is due,

included in Biemna.

—

—

the mode of conformation of the skeleton, a halichondroid type
of skeleton being regarded by him as characteristic of the former
genus, a disposition of the megascleres in definite fibres as charwhether the megascleres were styli or
acteristic of the latter
:

The same
tylostyli was looked upon as of minor importance
distinction was emphasised by Lundbeck(30) in defining these
genera, though at the same time he attached equal value to
certain differences in their microscleric spiculation; other authors,

—

—

seem
however, -as Thiele(41), Dendy(8), and Hentschel(15),
Neverthedisposed, like Topsent, to regard it as fundamental.
less, a critical survey of the species concerned renders it evident
that the distinction is an arbitrary one, and incapable of being
maintained; in proof of which one need only refer to the fact
that in certain instances, as, for example, in the case of Biemna
microxa Hentschel(14), and of the so-called Biemna humilis
Thiele(41), the authors themselves

show uncertainty as

genus to which the species ought rather to be assigned.

to the

Tf,

how-

ever, the species with tylostyli or subtylostyli as megascleres
with those in which tylo(typical of Tylodesma) be compared

of Biemna), it is found
stylote megascleres are absent (typical
in the case of the former that the microscleres present frequently

comprise toxa in addition to sigmata, but never trichites or
microxea, whereas in the case of the latter, with one highly
viz., Desmacella frayilis Kieschnick(24),
questionable exception

—

— trichites or

microxea are invariably present, but never toxa.

Accordingly there

is

genus Tylodesma, but
40

excellent ground for the retention of the
its definition requires amendment.
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The three species, for the reception of which Dendy(7) proposed
the genus Sigmaxinella, agree in having both monactinal and
diactinal megascleres and, as microscleres, signiata and trichodragmata, but in a number of other important respects they
differ very considerably; and, as
already indicated, one at least
of

them equally admits of inclusion in AUantophora
However, the first-described

as hitherto defined.
S.

differ

from

Biemna

as well as several of the species which Kirkto SigmaxineUa,

aiistralia?ia,

patrick(20)

or in

of the three,

and Whitelegge(60) have ascribed
all

other

known

species possessing

similar

micro-

being of ramose habit, and secondly in having
an axially condensed skeleton. Consequently, with an amended
diagnosis, the genus Sig^naxinella also admits of being retained.
scleres, firstly in

The

—

third species

assigned by Dendy to SigmaxineUa S.
the species having sigmata and trichoas
dragmata
microscleres) quite unique, not only as regards
skeletal structui'e, but also in the fact that the megascleres

—
JlabeUata is (among

are of two distinct kinds, viz., styli composing the fibres, and
elongated flexuous strongyla (and tornota) occurring interthe latter of which are strikingly analogous to the
stitially,

—

spicules of similar

form characteristic of many species oiAxinella,
and Tragosia. Were it not for the presence

Phakellia, Acanthella,

would be no adequate reason, apart from the
flexuous character of the interstitial megascleres, for excluding
the species from the genus Z)ra^?nacit£o?i (g.n.), which in turn

of sigmata, there

comprises species hitherto assigned to 2'hrinacophora; whilst, if
both kinds of microscleres were absent, it would almost certainlv

have to be included
Being such as

it is,

genus Phakellia && defined by Dendy{8).
however, the species undoubtedly deserves a

in the

new genus for its accommodation, and
name Sigmaxia.

for this I

propose the

The question whether AUantophora admits of separation from
Biemna is a much more difficult one, and at present cannot be
satisfactorily decided; for although there exists with respect to
skeletal structure a profound difference between the typical

—

as is very obvious from a comparison
species of the two genera,
of Topsent's figure of B. peachi{5i; PI. iv., fig. 3) with mine of
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— yet the descriptions of

other

species seem to indicate that intermediate (as well as additional)
types of skeleton occur, while in not a few instances, furthermore,

the requisite information relating to the skeleton

is

lacking.

At

the outset, a satisfactory line of division between the two genera
seemed to me possibly securable by taking into account the fact
if not all of the indubitable species of Biemna the
microscleres include commata, but neA'^er microstrongyla, whereas
in the remaining species commata are absent; but the serviceableness of this as a means of distinction appears to be ruled out

that in most

by the circumstance, recently announced by Topsent(54),
that in B. peachi commata are apparently sometimes missing.
further difficulty is created by Topsent's discovery {loc. cit.) that
"commata" are present in his Bievina Jistulosa, which have not
of court

A

the form of curved microstvli but "s'y montrent flexueux avec un
bout renfle et I'autre un peu aminci," so that their form "rapelle

un peu celle de sigmaspires deroulees": and it is possible that
these microscleres are a connecting-link between the stvliform

commata

and the microstrongyla of typical
Consequently, since one is unable so to
define the genera as to render them mutually exclusive, there is
no alternative for the time being but to combine them, and I
of B. peachi, etc.,

AUantophora-s,Y>ec\GS,.

have therefore formulated the diagnosis of Biemna accordingly.
Inasmuch, however, as I am confident (hat the necessity for this
is onl\'
temporary, and that a fuller knowledge of the species
concerned

will

furnish occasion for the rehabilitation of

genus AUantophora,
carding the

name

below, to which

it

I

in

have refrained for the present from

the
dis-

the designation of the species described
if the
genus be ulti-

must necessarily apply

mately readopted.

The amendment which I introduce in regard to the distinction
drawn between the genera Biemna and Tylodesvia affects

to be

the position only of five species, namely, of Tylodesvia microstrongyla Hentschel, and 2\ microxa Hentschel, which (as their
consists of styli, sigmata, trichites, and, in the

spiculation

former, also of microstrongyla) must be included in Biemna; and
of

Biemna

hnviilis

Thiele(41),

B. vulgaris

Topsent(4i5),

and
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B.truncata Hentsche](i3), which (having a spiculation composed,
first, of subtylostyli, sigmata, and toxa, and

in the case of the

in the others, of
tylostyli
In order to
Tylodesma.

and sigmata) must be transferred
frame a satisfactory definition

Biemna, which will serve effectually
Dragmacido7i and Rhaphoxya (gg. nn.),

upon the presence

of sigmata as

an

to

distinguish

it

to
of

from

necessary to insist
essential character of the
it

is

no other, Topsent's Desmacella
aherrmis (with trichodragmata alone as microsclei'es), which
Lundbeck has I'eferred to Biemna, must be removed therefrom:
and for its reception I propose a new genus, DragmateUa, which
genus

for this reason,

:

for

if

I provisionally regard as occupying a position between
DragmaLundbeck is inclined to refer also
Rhaphoxya.

cidon and

known Desmacella vayabunda and D.
Of
Biemna.
these two species I have not seen the
pnmilio
but
descriptions;
judging from Schmidt's original diagnosis of
Desmacella, quoted by Ridley and Dendy(83), the microscleres
present are sigmata and (or) toxa, in which case the species
cannot in my estimation be assigned to Biemna, but belong most
Schmidt's imperfectly
to

probably to Tylodesma.

As regards Kieschnick's Desmacella

referred to above,

fragilis,

it

is

impossible, owing to the un-

reliability of its description, to express

any definite opinion. If
microscleres are sigmata, trichodragmata, and
toxa, as stated, I think that this would render necessary the
erection for it of a new genus; until rediscovered, however, the
it

be true that

its

must be regarded as incertce sedis. 'J'he only other species
about which there can be said to exist any occasion for doubt is

species

Desmacella cavernula Bowerbank(l), in which the microscleric
is described as
consisting solely of sigmata; but as
the megascleres are styli (and not tylostyli), and, furthermore,
as there is ground to suspect, owing to the dried condition of

spiculation

Bowerbank's single specimen, that the occurrence of trichodragmata therein was overlooked, the probability is that the
species

is
is

Nevertheless, the
correctly to be assigned to Biem,na.
peculiar, regarded as a member of this genus, in the

species
fact that the megasclei^es are distinguishable into

the one kind composing the

fibres,

two groups,
the other occurring inter-
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and also forming a dermal skeleton: and this peculiarity
possibly prove to be associated with other distinctive
features of a character that would justify its exclusion from the
stitially

may

genus.

According to Thiele(40), a partial differentiation

of the

megascleres into several groups is exhibited in the case of B.
korenii also, but) apparently this occurs without relation to the
particular position which the spicules occupy, since he makes no

mention of the

fact;

and Lundbeck(30) further notes that

in

capillifera there are present, in addition to the skeletal
spicules proper, smaller styli which are found only in the part
of the sponge nearest to the substratum, where
they form a thin
H.

In all the remaining species of iJiemwa, so far as I am
layer.
aware, the megascleres are definitely of a single order (though
occasionally comprising both monactinal and diactinal forms).
Hentschel(15) has recently referred to Biemna (under the name
B. aruensis) a species possessing neither sigmata nor trichodragmata, but having as flesh-spicules small slender curved
"
which he terms "
and

kommaformige Rhaphiden

tylostyli,

ap-

parently regards as homologous with the commata of species
like B. peachi.
Inasmuch, however, as the remaining spicula-

two distinct kinds) in the form
and (very much shorter) tylostyli respect-

tion consists of megascleres (of
of (longer) subtylostyli
ively,

and

as,

and prolongs

furthermore, the sponge is regularly dome-shaped
itself upwards into a tubular process, it seems to

me practically certain that the species is one requiring to be
included in the family Polymastiidse.
Unfortunately Hentschel
has neglected to investigate the structure of the skeleton, and
one therefore lacks the information necessary to decide whether
the species requires a new genus for its reception, or permits of
inclusion in the genus Polymastia itself.
But, for the present, I
would recommend that the species be known as PoIymastia(l)
ariheiisis.

Of species referable to Biemtta which have been assigned to
genera other than Biemna, Desmacella, Tylodesma, or Allantophora, there

is

apparently only one,

viz.,

Siymaxinella incrustans

l\irkpatrick(20).

A

few fragments

of a

sponge have been recorded from Christ-
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mas Island by Kirkpatrick(21)

as BesmaceUa sp., in which the
megascleres are oxea, fewer styli, and rare strongyla, all of
approximately the same dimensions (viz, 180 x 7/i, 150 x 9fi, and
126 X 6/x respectively), and the microscleres are
very rare sigmata,
rare toxa, and rare trichites; but in which the skeleton is a
unispicular renieroid meshwork, with triangular and quadrangular meshes.
Obviously, if the microscleres are really proper
to it, this species should be
assigned, provisionally at least, to
the genus Gellius.
.

The genus Biemna,
following species
i.

:

—

With commata

/>'.

i^eachi

-

as

now

defined, accordingly comprises the

typical species of the genus.

Bowerbank(l;

English Channel; Scotland;

30).

off

B. capillifera Levinsen(28;

30).

Norway:

off Iceland.

E. Canada; Iceland;

Kara

Sea.

B. Aami/era
/)'.

B.

Lundbeck (30).

groenlandica Fristedt(10;
stellifera

Fristedt(9).

Off Iceland.
30).

(With

E. Coast of Greenland.

Sweden.

asters?).

B. fistulosa Topsent(48;
B. sp. Thiele(41).

54).

Amboina.
Ternate.

Without commata

(so far as known), and without microstrongyla; but apparently otherwise conforming rather to the
ii.

species with commata.
B. Iwrenii Schmidt(35;40).

Off Norway.

B. variantia Bowerbank(l).
{^.)B.

{l)caveruula Bowerbank(l).

B. trirhaphis Topsent(48;
{^.)B.

41).

fords Topsent(48).

Bristol Channel.

Shetland Islands.

Amboina; Ternate.
Amboina.

iii. Without commata
(so far as known), and without microstrongyla; but apparently otherwise conforming rather to the
species with microstrongyla.
B. incrustans Kirkpatrick(20).
Cape Colony.
B. tubulata Dendy(8).
Cevlon.

B. macrorhaphis Hentschel(l6).

Antarctic Ocean.
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sp.
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Hentschel(15).

chilensis

Thiele(42).
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(With

Sharks Bay, W. Australia.
Arafura Sea.
Chili.

spherulse).
B.

megalosigma Hentschel(15).

(With
B.

Arafura Sea.

spherulse).

megalosigma

var.

liposphcera

Arafura Sea.

Hentschel(l5).

B

(AUantophora)

ciocalyptoides

Port Phillip, Victoria.

Dendy.
iv.

With

inicrostrongyla.

B. {AUantophora)

plicata White-

New

South Wales.

legge.

B. {AUantophora) victoriana, sp.n.
B. {'^;AUantopho7-a) raicrostrongyla

Port Phillip, Victoria.

Arafura Sea.

Hentschel(15).

Allantophoka plicata Whitelegge.
PI. XXX., iigs.l, 2, 3.)
(PI. xxix., fig.4;
I'^Q'l .AUantophora

Diagnosis.
lamellae,

plicata Whitelegge(60),p.505,Pl.xlv., fig.28.

— Sponge consisting of a cluster of erect, proliferous

sometimes interunited more or

less

by anastomosis, and

or less pointed above or to

frequently tending to become more
divide distally into digitate processes.

provided with

many

Surface irregular, and

slender tapering conuli.

Dermal membrane

and without
moderately thick, without contained megascleres,
Skeleton an irregular reticulavisible to the naked eye.

pores

uniform density throughout, consisting of ascend100 and 200/a in
ing multispicular main fibres (mostly between
most
the
for
numerous
and
slendei'er,
part paucistoutness)

tion, of fairly

Spicules of the main fibres rather
somewhat
often
(and
plumosely) arranged. Both main
loosely
spicular, connecting fibres.

and connecting
or

fibres

provided with moderately numerous, more

perpendicularly-directed, echinating spicules
similar in kind to the coring spicules.
Spongin present only in
less

nearly

moderate quantity.

Megascleres: styli and (relatively few) oxea,
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ranging from

less

than 300 to upwards

U.,

of 500/x (occasionally to

upwards of 600/i) in length, and (in different specimens) varying
from 16 to 22/x in maximum stoutness. Microscleres: (i.)numerous sigmata of two

sizes,

respectively 11 and 21/x in

maximum

two

sizes, together with
length; (ii.) trichodragmata
scattered trichites of similar length (viz., up to about 60/i,) to
those composing the larger dragmata; and (iii.) numerous micro-

typically of

strongyla, the largest measuring 20 by

Zoc— Off Crookhaven

River,

8/x.

N.S.W.

("Thetis").
In addition to the single example originally
Introductory.
described, there are now available three other complete speci-

—

mens

and a fragment

of a fourth.
Of these, only
preserved in alcohol, the remainder (with
the exception of the type-specimen, which has been di*ied
pro— without complete
bably after having been some time in alcohol

of the species,

the last-mentioned

is

—

removal of the sarcode) being washed-out and otherwise more or
less

damaged beach-specimens.
In all four specimens, the general habit
External features.
The sponge consists of an often more or less
the same.

—

is

intricate

cluster

of

erect

lamellse,

another along one lateral edge,

which are joined each to

— the other edge either remaining

free or (less frequently) becoming connected by anastomosis Avith
some portion of another lamella, and which tend most fre-

—

quently to

become narrowed and more or

less

pointed a^ove, or

sometimes to partially resolve distally into several pointed digitiform processes. The iamellaj vary from 2 to 12 mm. in thickness: and the largest specimen measures 130 mm. in height.
Usually, a main or primary lamella is to be distinguished, and
from this secondary lamellse proceed, which in turn give rise in

way to others of higher order. The lamella? are not
directed
perpendicularly to those from which they arise,
always
but often more or less obliquely; and occasionally some of the
a similar

The sponge is
vertically curved or folded.
sometimes attached only by a limited portion of
the base of the primary lamella; but more usually the area of
attachment is much more extensive, and is formed partly by the
The surface is rendered more or
bases of other lamellse as well.

larger ones
sessile,

and

may be
is
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uneven by irregular, longitudinally disposed ridges and
The former inby numerous acuminate conuli.
and
washed-out
in
dried
speciequalities are much more marked
mens (PL XXX., fig. 2) than in the perfect sponge (PI. xxx., fig.l),
less

furrows, and

since in the case of the latter the depressions are largeh^ filled
up with fleshy tissue and covered over by dermal membrane.

In the washed-out condition of the sponge, numerous lesser
inequalities also are in evidence, causing the surface to present
a

somewhat cellular or roughly pitted appearance, and giving
here and there- more especially in the case of thinner

rise

it is the depiessions producing
to actual pei'forations
this appearance that are somewhat misleadingly referred to in
the original description as "pores." The conuli are conspicuous

lamellse

in the well-preserved sponge,

:

but may be entirely missing in the

owing to their fragility and the ease
with which they become broken off when dry; they are narrow
at the base and thread-like at the apex, are traversed axially by
a single skeletal fibre, and vary in length from 2 to 5 mm.
case of beach-specimens

Oscula were not observed.

The consistency of the sponge in alcohol
compressible, and resilient; and the colour
Dry specimens vary considerably

is
is

firm, fairly tough,

yellowish-brown.
and textural

in their consistency

appearance according to the extent to which the sarcode has
When thoroughly washed-out, the sponge is
been removed.
and
and its texture (as compared with that, say,
elastic,
tough
of an ordinary washing sponge) is loosely and coarsely fibrous
:

the fibres that terminate at the surface run towai'ds

it

in

an

obliquely ascending direction, and being free from one another
transverse fibres) for some distance from
(i.e., unconnected by
their extremities, give to the surface a slightly shaggy appearance (PI. xxx., fig.3). On the other hand, if dried without (or

with only partial) removal of the sarcode, the sponge (as in the
case of the type-specimen) is inelastic and rather brittle, and of
a texture that might be described roughly as pumiceous (Pl.xxx.,
In this latter condition of the sponge, the interstices of
fig. 2).

the skeleton are frequently tympanised by delic'ate parchmentmembranes (erroneously referred to in the original descrip-

like
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tion as being portions of the dermal membrane).
The colour of
dry specimens varies from light to brownish-grey.
The dermal membrane is very distinct and fairly tough, and

overlies numerous, usually not very extensive, subdermal spaces;
it

is

not (to the naked eye) visibly porous.

The dermal

pores,

over limited areas of the surface, are similar in their arrangement to those of A. victoriana {cf. Pl.xxxviii., figs. 1-4), except
that the circular groups they form (which, in rare instances,
attain a diameter of 130 to 150/ji) are relatively less closely
apposed: but generally they occur only several together in much
and the groups
smaller groups -or, in rare cases, even singly
are separated by distances sometimes exceeding their own

—

diameter.
»S'^e^e^o?i.

tion can be

—

N^

hilst in

regard to spiculation no definite distincspecies and A. victoriana,

drawn between the present

the arrangement of the skeleton in the two differs very con-

This will be evident from a comparison of the figures
siderably
of the skeleton (prepared by treatment with caustic potash) in
the two cases, as seen in section,— especially PI. xxix., fig. 4, and

PL

— the former of

which is from a lamella (varying
nun. at one edge to 8 mm. at the
other) of the present species, and the latter from a thick vertical
slice (from 6 to 10 mm. in thickness) of a massive specimen of
xxxi.,

fig- 1,

in thickness from less than

A. victoriana.
there

is

The

I

chief points of difference are two.
Firstly,
species, of any observ-

an entire absence, in the present

able differentiation in the structure of the skeleton relative to a

number

of separate axes, and the pattern is accordingly everywhere (including even the incipient processes into which the
lamellae sometimes tend to resolve) much the same; and secondly
in necessary correlation with this— the main fibres are never

—

transversely directed, but always run in a more or less ascending
direction, with gradual trend surfacewards, branching (not very

As in A. victoriana, the connecting
frequently) as they go.
fibres are numerous, and interunite with one another to form
(along with the main fibres) a rather small -meshed reticulation;
is here
very irregular, and there is no marked

but the reticulation

tendency on the part of the connecting

fibi'es

to be confined (as
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parts, however,

—

more especially in the processes— a slight tendency towards such
an arrangement is occasionally exhibited. A further notable
point of difference

is

the frequency of occurrence, in the present
more or less perpendicularly to

species, of megascleres disposed

the

tibres,

— with their bases

of echinating spicules.

—
implanted therein, in the manner

The main

fibres are

composed

chiefly or

(not seldom) almost entirely of spicules, an-anged usually in a

more or less dishevelled or somewhat plumose
and
are
fashion,
usually between 100 and 200/x in stoutness: in

loose, often in a

the oldest portions of the sponge, however, they occasionally
The amount of spongin
attain a diameter of from 300 to 400/^..

cementing their spicules is rather variable, but is seldom sufficient to form a well-defined sheath; as seen in cross-section, the
is
very irregular. The connecting fibres are
uniserial to multiserial in spiculation, and are relatively more

outline of the fibres

sponginous than the main

fibres.

But very few megascleres

are

Sigmata (of two sizes) and microstrongyla occur in great abundance throughout all parts of the
interior, together with moderately numerous trichodragmata and
scattered between the fibres.

singly scattered trichites; the last-mentioned, howe\er, are not
very evident owing to their extreme tenuity. In the dermal

membrane, sigmata are again very abundant, and single trichites
almost equally so, but trichodragmata and microstrongyla are
extremely rare, and megascleres are altogether absent.
— {{.) The megascleres are styli and relatively few
Spicules.
oxea — the proportionate number of the latter variable, ranging
from less than 1 in 100 (in the type-specimen), occasionally to
as many as 1 in 10.
Though somewhat scarce as echinating
spicules, the oxea occur in all the same situations in the skeleton
as the styli, and are undoubtedly only variants of them; nevertheless, transitional forms between the two are extremely rare.
The styli are slightly curved, with the curvatui-e most pronounced
in, and usually confined to their basal moiety; are evenly
rounded at the base, and of uniform or nearly uniform diameter
thence to beyond the middle of their length; and taper gradually
to a sharp point.
The oxea — apart from their being diactinal

—
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differ

from the

styli

more strongly, and

11.,

only in being curved symmetrically and
somewhat angulately.
In different

also

maximum

specimens, the megascleres vary from 520 to 670/x in

length and from 16 to
in

maximum

22/u.

stoutness;

and

the shortest spicules in any
specimen are between 200

The
length.
are
seldom
longest spicules
much more than one-half
and

300//, in

(very rarely,

much

as

maximum

if

ever,

as

two-thirds) the
stoutness, the

greatest diameter being attained by those of inter-

mediate and lesser lengths,

The sigmata are,
(ii.)
almost without exception,
more or

but

less contort,

seldom to such an extent
as to appear J-shaped

viewed from the

two

are of

15 to
11/x,

sure

21/ji,

and mearespectively 1'5 and

in length,

maximum
latter are

far the less

li,

c,

and smaller sigmata; rl, e, mierostrongyla from each of two different

means

larger

(iii.)

scarce.

The

typically of

specimens.

The

numerous,
but are nevertheless by no

by
Text-tig. lU.

megascleres;

hey

the larger
the smaller 7 to

stoutness.

a,

I

sizes,

about 0'75/A in

Allantophora pUcata.

when

side.

trichites

two

sizes;

are

the

longer ones immeasurably
some
65/i.
specimens, only 35 to 50/a in
others, and occurring both in dragmata and scattered singly; the
shorter ones relatively stouter and slightly fusiform in shape,
thin, 50 to

in length in
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15 to (rarely) 30/x in length, and apparently occurring only in
dragniata. In two (dry) specimens, however, the shorter trichites
were not observed.
The dragniata fiequently take the form of

dense roundish masses of trichites, sometimes exceeding 300/x
in breadth, which refract the light in such a
way as to appear
blackish and opaque.
(iv.)The microstrongyla are seldom less than 10/x in length

and

2/x

in diameter,

maximum

size of

but are usually much stouter, and have a

20 by

8/x.
They are nearly always- slightly
more or less distinctly centrotylote.
Abnormal
in which the annular swelling is irregular in
shape,

curved and

forms occur,

excentric in position, or several times repeated, but thev are not
very numerous and seldom depart from the normal shape to any

considerable extent.

Allantophora victoriana,

n.sp.

(Pl.xxx.,figs.4,5; Pl.xxxi.,figs.l-4; Pl.xxxii.,figs. 1-5; Pl.xxxviii.,
figs.l-4;Pl. xl.,figs.5, 6.)

— Sponge

erect, either entirely massive
into
dividing superiorly
separate tapering digitations.

Diagnosis.

or

sub-

Surface

and provided with numerous, fairly uniformly
more or less acuminate conuli. Dermal membrane

slightly irregular,

distributed,

very distinct; without contained megascleies: usually showing
naked eye a minutely reticulate pattern due to the mode
of arrangement of the dermal pores.
Skeleton (in the body of
the sponge) consisting of a congeries of similar components,
to the

each constructed on the same plan as the entire skeleton of a
In each component, the main fibres
(except-

single digitation.
ing, usually,

one or a few longitudinally-directed primary

fibres

are disposed more or less
perpendicularly to
the axial direction of the component, i.e., in a radial or pinnate

occupying

its axis)

and these are joined together by connecting fibres
which are almost exclusively confined to vertical planes. The
main fibres are relatively very stout (up to over 300/i in
diameter), and are composed chiefly of spicules arranged more
fashion

or

less

;

compactly

;

the connecting fibres are slender,
mostly
A few echinatchiefly of spongin.

paucispicular, and composed
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ingly-disposed spicules occur on the main fibres, but are rare or
absent on the connecting fibres.
The spiculation is almost
identically the same as that of A. plicafa, the chief point of
difference being that the microstrongyla are much more various
form and size, and frequently pass into spherulse.

in

Zoc.

—Port

Phillip.

— The

species is represented in the Australian
half-specimens from Port Phillip, and a com(of somewhat different habit) the locality of which

Introductory.

Museum by two
plete

spe^men

in addition, a third half-specimen is included
the
original specimens described, by Dendy, as Sigmaxiamong
nella ciocalyptoides,
viz., the one referred to by him as R.N. 338.
is

uncertain;

—

The last-mentioned, liowever, does not constitute a fouith example of the species, but is plainly only the other half of one of
the Australian

Museum

All the specimens are well

specimens.

preserved in alcohol.
sponges, of erect,

—

The two Port Phillip examples are massive
somewhat quadiangulately prismatic shape,

External features.

slightly narrowed below to form a broad base of attachment,
and with a very rugged, monticulate upper surface (PI. xxx.,
the slightly larger is 115 mm. in height, and would
tigs. 4, 5)
measure, if complete, about 60 or 70 mm. in breadth and in
:

thickness.

much

The third specimen

smaller,

massive in

its

— measuring only

(PI. xxxi., fig.3),

55

mm.

which

is

very

in

height,— is similarly
lowermost portion, but divides above into many

separate (or more or less incompletely separate) tapering digitations of various size, the largest measuring 25 mm. in length and
The difference in habit in
5 or 6 mm. in diameter at the base.

the two cases, however,

probably to be regarded only as one

is

of degree, since the rugged character of the distal surface of the
more massive specimens is such as might be due to incipient

digitation.

The whole surface, including that of the processes, is covered
with conuli formed in the same manner as 'vi\ A. plicata; they
are sometimes low and sharp, sometimes acuminate or even
filiform,

up

to 2 or 3

mm.

in length,

and situated at an average

distance apart varying from one to several millimetres.

The
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rendered uneven by low, irregular undulations and

On the upper surface only of
the more massive specimens, between the nionticular elevations,
there are many oscula-like openings, the appearance of which
(although they are plainly seen to be the orifices of main exhalant

indistinct, longitudinal furrows.

canals) suggests that they have been caused by laceration of the

dermal membrane;

and

it

perfect sponge the dermal

debouchures

of the

of lipostomy.

This

is

possible, therefore,

membrane

is

that in the

continuous across the

exhalant canals, thus producing a condition
for the fact that, in the smaller,

may account

digitate specimen, oscula were not observable.
The main exhalant canals run longitudinally

upwards through
the sponge, increasing in diameter as they ascend; they attain a
maximum diameter, in the largest specimen, of about 3 mm., but
in the smallest specimen, only of about 1 mm.
Many of the
upper part of their course, run for a
considerable distance immediately below the surface, their outer
wall consisting of scarcely more than the dermal membrane
canals, especially in the

Immediately underlying the dermal membrane, also, there
elsewhere, numerous and fairly extensive incurrent spaces.

are,

The consistency of the sponge in alcohol is firm, fairly tough,
and the colour varies from pale
compressible, and resilient
cream to light yellowish-brown. The colour in life, as recorded
;

in the case of a single

specimen by Dendy, is "cinnamon, [with]
the projections deep chrome." The skeletonised sponge is very
loose-textured, and not of uniform density (PI. xxxi fig.l): the
,

coarseness of the fibres

is

about the same as in A. plicata, but,

is of considerably smaller
bulk relatively to the bulk of the entire sponge.
The dermal membrane owing partly to the many spaces im-

in the present species, the skeleton

—

mediately underlying it, and partly to its being of considerable
is
thickness
very distinct, and, except on the upper surface of
the sponge (i.e., in the region of the oscula-like openings) pre-

—

sents a minutely

arrangement

reticulate pattern

appearance due to the mode of
The
dermal pores (PI. xxxviii., tigs. 1-4).
conspicuous, even to the naked eye, in the

reticulate

of the
is

two massive specimens, but requires a

lens for its detection in
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the case of the digitate example.
Where the reticulation is
the
dermal
are
apparent,
pores
arranged in closely situated, oval
or rounded groups, or "pore-areas"_(P]. xl., figs.5, 6)
measuring
up to 0-5 mm. in diameter, the pores themselves varying in
diameter from less than 20 to upwards of 80/*; within the poreareas, the
of the

dermal membrane

is

reduced, owing to the presence
Where the dermal

pores, to a fine, lace like network.

membrane

is

apparently non-reticulate, this

that the pore-areas are
separated.
Skeleton.

much

smaller and

— The structure of the skeleton

is

is

due to the fact

much more widely
such as would result

the sponge had consisted, in the first place, of a number of
independent, simple or branched, digitifoim upgrowths, each
if

own separate skeleton, and if subsequently these indiupgrowths, by lateral expansion and coalescence, had
grown together into a single mass,* and their skeletons become
more or less interunited or, in other words, the skeleton is
with

its

vidual

:

resolvable into similarly constituted, simpler components, the
arrangement of which conforms to that of a system of ascending,

branched axes. In order to convey an idea of the general conformation of the skeleton, therefore, it will be sufiicient to describe the structure and mode of arrangement of the skeleton in
a single such component (as shown to best advantage in a digitate
process of the semi massive specimen), and to explain the manner

which interunion

in

is

efiected

between the skeletal

fibres of

different components.

In each simple digitation, the skeleton consists
PI. xxxii

,

fig.l): (i.) of

stout multispicular

main

(PI. xxxi., fig.4;

fibres radiating

outwards, almost invariably without branching, from the axis of
the process in a direction perpendicular or nearly perpendicular
thereto, and at a considerable distance (usually not less than
1

mm.) apart from one another; and (ii.) of very much slenderer
fibres, most abundant towards the axial region of the

connecting
'

Tlie occurrence of pebbles

there in

tlie

and small patches of coarse sand liere and
more especiallj' towards theii-

interior of all these specimens,

view that the massive body of tiie sponge actuallj'
has been formed by the coalescence of originally separate digitations.
base, lends colour to the
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which reticulate amonjjr themselves to form a narrowmeshed network between the main fibres {of. PI. xxxii., figs.
The first-mentioned, or radially directed fibres appear
3, 4, 5).

diffitation,

few axially situated
usually to arise by the branching of one or a
fibres running lengthwise
but, in some instances, no such
:

primary main

fibres are observable, the radially-directed fibres

to the paucity or
the skeleton also presents
the radial
two other characteristic and distinctive features
or
in
a
more
less orthofibres are arranged for the most part

each arising independently.
absence of longitudinal main

In

addition

fibres,

:

stichous manner, and, almost without exception, the connecting
fibres between them occur only between those belonging to the

same

orthostichies.

Hence

it

follows that the connecting fibres

are confined almost exclusively to vertical (or, as one might almost
sav, to meridional) planes; and thus, in a transverse section
of

a digitation (PI. xxxii.,

fig.2),

the main fibres appear to be
of the reticulation formed by

without connections.

The pattern

the connecting fibres

is

also characteristic, the

meshes usually

being elongated and narrow, with their long axis in the direction
main fibres vary in stoutperpendicular to the main fibres. The
ness from 120 to 350/a; tlie spicules composing them are fairly
closely

and regularly packed, seldom slightly plumose

in their

arrangement, and are cemented by a relatively small amount of
form a distinct sheath.
spongin, seldom sufiicient in quantity to

The connecting fibres are peculiar in being thin and ribbonof
shaped, and are mostly paucispicular and composed chiefly
as in A pficafa; but
spongin. Echinating spicules occur similarly
the
rare
are
here
connecting fibres, and are scarce
upon
very
they
even upon the main fibres. Interstitially scattered megascleres
.

are relatively very few. The microscleres have the same distribution, and are equally as abundant as in A. plicata.

In the massive body of the sponge, as already stated, the
skeleton consists of interunited components each constructed on
the same plan as the above-described skeleton of a single digitation.

The interconnection between the components

is

effected

one
simply by the prolongation of the radial
fibres
of
component, and their ultimate union with connecting
(main) fibres of

41
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another; as a rule, the fibres only of one of any two connected
components are thus prolonged. A feature not observed in the
skeleton of a separate digitation is provided by the fact that the

proceeding surfacewards from some of
the more peripheral components (more espenot very close
cially from such as are situated
fibres

to the surface) run in a more or less upward
direction (instead of perpendicularly outwards), and may thus attain a considerable

length,

and may

also several times

branch

(PI.

xxxi., fig.2).

—

The spiculation is almost identito
that of A. plicata, not only as
similar
cally
the
forms, but also the sizes, both of
regards
Spicules.

the megascleres and microscleres,— the only
noteworthy point of difference in the case of

the present species being the much greater
in-egularity in the forms of the microstrongyla
and the frequency of occurrence among them

In all three specimens, the
spherulse.
mesascleres are of about the same dimen230 or
.sions, ranging in length from about
of

about 300/x)
240/x (rarely, however, less than

and having a maximum stoutness
of 16 or 17/x; the sigmata, which appear not
to be separable into two groups as regards size,
and up to 1 -5fi
vary in length from 8 to 20/x,
attain a maxtrichites
the
in stoutness;
longer
up to

680/x,

imum

length of 70/x, while the shorter ones
are rarely longer than 30/a: and the micro-

\J

Text-%.11.
to 5 or

6/x,

and

than
strongyla vary in diameter from less
17
or
to
18/x.
up

1

up

in length

Allantophora ciocalyptoides Dendy,

(et var.).

189&. Sigmaxinella ciocalyptoides Dendy(7), p.243.
Sponge in the typical form of the species incrust-

Diagnosis.

Allantophora victwiana.

a,

megascleres;

b, c,

sigmata; d, microstrongyla.
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ing to lowly-massive, rising above into short, slender, digitiforrn
processes; in the varietal form (so far as known) consisting of a
plate-like, sessile basal portion soon completely
dividing above into a single series of long, slender, tapering
Surface acuteh^ conulose, the conuli usually not
digitations.
are slender
ver}' distinct except on the processes, where they

compressed,

and acuminate.
visibly so to the

Surface minutely reticulate, though not always
Skeleton in the typical form of the
eye.

naked

species approaching in structure to that of A. victoriana; in the
Spiculation differing from
variety similar to that of A. plicata.
that of the foregoing two species only in the absence of micro-

strongyla.
Loc. —Port Phillip (typical form). Off Botany Bay (variety).
It is very probable that the two forms which I associate under
this species,

-

one of which

I

distinguish as a variety, reducta,

—

have separately originated from, and should be regarded as no
more than varieties of, A. plicaia and A. victoriana respectively.

In the absence of more conclusive evidence than

is

the specimens available, however, it has seemed to
to regard them as constituting a species distinct.

Allantophora ciocalyptoides

furnished

me

bj'

advisable

(typical form).

(PI. XXX., figs. 6, 7.)

—

the three originally recorded
there are four examples,
in the collection of tlie Ausone
and
an
additional
Dendy,*
by
Two of these (the last-mentioned and one of
tralian Museum

Of

this,

the originals) are almost identically similar (PI. xxx., fig. 7), each
having the form of a comparatively thin crust which spreads
water-worn stone, and
extensively over the surface of a flattened

from which

—

in part
processes
and
in
and
at
wide
irregular intervals,
part disoccurring singly
with
some
amount
of
coalesin
clusters
(usually
posed closely

cence).

arise, short, tapering, digitiform

The

digitations are from 5 to 15 mm. in length and
2 or 3 mm. in stoutness except near their base,

seldom more than

and are provided with moderately numerous,
*

filosely

acuminate

In the original description, four specimens are referred to; but, as
them (R.N. 388) is an example of A. rictoriana.

alreadj- mentioned, one of
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conuli,

mm.

in length,

ii.,

which give to them a somewhat

enci-ustiug base of the sponge attains a
spinose aspect.
maximum thickness of about 10 mm. centrally, and thins out

The

peripherally almost to

a film;

its

upper surface

is

sliglitly

and uneven, and provided with usually inconspicuous
The thin and semitransparent dermal membrane is-jonuli.
underlaiti, between the conuli, by extensive subdermal spaces,

irregular

The other specimens (one
and is not of reticulate appearance.
which is shown in PI. xxx., fig.6) are much less extended
more elevated than the preceding
horizontally, and are relatively
intermediate in form between
as
two, and might be described
of

them and the specimen

of A. victoriana illustrated in PI. xxxi.,

Otherwise, they exhibit no noteworthy point of difference,
fig.3.
the most part,
excepting that the dermal membrane is, for

been described as
minutely reticulate. The colour in life has
"
The consistency,
chrome."
the
with
cinnamon,
projections deep
especially of the encrusting specimens,

is

rather soft and lacking

in toughness.

The skeleton in the digitate processes is similarly constructs d
In the encrusting base of
as in the processes of A. victoriana.
the sponge, it consists, in the thinnest portions thereof, simply
of single, vertically-running, stout

main

fibres

connected in a

transirregular fashion by inter-reticulating slender
verse fibres; but, in the thicker portions of the base, the main
as
ascend, become irregularly branched and also

somewhat

they

fibres,

On approaching
interunite with one another by anastomosis.
150 to 300/a in
from
the surface, the main fibres (which vary
The spiculation
slightly plumose.
of microstronabsence
in
the
differs in no way, except
complete
of
the
that
from
preceding species.
gyla (and of spherulai),
stoutness) usually

become

Allantophor.\ ciocalyptoides(?),

var.

reducta.

(PI. xxx., fig.8.)

consists of a sessile erect
single specimen (PI. xxx., fig.8)
in length, and 35 to
110
mm.
5 to 10 mm. in thickness,
plate,
a
in
45 mm. in height, prolonged above,
pectinate fashion, into

The

—

3,

—

series of very gradually tapered, almost subuliform, digitate
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35 to 70 mm. The specimen is
processes varying in length from
in a much macerated condition, the dermal membrane and most
of the superficial fleshy substance having disappeared, leaving
The texture is coarsely
exposed the surface of the skeleton.

and the consistency is flexible and
The
exposed surface, both of the basal plate
moderately tough.
and of the processes, is irregularly and closely furrowed in the

tibrous

and

fairly dense,

From the surface, at distances of from 1 to
which are
there
project single bristle-like fibres,
apart,
most conspicuous on the processes, where they frequently attain
a length of 1-5 to 2 mm.; these fibres no doubt represent the
vertical direction.
2

mm.

remnants

of conuli.

The skeleton

is of

the same structure as in J. plicata.

In the

condensed axially)
processes (in which it is but very slightly
consists of numerous more or less longitudinally running, stout,
it

and interuniting
multispicular main fibres, frequently branching
with one another, and connected by numerous, inter-reticulating,
slender transverse fibres. The bristle-like fibres, which project

from the surface, arise as branches from longitudinal fibres
situated towards the axis, and run surfacewards in a direction
are comparatively
obliquely upward and outward; at first they
slender and paucispicular, but increase in stoutness and become

more densely spicular as they proceed, finally attaining a diameter
Without removal of the sarcode, the
of between 150 and 200//..
to
pattern of the skeleton is rather difticult to determine owing
and
to the
colourless
almost
of
the
outlines
faint
spongin,
very

numerous, mostly longitudinally-directed
scattered between the fibres.

Tylodesma
Dimjnosis.

— Axinellida^C?)

megascleres

lying

Thiele.

typically of massive (or rarely in-

crusting) habit, the outward form irregular or somewhat comSkeleton consistpressed, occasionally more or less leaf-shaped.
or
less irregular network of spicules, or of fibres
a
more
of
ing
that are most frequently not very well-marked and reach no great

.Spongin
length, or finally, of well-developed spicular fibres.
only in i-elatively small amount, or altogether wanting.

present
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Megascleres of a single order

ii.,

tylostyli, subtylostyli, or tyloin
reduced
to styli.
Microscleres:
part
strongyla, occasionally
the
latter
in
and
sometimes
(or; toxa,
sigmata
dragmata.

Type-species.

— T.

:

inornata Bowerbank.

In proposing the name I'yJodesma, in lieu of Desmacella, for
the genus wrongly designated Biemiia (misspelt Biemma) by
Topsent(46), Thiele(41) omitted to indicate which species was to
be considered the type since, however, two species only (other
than those described by him as new) were enumerated by Topsent
as belonging to Bietnna,
viz., B. inornata Bowerbank, and B.
:

—

Bowerbank, — it is

one of those, no doubt, which should
corrugata
be preferred, and I select the former, both because it is that

which was named first in order by Topsent and is the better
known. The name Tylodesyna is adopted here in preference to
Des))iacella, nut so much from conviction of the correctness of
accepted by Wilson(61) and some other
but
not
authors,
by Dendy(8) that the latter name is properly
a svnonym of llamacantha, as owing to the fact that the original
species of Desmacella described by Schmidt— viz., D vayahunda

Thieles contention

—

are imperfectly known, and may possibly
not
to
belong to the present genus
prove
For reasons already stated above in my remarks on Biemnn, a

and D. p«mi/!to

amended

definition of Tylodenma is here proposed,
the
removal
therefrom, to the former genus, of
necessitating
Hentschel's Tylodesma niicroslroiigyld and T. 7nic7'ocfa, and the

slightly

addition thereto oi Bienina hu7nilis Thie\e, B. tvitncata Hentschel,
and B. vulgaris Topsent.

Leaving out of account Topsent's Biem-iia daufzeiibergi and
former of which is stated by Lundbeck(30) to
be identical with T. rosea Fristedt, and the latter by Topsent(53)
B. chevreuxi, the

himself to be identical with T. atinexa Schmidt, the species
which 1 regard (provisionally) as belonging to Tylode ma are as
follows
T.

:

—

inornata Bowerbank(l);

(46); (53).

T. corrugata Bowerbank(l);
T.

annexa Schmidt(36);

(30).

(46).

Shetland
British

Is.;

Is.;

Azores.

Azores.

North Atlantic; widely
distributed.
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pnmifio Schmidt(35).

Florida.

vagabunda Schmidt(35).

Florida.

7\i')ifu7idibnli/ormisVosmaer{56);{Z0)

rosea Fristedt(9);

7'.

Banyuls.

2\ yrimaldli Topsent(44); (46);

(53).

Azores.

Ternate.

T. humilis Thiele(41).

T.jania

Arctic Ocean.
E. Greenland; Azores.

(30); (53).

T. vulgaris Topsent(38).

Bermudas.

Verrill(55).

E. of Galapagos
E. of Galapagos

T. alba Wilson(61).

vestibularis Wilson(61).

?'.
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T. truncata Hentschel(15).

Arafura Sea.

T. informis Stephens.*

W. Coast

Under the name

Is.

Is.

of Ireland.

Desinacella areni fibrosa, Hentschel(14;

has

described, from Western Australia, a species which evidently
cannot be referred with propriety eitlier to 7'ylodesma or to
Biemna: for although the megascleres are styli and subtylostyli,

and the microscleres toxa (of two .sizes, the longer measuring
the main
340//. in length and much resembling rhaphides),
skeleton consists of stout fibres formed chiefly of sand grains,
303 to

without visible spongin-cement.

The constitution of the skeleton

and the rhaphide-like character of the longer toxa suggested to
me that the species might belong to Dendy's Stylotrichojyh<)ra{Q\
rubra from Port Phillip,
established for a single species—
and defined thus " The main skeleton is a network of horny
*S'.

:

with foreign bodies. In addition to this, there are
smooth monactinal megascleres (styli) and hair-like microscleres
Examination of the type-specimens of S. rubra,
(rhaphides)."
which were kindh' forwarded to me by the Curator of the Mel-

fibre cored

bourne National Museum, has shown that such really is the
case for in this species also, small toxa are present, and the
:

long rhaphide-like megascleres are frequently curved more or less
The chief points of difference between
in the manner of toxa.
the two species are their somewhat different external habit, and
the fact that in S. rubra the megascleres are styli only, the
fibres are
*

provided with a well-defined spongin-sheath, and the

Stephens, J.
Mag. Nat. Hist.

— " Preliniinaiy
(8), xvii.,

191(),

Notice of some
p.234.

Iri.sh

Sponges."

Ann.
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foreign skeletal elements are broken spicules.
Sty loir ichoph ova
was placed by Dendy in the family Haploscleridfe (Heteror-

and (J hond7-opsis
Carter, but for reasons which I intend to publish in a subsequent
paper, it appears to me rather that these genera are degraded

rhapliidte),in vicinity to Phoriospongia Marshall,

Desraacidonidse, requiring at present to be included in the sub-

family Mycalinie.

SiGMAXiNELLA Dendy
Definition. — Axinellidte

of

(emeiid.).

ramose habit, with cylindrical or

compressed branches, and witlioutconuli or otlierkind of surfaceSkeleton syminetrically arranged, consisting axially
processes.
of a more or less condensed or core-like region formed bv a
reticulation

of

spongin-ensheathed

spicule fibres

:

extra axial

skeleton consisting of paucispicular main fibres radiating outwards to the surface, sometimes (when of considerable length)
connected by frequent, typically aspiculous, transverse fibies,

but more usually with relatively few, or altogether without,
transverse connections.
Megascleres typically of a single oider:
styli,

sometimes

Microscleres

:

in

part transformed into oxea or strongjla.

sigmata and trichites (or microxea), the latter

dragmata or scattered singly.
Dendy.
As amended, the genus will include only three of the species
which have formerly been assigned to it. Of the remaining
four, S. ciocalyptoidett Dendy, and S. iiicruiytaits Kirkpatrick, are

either in

Type,

S. (lustraliana

transferred to liiemiia; S. Jiabellata (Carter), redescribed below,
made the type of a new genus, Sigmaxio, while S. vianimillata
\Vhitelegge(60), with its rhabdostylote megascleres (which are

is

found to show traces of spination, and are accompanied

by
sigmata only), possesses a type of spiculation veiy similar to that
'A
species referred Avith liesitation by Topsent(53) to his genus Bhahderemia,- and requires for
its reception a new genus, to be included in the Myxillina^, for

of Carter's i/ic?06-io?ia intexta,—

On the other hand,
which I propose the name lihahdostyma.
two species are now added to the genus,— one new, the other
ramosa.
long since described by Carter under the name Fhakellia
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Sigmaxinello accordingly comprises at present
follows

:

ausfraliana Dendy.
S. ckndroides Whitelegge.
S.

ramosa

S.

five

species, as

S.

arborea Kirkpatiick(20),

S. viminalis, sp.n.

Carter(4).

arborea strictly belongs to the genus as above
not quite certain, inasmuch as its megascleres are
stated by Kirkpatrick to be of three kinds, (i.) basally attenuated
800-1150 X 25-37/x; (ii.) strongyla, 700-800x25-30/^; and
styli,

Whether

defined

S.

is

The
"rhaphide-like" oxea (very rare), 700-870x12-5//.
are merely variants
the
that
is,
however,
strongyla
probability
and connected with them by intermediate forms:
of the
(iii.)

styli

while very possibly the oxea are of foreign origin.

SlGMAXlNELLA AUSTRALIANA Dendy.
(Pl.xxxiii., figs. 1-3; PI. xxxiv., fig.l.)

240.

1896. Sigmaxinella australiana Dendy(7),

p.

Diagnosis.- Ramose,

with

erect,

stipitate

;

cylindrical

or

slightly compressed, moderately slender, dichotomously dividing
medium length and more or less arborescently

branches, usually of

much abbreviated and
outspread, but occasionally remaining
In outward appearance
coherent
together proximally.
partially
much resembling a Chalinine sponge. Surface even; non-hispid.
Oscula in the form of shallow stelliform depressions, scatteied
Dermal membrane thin and
serial along the branches.

or

Skeleton fairly regularly reticulate, more
or less condensed axially; formed of spicule-cored, non-plumose

delicate, aspiculous.

and wholly sponginous connecting fibres. Megasubcylindrical styli and oxea and forms intermediate
between, often irregularly pointed, and rather variable in size
in the same specimen; with a maximal size, in different speci

main

fibres,

scleres

:

mens, of from 360 to

sigmata of two

sizes,

4

50//

by

7 to 17/a.

respectively

Microscleres

:

16 to 20// and 45 to

slender
50/<.

in

maximal length; and trichites, almost exclusively in dragmata,
20 to 45// in length.
Port Phillip; Maroubra Bay, near Port Jackson.
Xqc.

—

for
Introdxictory.—Oi this species, there have been examined,
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the purpose of the present description, six specimens, four of
which, well preserved in alcohol, are from the original locality,

while the other two are washed-out beach-specimens obtained in
the vicinity of Port Jackson; examination was also made of a
mounted section of one of the type-specimens. As the possibility
of a mistake regarding the identity of tlie species was out of the
question, and, moreover, as the available specimens presented a
greater range of variation than that recorded in the case of the
original specimens, the latter were not sent for to be consulted.

The two specimens from the northern locality differ slightly
from the Port Phillip ones (more especially in certain details of
spiculation), but not sufficiently, I think, to warrant their being
regarded as constituting a distinct variety. In order briefly to
distinguish the specimens, the former are referred to in the
description as the P.J. specimens, the latter as the P.P. or typical
specimens.
External features

.

— The typical habit of

least as regards the shape

and mode

the species, so far at

of disposition of the branches,

—

that displayed by thespecimen illustrated in PI. xxxiii., fig. 1
the largest and most profusely branched of those before me,
measuring 180 mm. in total height —which may be very satis-

is

factorily described, in the precise terms of the original description, as "consisting of a bushy bunch of rather slendei', short,

or somewhat compressed branches, sometimes
But in two
and
anastomosing,
supported on a short stalk."

subcylindrical

respects this specimen is perhaps exceptional
namely, in the
great multitude and closely crowded arrangement of the branches
(the number of which exceeds two hundred), and, secondly, in
:

possessing oscula which in comparison with those of other speciIn the four P.P. specimens
mens are conspicuously noticeable.

from 5 to 8 mm. in stoutness, and,
except when somewhat compressed, are usually nearer to the
latter figure than the former; but in the P.J. specimens, in tlie

available, the branches vary

comparatively long and narrow,
in diameter, and much more
B)-anching takes .place
xxxiii., fig.3).

case of which also the stalk

they are slenderer, 3 to 5

is

mm.

uniformly cylindrical (PI.
not entirely, by dichotomy, and successive dichotomien,

chiefiy, if
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same plane, the consequence being a wellmarked tendency, most clearly expressed in sparsely-branched

as a rule, are in the

of the branches;
specimens, towards a tlabellate disposition
and
number
in
but with their multiplication
consequent disbranches
the
mutual
to
due
interference,
gradually

placement

come to assume a more or less regularly arborescent arrangement.
The maximum length attained by the branches rarely exceeds
80 mm., but is usually greater than 40 mm; occasionally, however, as in the single case of one of the P.P. specimens (PI. xxxiii.,
short (even the longest not exceeding
fig.2), they remain quite
25 mm.) and more or less colierent with one another proximally,
thus forming, or tending to form, a cluster or "head" of (somewhat palmately) lobed or digitate lamellaj.

The

oscula

are

characteristic,

having the form of shallow

mm.

in diameter, at the centre of

stelliform depressions,

each of which

is

1

to 2

a group of several (usually 3 or 4) minute

shape is frequently enhanced by
Most frequently,
short, shallow grooves radiating from them.
or
less distinctly in
more
branches
the
they are arranged along
exhalant

orifices; their stellate

is apparent, and
in
a
scattered
in
are
sometimes they
fashion; their
part disposed
the
moie
to
be
irregular in proarrangement appears generally

two rows, but sometimes only one such row

In most
portion as the branches are the more compressed.
are
less
and
evident
are
not
oscula
the
they
cases,
conspicuous,
in the desarcodised than in the perfect condition of the sponge;

P J. specimens, they
were altogether unobservable.
In general appearance and in texture, the sponge is nearly
The consistency is
similar to an ordinary Chaliiiine sponge.
but
not Heshy; comand
soft,
elastic;
moderately
tough
fairly

indeed, in the case of the two washed-out

pressible

and

resilient.

The colour

in life

is

recorded in the

in alcohol,
original description as brownish-red or orange-rufous;
brown.
it varies from pale greyish-yellow to light

extremely thin and delicate, and
without spicules;
appears to be very easily destroyed, since,
in
the
even
specimens which otherwise are excellently preserved,

The dermal membrane

is

it

only portions of

it

remain.

The dermal pores are arranged

in
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small oval or circulai' groups, averaging about IdO/x in diameter
but somewhat variable in size, scattered over the entire surface,

and containing usually

than 10 pores each.

less

Where

the

dermal membrane has disappeared, the surface is closely perforated with minute pinhole-like apertures, which are the openthe presence of these is discernible
ings of the inhalant canals
where the dermal membrane is intact, but, as a rule, only
:

also

faintly

and indistinctly.

Skeleton.— The skeleton which remains, after complete maceration of a specimen by means of caustic potash, preserves exactly

the external form of the perfect sponge;
coloured, highly sponginous fibres, and

it
is

is

composed

of pale-

fine-textured and of

sufficient density to render it difficult for one to perceive from
external inspection whether a condensed axial region is present
In section, under the microscope, the pattern is seen to
or not.
be fairly regularly reticulate, the reticulation being formed by

longitudinal and obliquely outward-trending main fibres paucinumerous short connecting
serially cored with spicules, and by
fibres
is

containing no spicules

The reticulation
any very marked degi-ee

(PI. xxxiv., fig.l).

condensed axially, though not

in

except in the older, more basal parts of the branches, the condensation being the result merely of a progressive increase of
most rapid in connection with the
stoutness of the fibres,

—

all aft'ecting those situated
axially situated ones, and scarcely at
Within the axial
with increasing age.
near the periphery,
fibres may attain
the
the
of
of
oldest
the
branches,
part
region

—

a stoutness of over 100//; but throughout the greater part of the
skeleton, they are comparatively slender, even the main fibres

seldom exceeding

40/ji,

while the connecting fibres are of

all

Irregularity in
degrees of lesser stoutness down to below 5/x.
the pattern of the skeleton is due to the fact that the connecting
fibres rarely pass singly

and directly between the main

fibres (in

such manner as to produce a rectangular or scalarifoim reticuladepending on the distance
tion), but to a greater or less extent,
interunite among tliemselves, thus
apart of the main fibres,

—

—

somewhat plexiform reticugiving rise to an irregularly- meshed,
The avei-age width of the meshes is less than 100/a,
lation.
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while the average distance apart of the main fibres is not less
As the main fihi-es trend surfacewards, - with
than "-'OO/x.
direction
gradually increasing deflection from the longitudinal
as they proceed,
they increase in number, mainly by branching,
but partly also (at least in proximity to the surface) through the

formation of additional ones which take origin from connecting
fibres; and they arrive at the surface almost at right angles.
The spicules of the main fibres are seldom more than 4- or 5-serial
in their

arrangement, very rarely as

a rule they

lie

many

as 9- or 10-serial; as

forming a moderately

fairly closely together,

The most

superficially situated fibies of the
skeleton, including the outermost of the connecting fibres, give
support to relatively numerous outwardly-directed spicules, for
the most
collected, or tending to be collected, into loose

compact

core.

part
divergent tufts surrounding the extremities of the main fibres.
In balsam-mounted sections of the perfect sponge {i.e., with
the soft tissues intact), the above-described features of the

skeleton are to a very considerable extent obscured or di.sguised.
This is due partly to the very pale colouration of the spongin,

—

in consequence of which tlie outlines of the fibres are usually
almost or quite indiscernible,— and partly to the fact that the
bulk of the megascleres are located externally to the fibres.

These

extra-fibral megascleres for the

most part are not scattered

in
irregularly through the mesogloea, but are situated chiefiy
proximity to the main fibres, lying in approximate parallelism
As a consequence, it is often diflicult. or even imtherewith.

to distinguish between spicules lying immediately
adjacent to the fibres and others enclosed within them; and the
skeleton may thus appear as if composed solely of spicules, for
the most part directed parallelly to the directions of growth of

possible,

the sponge, and more or less collected loosely into ill-defined
Irregularly scattered megasclei'es also are present, as
well as relatively few transversely-directed ones, the latter of

sti'ands.

Sigmata and trichodragmata are
w^ich always occur singly.
in
moderate
number, but the former are not readily
present
perceived

owing to their

trichites also occur.

slenderness

;

rare

singly-scattered
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Spicules. —The megascleres are slightly curved, subcylindrical
to subconical styli, fewer oxea, and scarce
strongyla, the three
forms differing in general only with respect to the character of

their extremities, and connected with one another
by numerous
intermediates. They are often irreaularly

ended and more or

less blunt-

pointed, and man)' of the oxea are
markedly anisoactinate. Their size is

very variable both as regards length
In the P.P. speci-

and stoutness.

mens, they range in length from 120
or 130 to 360/x in

some

cases,

up to

over 400/x (rarely to 450/x) in others,

and vary in diameter, irrespective of
length, from 2 to 7 or (rarely) to 10//.
In the P.J. specimens, they are gener-

much stouter, attaining
imum diameter of from 15

a max-

ally

to 17/x,

and range in length from about lf)0 to
The styli are, on the average,
420/i.
stouter than the oxea, and the stoutest spicules are mostly those of intermediate and lesser lengths. In the

case

of

Text-fig. 12.

shortest

—

the

P.P.

specimens,

— those
spicules,
^

of

the
lesser

are chiefly oxea, generally with abruptly,
length than, sa}', 200//,
often mucronately pointed ends; but, in the P.J. specimens, the
shortest spicules are nearly always styli.

The sigmata are extremely slender, — invariably less than
diameter,— and of two kinds, the smaller (and less numer-

(ii.)

1/i.in

ous) varying in length from 9 to 16/x, the larger from 25 to 45//,
measured from bend to bend. Both kinds are mostly more or
less contort, -

the smaller, however, usually onl}?^ slightly so, the
often
to
such an extent as to appear S-shaped; both kiiifls
larger
*

Sigma.rine/fa avMrariana.

sigmata.

a,

megascleres;

b.

c,

larger

and smaller
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occur in dragraata, as well as scattered singly, but the shorter

dragmata are

rare.

(iii.)The trichites, both forming the dragmata and scattered
singly, are exceedingly slender microxea, varying in length from

20 to 4;V.

SiGMAXINELLA DENDROIDES Whitelegge.
(Phxxxiv.,

fig.2.)

1907. Sigmaxinella dendroides Whitelegge(60), p. 51 3, PI. xlvi.,
fig.42.

Diagnosis.

— Ramose, erect, stipitate; Avith

cylindrical, tapered,

dichotomously dividing, slender branches of moderate length.
Surface even.
Oscula presumably either very small or very

any rate not apparent in the skeletonised specimen.
Dermal features unknown. Skeleton consisting (i.) of a condensed axial reticulation, the fibres forming which are moderately rich in spongin, and (ii.) of fibres radiating therefi'om which
shallow, at

are poor in

spongin, are united only sparingly by (entirely
sponginous) transverse fibres and by single spicules, and run
(with occasional branching) in nearl}' parallel courses to the
surface,

ing

it,

becoming multispicular and somewhat plumose on nearand terminating each in a subpenicillate tuft.
The

spicules of the radial fibres are of greater average length than

those of the axial

x'eticulation.
Megascleres
subcylindrical
usually tapering gradually to a sharp or slightly rounded
point at the apex, and usually slightly curved, sometimes bent;
frequently tending to become abruptly blunt-pointed at the base;
:

styli,

occasionally passing into strongyla, very rarely into oxea; 300
to 640/x long by 10 to 26/x in diameter.
Microscleres slender
:

two

sizes, respectively 20 to 40/i. in maximal length;
sigmata
and scarce trichites (microxea), 25 to 35/>i long, scattered singly.

of

South of Port Hacking, N.S.W. ("Thetis").
External features, The only known specimen— a figure of
which has been furnished by Whitelegge is a stipitate arborLoc.

—

—

180mm.

with moderately elongated,
cylindrical, distally tapered branches, 4 to 6 mm. in diameter,
rising erectly from an equally slender stem, and occasionally

escent sponge,

in total height,
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The mode of branching is dichotomous, and
anastornosing.
successive dichotomies are visually in the some plane, but owing
to irregularities, partly resulting through mutual interference,
the branches come to be disposed in various planes it is

very
probable, however, that specimens occur in which the branchingis confined
The division of the stem
entirely to the one plane.
:

two branches takes place 25 mm. above the
about the same distance above their origin, and each of the resultant four branches
also at about the same distance above theirs; the subsequent
divisions for the most part occur at increasingly longer intervals,
some of the terminal branches having an uninterrupted length
form the

to

first

base, each of those again dichotomising at

70

of

mm.

The specimen

is

imperfect,

— in which condition
skeleton,
first

described.

it

Nothing can be

consisting only of the dried
appears to have been also when
said, therefore, in regard to the

dermal features; but evidently the outer surface was even, without conuli or elevations of any kind.
Oscula are not indicated.

The skeletonised sponge being held between the eye and the
light,
(i.)

of

the skeleton
a sharply

plainly perceived to consist, in each branch,
circumscribed C3'lindrical core, of diameter
is

generally less than one-fourth and (except in the lowermost
parts of the sponge, up to about as far as the third dichotomy)

not greater than one-half the diameter of the branch, and (ii.) of
of slender radiating fibres, which are

an outer region formed

inclined to the longitudinal direction of the branch at an angle
varying from 60° to nearly 90°, and present collectively an ap-

pearance somewhat resembling that of

fur.

The colour

is

a

faintly creamy-tinted pale grey or dirty white, its paleness being
due to the extremely small amount of spongin entering into the

In the original description,
composition of the radial fibres.
"
as
is
described
the consistency
tough, resilient, and compresthe axial region is fairly
but
this
is
not
correct
sible,"
strictly
:

tough and slightly compressible (and the branches consequently
are flexible), but the extra-axial layer is soft, and on compression
remains partially crushed.
Details of skeletal str%icture (PI. xxxiv.,

fig. 2).—

Except towards
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the extreme apices of the branches, the demarcation between the
axial region of the skeleton and the extra-axial, as seen in longitudinal section, is very pronounced (more especially if the spongin
has been stained) notwithstanding there is no discontinuity
between the main fibies of the two regions (i.e., between the
"

" radial
fibres of the
longitudinal fibres of the former and the
as
be
from
the
terms
such
inferred
latter),
might
"primary" and

"secondary" used in the original description to distinguish them.
is
partly due to the much greater density of the

The contrast

axial skeleton,
fibres

change

and also partly

(i.)to the rapidity

with which the

in direction fi'om longitudinal to almost perpen-

dicularly transverse, and (ii.) to the sudden and very considerable
diminution in the amount of their C(mstituent spongin,— as they

pass from the one region to the other; but there are other differences also.

In the axial i-egion, the main or longitudinal fibres, which
have a maximal stoutness of 80 or 90/x, usuall}' contain multiserial spicules, for the most part not very conipacth* or regularly
arranged; are rather closely juxtaposed, and frequently coalesce
with each other for short distances; and are connected at close
intervals by short, aspiculous, transverse fibres.
in the formation of the axial skeleton also are

whose relation

to the fibres

is

more or

less

Participating

many

spicules

indefinite, as well as

transversely and obliquely directed ones occurring singly.
In the older portions of the skeleton, the meshes of the reticulation become much reduced in size, often to the point of oblitera-

many

tion,

through the continued growth in stoutness of the fibres.
of the main fibres run, not longi-

The more peripherally situated
tudinally, but with a slight,

and gradually increasing, trend

outwards; ultimately they pass into the extra-axial region, and,
curving surfacewards, immediately subdivide each several times
in rapid succession to form the radial fibres.

The radial fibres, throughout the greater part of their length,
are only two or three spicules broad; the spongin cementing
their spicules is usually so small in quantity as scarcely to be
discernible unless stained; and the connecting fibres between
them occur only at comparatively wide and
42

irregular intervals.
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more
slight divergence (gradually becoming
with
occaand
as
other
to
each
they proceed),
nearly parallel
sional branching, generally at a distance of from 200 to over

They run with

300/A

apart,

to

meet the surface

As

almost at right angles.
surface

is

the

approached, their spicules

number and become

increase in

dis-

posed for the most part in a some
what plumose manner, the fibre un

dergoing a gradual change in character culminating in the formation,
at its extremity, of a corymbifoim,

divergent tuft consisting
frequently of as many as 10 or 12
slightly

Elsewhere in the radial

spicules.

fibres the spicules lie

their

long

axis

mostly with

or only very
the direction of

in,

slightly inclined to,

but obliquely directed
in an
spicules, disposed more or less
echinating fashion, are by no means
the

fibre

;

uncommon.

Some

the

of

latter

become united at their apices, by
means of spongin, with adjoining
fibres, and thus assist in the task
performed by the connecting fibres;
occasionally such spicules are ensheathed with spongin.

Tlie con-

necting fibres proper, of

which men-

tion has been made abv.ve, are
formed entirely of spongin, like
Siymaxinella dendroides.
those of the axial region; they are
a, megascleres; h, c, larger and
smallei' signiata.
very slender, varying in stoutness
from less than o/i to at most 20 or
Text-fig. 13.

2r)/x,

and occur at distances apart usually exceeding,

say, 300/i;

where occurring clo.sely together, they generally interunite among
themselves.
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The megascleres forming the radial fibres are notably longer,
on the average, than those of the axial skeleton; while the
longest spicules of all ai"e found in the surface-tufts.
Sigmata
are present in great number, and occur for the most part
arranged uniserially along lines which probably coincide with
the courses of the main canals; they are of two sizes, the larger

being

much

mentioned

the more numerous.
in

Short, slender microxea (un-

the original description) are

be rare; apparently
appear
scattered, never in dragmata.
to

Spicides. —(i.)

also,

The megascleres

usually of slightly lesser

are

present, but

almost exclusively

styli,

diameter at the base than at some

tance therefrom, and tapering towards the

more or

also

they occur only singly

apex;

dis-

frequently

blunt-pointed apically, and occasionally passing into
strongyla, those of the latter form being almost invariably of
less than the average length; often abruptly somewhat bluntless

pointed at the basal end, but very rarely becoming oxea; ranging
from about 300 to 640/x, and in stoutness from rarely

in length

The shorter spicules are generally
26/1.
or nearly so, the longer are nearly always slightly
curved, or sometimes bent, the flexure as a rule being mainly in
the basal moiety of the spicule.
less

than 10 to about

straight

(ii.)The two kinds of sigmata are scarcely different except
with respect to size.
The smaller vary in length from 12 to
the
larger from 25 to 40/u, measured from bend to
(rarely) 20/x,
bend; the maximal stoutness is in each case about 2)u.. Thev
are,

without exception, more or

less

contort,— often (especially
an extent as to appear

in the case of the larger ones) to such

3-shaped.
(iii.) The microxea (trichites) are fusiform, 25
and at most l'5ju, in diameter.

to 35/x in length,

SiGMAXINELLA VIMINALIS, Sp.nOV.
(PI. xxxiii., fig. 4; PI. xxxv., figs.l, 2; PI. xxxvi., fig.l.)

Diagnosis.
cylindrical,

hispid.

— Ramose,

Oscula,

if

erect, stipitate;

with elongated, slender,
Surface

branches, disposed irregularly.
present, small and inconspicuous.

tapered

Dermal
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membrane

Skeleton witli
thin, without contained megascleres.
a central axis, in which the megascleres for the most part are so
disposed as to produce a lattice-like pattern, and in which
(except in the older portions of the sponge) spongin is only
scantily developed. Extra axial skeleton consisting of numerous,
short, pauciserial lines of (relatively very long) spicules, radiatthe spicules composing
ing from the central axis to the surface,
which are more or less divergently directed, and are not united

—

by

Megascleres slightly curved styli, 320 to
length by 18/x in maximal stoutness. Microscleres

visible spongin.

1525//, in

:

:

respectively 18/x and 50/x in maximal length,
the larger ones in part occurring in dragmata; and fusiform
trichites, 22 to iSfj. in length, occurring both in dragmata and

sigmataof two

sizes,

scattered singly.

Zoc — Great Australian Bight (exact localitj' unknown).
External characters. — The single specimen (PI. xxxiii., fig. 4)^

—

280

mm.

in total

—
height consists

of

about half-a-dozen more

—

elongated or main branches, 130 to nearly 200 mm. in length,
one of which is a direct continuation upwards of the stalk and
gives off the others at different levels,— and of a score or so
in length,
shorter branches, ranging from 5 to over 100

mm

which arise from
always proceed

off

former at distant intervals, and nearly
from them at ver}' wide angles, often almost

llie

The mode of branching, therefore, is
not dichotomous (as it usually is in the case of ramose sponges)
but irregular. The l)ranches are at most 55 mm. in diameter
proximally, and diminish in stoutness to slightly less than 2-5mm.

or quite perpendicularly.

Tlie stalk has a length of 55mm. measured
base to the origin of the first branch, and terminates
below in a tuft of branched rootlets. The species is very similar,

at their extremities.

from

its

in general habit, to Kaspailia tenuis Ridley and Dendy(^33).
The specimen, although in alcohol, is not in a very good state

much damaged and
membrane almost completely destroyed through
Whether there are oscula or not, is accordingly
maceration.
of preservation, the superficial layer being

the dermal

not evident; but,
conspicuous.

if

present, they

The surface

is

must be rather small and

in-

everywhere hispid with far project-
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The branches are tiexibleand tough, with an outer

ing spicules.

layer of softer consistence; this layer has disappeared
stalk,

which

is

The colour

and even surface.
Skdet07i.

from the

dense and tough tliroughout, and has a smooth

— The

in spirits is greyish-yellow.

formation of the skeleton differs from that of

described above, mainly in two respects; and
these differences are to some extent consequent upon the much
dendioides,

.S".

greater length (up to 1-5 mm.) of the megascleres in the present
of the external layer
species, and upon the relative narrowness
intervenino;

between the central axis and the surface.

In the

not to be distinguished, as in S. dendroides,
definite longitudinal fibres joined by transverse ones in more or
less ladder-like fashion, but the megascleres are disposed rather
central axis, there

ai'e

loosely in ill-defined
ano-les,

thus

tjivino-

tracts

rise to

a

which cross one another at acute

somewhat

lattice-like

arrangement.

And, secondly, the extra-axial skeleton(Pl. xxxv., fig. 2) is entirely
without transverse fibres, and consists simpl}' of numerous, short,
pauciserial lines of spicules running outwards to the surface in a
direction

nearly perpendicular thereto,

arranged more or
infinitesimal
injf far

The
owing

—

these

spicules

being

and united by, at most, an
spongin, and the terminal ones project-

less penicillately

amount

of

bevond the surface.
axial skeleton clianges considerably in character with age,
to gradual increase in the amount of spongin developed in

connection tlierewith, and presents a very different appearance
in the older and more basal parts fi'om that which it exhibits in

In the latter region,
uppermost portions of the branches.
for a considerable distance (several centimetres at least) from

the.

the extremities of the branches, the amount of spongin present
is so slight that its existence is apparent only in sections from

which the fleshy tissue has been removed by maceration(Pl.xxxv.,
tig 1).

difiused,

In this portion of the skeleton also, the spongin appears

and

is

without definite outlines.

Proceeding towards

the base of the sponge, the spongin gradually becomes more and
more concentrated upon the sides of the lattice-like meshwork

formed by the megascleres, which
lation of spiculo-spongin fibre.

is

thus converted into a reticu-

The elongated, narrow meshes

of
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this reticulation
ultimately (in the stalk of the sponge)
reduced in size slmost to the point of obliteration.

become

In addition to a gradual increase of
density,
the central axis also undergoes with aire a gradual
increase in diameter.

This

is

effected by the conit externally, of

tinued formation, and addition to

fresh tracts of megascleres, which later similarly

become ensheathed

in spongin.

In this way, the

axial skeleton eventually
it

the lines of

comes to include within
which
spicules
previously constituted

the extra-axial skeleton (PI. xxxvi.,

fig.l).

'J'he

extra-axial

layer, however, maintains about the
same width —viz., about to TS mm.— throughout
1

the whole length of the branches.
.Sigmata of two sizes are scattered throughout
the smaller in extreme abundance, more

all parts,

especially in the extra-axial layer; the larger ones,

which are only moderately abundant, occur also
dragmata.
Trichodragmata and singly scattered trichites are also moderately abundant, except in the axial region, where they are rare.

in

Meyasd,eres.

— These

are

sionally slightly flexuous

slightly curved, occastyli,

almost without

exception evenly rounded at the base, and of
uniform diameter therefrom to beyond the middle
of their length, whence they taper
gradually to a

sharp point; in very rare cases only, the basal extremity also is more or less pointed, and the
spicule may become an anisoxea.
They range

from 320 to 1525/x in length and up to 18/a in
stoutness.
Spicules much below 700// in length
are relatively scarce.

—

r

L

"'

^

V^jsV,
Text-tig.

>

14."'

*

Microscleres.
(i.) The larger sigmata are always
more or less contort, though rarely to such a degi-ee
as to appear 3-shaped when seen from the side; the
smaller are usually Q-shaped or but
very slightly

Siijmaxmella rimmalis.

Megascleres and sigmata.
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in length from 27 to 50//, the latter
measured from bend to bend; and their maximal
stoutness is respectively I'S/x and 1/x.
whether in dragmata or scattered
(ii.)The trichites or microxea,

contort.

from 12

The former vary

to 18/*,

kind.
singly, are all of the same
from 22 to 48/a in length, and from

They are

05

slightly fusiform,
to Owo/x in stoutness.

SiGMAXiA, gen.nov.
DeJiiiition.—AxineWidss typically of erect habit, stipitate,
without conuli or other kind of surface-processes. Skeleton a
reticulation of spiculo-spongin fibre; the

main

fibres

more or

less

Megascleres of
the
two distinct kinds,— styli forming
fibres, and flexuous
Microscleres
sigmata and
strongyla occurring interstitially.
plumose, the connecting

fibres

typically few.

:

trichites (or microxea),

the latter in dragmata and scattered

singly.

Type, S.Jtabellata Carter; the only species.

SiGMAXIA FLABELLATA Carter.
(PI. xxxiii., fig.5; PI. xxxvi., figs. 2, 3.)

1885. Axinella Jlabellala Carter(3), p. 361.
1896. Signia.xinella flabeJlafa Dendy(2), p. 241.
Sponge composed of one or several proliferous,
Diagnosis.
thick lamellie, or of a single more or less flabelliform lamella,
springing from a short stalk. Surface coarsely granular. Oscula

—

Dermal membrane very thin;
minute, marginal (or scattered ?).
skeleton.
Skeleton
no dermal
chiefly formed of loosely constituted, semi-plumose, stout

main

fibres,

spongin, running longitudinally side
apposition,

comparatively poor

in

side in moderately close

by
and gradually curving towards the surface; connect-

ing fibres few, arranged in-egularly, mostly paucispicular, sometimes without contained spicules. Megascleres styli, curved or
:

slightly bent, and gradually sharp-pointed, occasionally passing
into oxea, from 300 to 350/x in maximal length and up to 18/jt in

stoutness; and slender, flexuous strongyla and (fewer) tornota,
200 to (rarely) 580/i in length, and at most 7/x in diameter.

Microscleres

:

slender sigmata 15 to

20/ji.

long;

and

trichites of
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two sizes, respectively about 30 to 60/a in maximal length, the
former occurring only in dragmata, the latter in part also
scattered singly.
/>oc.

— Port

The

species

Phillip.

is known now from six
specimens, one of which
forms the subject of the original description, wliile four in
addition have been taken account of in the
summary of specific

characters furnished by Dendy.
The present description, so far
as it i-elates to the structure of the skeleton, is based almost
entirely upon the sixth, the identity of which with the pieced-

ing has been established by comparison of

it

with a mounted

preparation of one of Dendy's specimens.
External characters. The sponge may be simply flal)ellifoim,
consisting of a single, erect, stout lamella narrowed below and

—

prolonged into a stalk,

as, for example, in the case of the single
immediately accessible specimen (PI. xxxiii., fig.5),- in which,
however, the lamina is not of uniform thickness, but is rendered
irregular by a number of rounded hummocks and several low,
ridge.s, the latter evidently of the nature of incipient
secondary lamellse: this specimen, 65 mm. in total height, lias
an orbicular lamina about 50 mm both in height and breadth

compressed

and from 8
7

mm.

attachment.

and

to over 20

in diameter,

mm.

in

thickness, and a cylindrical stalk,
proximally into a broad disc of

expanded
Of somewhat similar, but

—

of less regular form,

—

mm.

high by 112 by 37 mm.
was also the original example, described by Cartel'

of larger size,

measuring 88

horizontally,
thus: "compressed, expanded, thickish, lobate; margin irregular;
stem short, angular, and thick." But more usually, it seems,
the form assumed is one of less simplicity owing to the develop-

ment

of additional lamellae, perhaps both pi'imary and secondary:
for the specimens upon which Dendy's account is based are
described as composed of "proliferous lamellae about a quarter
of an incli thick, springing from a short thick stalk."

Oscula, unobserved by Carter, are stated to be present by
Dendy, who describes them as minute, marginal or scattered; in
the present specimen they are certainly absent from the lateral
surfaces, and are not distinguishable on the margin,— but the
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be owing to

ilie slightly damaged conThe dermal meminane is tJiin and
The undamaged surface lias a
destroyed.

may

dition of the surface there.

and easily
to
coarsely granular appearance, due to minute pimple-like
finely
elevations of the dermal membrane produced by the impingement
delicate,

upon

the outer ends of the main skeletal fibres; where the
disappeared, the projecting ends of the fibres

it of

membrane has

The texture is tough,
render the surface slightly shaggy.
resilient.
The colour in spirit is pule brownish or

fiVjrous,

yellowish-grey.

The dermal pores are distributed singh', though often in
rather close apposition; they are variable in size, "20 to oO/x in
diameter.
Three of the four specimens recorded by Dendy are noted by
The present specias being beset with parasitic Authozoa.
men is likewise infested, no doubt with the same organism it
is a small, solitary anthozoan, only 1 to 2 mm. in height and

him

:

diameter, occurring almost completely imbedded in the sponge.
The structure of the skeleton, as revealed in secSkeleton.

—

tions of the completely desarcodised sponge, in which nothing
remains but the spongin-cemented elements (or skeletal framever}' definite

is

work),

and uniform

in character,

and at

first

more

sight,
especially under the lowest powers of the microscope,
as
if more
appears
correctly to be described as dendritic than as

reticulate (PI. xxxvi., figs.2,

3).

It consists almost entirely of

stout main fibres, running
moderately closely side by side in subparallelism (at an average
distance apart, say, of from 300 to 400/yi), gradually curving out

ascending,

frequently branching,

wards, as they ascend, towards the surface.
Connecting fibres,
however, are by no means rare, but for the most part they are
comparatively inconspicuous. The main fibres, which are seldom
less

than

formed

100/x,

and occasionally surpass 200// in stoutness, are
most part rather loosely and

chiefiy of spicules, for the

confusedly arranged, a variable proportion (generally a .small
minority) of which are dispcsed with their points directed more
or less obliquely outwards.
As the surface of the sponge is
the
however,
approached,
spicules composing the fibres become
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gradually more and more divergingly disposed, as well as more
loosely compacted, and the fibres finally assume, in consequence,
a typically plumose aspect. The spongin cementing the spicules,

— though

necessarily fairly considerable in amount owing to
their loose arrangement,
is, except in the stalk and oldest portions of the skeleton, usually of scarcely more than the minimal
quantity required to hold them together, and seldom or never

—

forms a distinct sheath: where the spicules lie more widely
apart, it often becomes reduced to a mere film between them,

and here and there even leaves small open spaces or fenestrse.
Running upwards from the stalk, and continuing for some dis
tance into the body of the sponge, gradually dissolving as they
proceed, are a number of relatively stout strands of spicules, or
funes, evidently formed each by the fusion of several originally
Connection between the main
separate fibres (PI. xxxvi., fig. 2).
fibres, apart from occasional anastomosis or direct union between
them by inosculation, is partly by means of relatively few,
obliquely-running multispicular fibres, similar in character to
the main fibres except in being usually of lesser stoutness, and

The latter are
partly by means of connecting fibres proper.
mostly very slender, and usually contain few spicules or are
composed of spongin alone; they occur at irregular intervals,
sometimes singly, sometimes several together, and

in the latter

case usually interunite also among themselves
In sections of the sponge with the soft tissues intact,

the

somewhat different. The presence
of spongin is scarcely apparent; the main fibres have a much
looser and more plumose aspect; and the connecting fibres are
appearance of the skeleton

is

seldom definitely recognisable as such, owing to the difficulty of
distinguishing between the megascleres actually constituting

them and others that are merely scattered between the fibres.
The more diftuse and plumose appearance of the main fibres is
probably due to the fact that some proportion of the more exteriorly situated (and likewise more obliquely directed) spicules
entering into their formation are not attached by spongin, and
consequently are absent from the skeleton that remains after
maceration. In the more peripheral parts of the skeleton, the
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fibres are relati\elv fev,

and

But
consist of styli only, similar to those composing the fibies.
a
somewhat
conat some distance from the surface,
usually
siderable distance,
megascleres of a second kind make their

—

—

appearance,- Hexuous strongyla and tornota, which increase
in number towards the deeper portions of the sponge and eventuit is almost as much to the
ally become very abundant; indeed,
increased multitude of the latter, as to augmentation in tlie
quantity of the spongin, that the greater density of the skeleton
and other older portions of the sponge is due. A
considerable proportion of the latter spicules are developed in
in the stalk

close contiguity to the fibres,

and ultimately, owing to

tlie sul)-

sequent formation of additional spongin, become completely
The presence of these flexuous megascleres,
united to them.
owinir to their extreme rarity in, or total absence from, those
portions of the sponge usually selected for examination, hitherto
has escaped notice.
Through all parts of the sponge there are scattered small

sigmata singly in moderate abundance, trichodragmata of three
kinds, and single trichites of similar size to those composing the
The trichodragmata of two kinds are in
larger trichodragmata.

the form of neat sheaves of extremely slender trichites, and
differ from each other onlv in length: the shorter of these are

almost as numerous as the sigmata, while the longer are relaThe dragraata of the third kind are composed of
tively scarce.
trichites equal in length to those of the just-mentioned longer

dragmata, but stouter and more fusiform, and occur for the
most part in dense masses of irregular shape and size, which
refract the light in such a

and

therefore,

way

as to appear blackish

noticeable

and opaque,

although

comparatively
scarce; some of the largest of these aggregations exceed 200/x in
The singly scattered trichites, or microxea, are moderbreadth.
in the interior, but more plentiful near the surface.
scarce
ately
are,

very

—

(i.)The styli are invariably more or less curved,
Megascleres.
are usually evenly rounded at the base and of uniform or nearly
uniform diameter therefrom to beyond the middle of their
length, and almost invariably taper throughout the remainder
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of their

length gradually (except frequently for slight irregunear the apex) to a sharp point; a gradual slight narrowing of the spicule towards the basal end, however, is not uncommon. The curvature as a rule is restricted to the basal moiety
larities

and

of the spicule,

is

usually well-pronounced, but varies

both

much

form and degree

in

frequently

more or

it is

:

less

angulate, the spicule appearing slightly bent; and
occasional spicules are biIn odd cases of
angulate.

extreme curvature, the
form of the spicule makes

some approach

to that of

a rhabdostyle.

Variability

exists also in the shape of

the spicule at

its

basal ex-

tremity, which frequently
shows a tendency to be-

come abruptly more

or less

sharp-pointed, either hastately or mucronately so;

but sometimes the attenuis more gradual, and
the form assumed is that

ation

of

Text

fig. 15.

—

SI(/i)i(Lvla

Jiabe/Zala.

a, nie<^asclei'es of tiie fibres;
stitial niegascleres;

f,

//,

intei-

derer,

ture

number.

The maximal

tlie

of

fibres,

size

oxeote

forms

is

greatest amongst the slen-

signiata.

occur scattered between

The propor-

an oxea.

tion

presumably immaspicules, which only

and are relatively few

of the

spicules

in

in

the case of

Dendy's specimens is given as 290 x 166/x; in the present specimen, the size attained is 350 x 15/x, but individuals much exceeding 320/x in length are scarce; those composing the fibres
are seldom less in stoutness than IO/7..
Developmental forms of
all sizes

down

to less than

1

40 x

l/x

are to be

met

with.

(In the
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original description, tlie size of the spicules is given as 70 by
2-6000ths of an inch i.e., 296 x 8"4/t,
but this, I think, must

—

be due either to an error of measurement or to a misprint;.
(ii.)

Tlie variously curved, usually

more or

less flexuous

mega-

scleres are mostly strongyla, but individuals with sharp-pointed
ends are also numerous. They range from about 200 to 580/x in
"5 to 7/x in diameter.
The acutely-ended
length and from
as
a
rule, are more or less abruptly-pointed, i.e., are
spicules,
1

tornota; but more or less oxea-like forms are not rare.

Some

of

the shortest

among the latter spicules are hai-dly to be distinfrom
the oxea that derive from the stylote megascleies.
guished
Microscleres.
{i.)The sigmata are invariably more or less

—

though seldom to such a degree as to appear 3-shaped
side; they are 15 to 20/x in length measured
from bend to bend, and about 1/x in stoutness.
(ii.) The trichites are of two sizes as regards length, the shorter

contcu't,

when seen from the

measuring from 15 to 28/x, the longer from 37 to about 60/x. As
already mentioned, the former occur onl\' in dragmata, the latter
both in dragmata and scattered singly.
Cehatopsis Thiele.
Definition.— XyiiixeW'idm of erect, lamellar or

ramose habit;

t3'pically with an axially condensed skeleton deficient in spongin.
Megascleres either of two distinct kinds styli (sometimes in

—

—

part secondarily diactinal) and elongated flexuous strongyla,
or the latter spicules are absent. Microscleres: smooth microxea
only, typically occuri'ing most abundantly in the dermal layer.

Type,

C expansa Thiele.

The genus was

instituted by Thiele(38) for four species from
all
previously known Axinellidaj by the

Japan, differing from

presence of microscleres of a single kind in the form of smooth
microxea, and further characterised according to the generic
diagnosis —(i.) by the presence of smooth stylote megascleres
"die ein festes

Axenskelett bilden, von dem nach Peripherie
of spongin
(ii.) by the very small amount
of the
restriction
the
almost complete
by

radiare Style ausgehen",
present, and

(iii.)

microscleres to the ectosome, where they constitute a dermal
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The only additional information

the skeleton

is

to the effect that the " feste

ii.,

pi'ovided regarding
Axe" is similar in

character to that of the genus Acmdhella-. whether the radiallydirected styli are collected into fibres or not, or in what respects,
if anv, the several species differ in skeletal structure, is not
Three of the species, viz., C. expaiisa, C. erecta, and
stated.

—

C. ramosa,

— agree in their described

characters verj' closely, and

are undoubtedly congeneric; but the fourth, C. clavata, is distinguished not only by its non lamellar (cauliforni) habit and

conulose surface, but also by the fact that the megascleres are
of two distinct kinds,- styli composing the main skeleton, and
relatively few

long flexuous strongyla (presumably occurring
Since it is not unlikel}' that C. clavata will be
interstitially).
found to differ from the I'emaining three species in other import-

ant respects also, its inclusion in the present genus must be
looked upon as provisional.

More recently Kirkpatrick(20) has described from Cape
Colony, under the name PhakeUia microxephora, a fifth species
with microxea, which it seems necessary al.so to include provisionThis species agrees with C. clavata
ally in the genus Ceratopsis.
in the possession of elongated flexuous strongyla, but the accompanying megascleres are relatively few, and chiefly oxeote, and
the external habit of the sponge is lamellar as in the case of the
Concerning the structural chartypical species of the genus.
acters of the skeleton in this species, no information is available.
By Thiele and Kirkpatrick, the oxeote microscleres were

regarded as indicative of

affinity

with the genus lligyinsia.

afforded by the spiculation of C. clavata and C.
microxephora, however, much more strongly justifies the view
that Ceratopsis is related to Siymaxia, and that it constitutes a

The evidence

connecting-link between the latter and such genera as Axinella,
PhakeUia, and Acanthella.
It is necessary to refer here to the species designated Axinella
frondula by Whitelegge(60), the spiculation of which has been

described as consisting of smooth styli of two sizes and of
scarce small oxea 110 by 3-5/x in size, occurring "chiefly in or

near the dermal portion of the sponge",

— and which consequently
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might be thought to be related to Ceratopsis. I have re-examined this species, and find that the oxea are merely variants
of the smaller styli (differing from them neither in size nor in
situation), and that the latter are differentiated into two kinds,
distinguished by having the distal moiety vestiand
by being very slighth' stouter and of more
gially spined,
The species belongs, in fact, to
conical shape than tiie other.
the Myxillinje, and requires a new genus for its reception, for
which I propose the name Echinaxia. The sponge is thinly
lamellar, flabelliform; and the skeleton consists (i.) of a condensed axial region formed mainh' of an irregular reticulation
of the smaller smooth styli (which vary from 90 to 150// in
length and up to 5/x in stoutness) and partly of fairly numerous,

one of which

is

directed, singly-occurring, long slender styli
(varying in size from less than 200 by 2/li to upwards of 700 by
of short, fairly stout, echinated fibres radiating
12/x), and (ii.)

longitudinally

from the axial region towards the surface, composed both of
smooth and spined short styli, and terminating in a compact
bundle or tuft of long stout styli (apparently similar to the
longer of those occurring in the axial region) the extremities of

which project somewhat beyond the surface. I am inclined to
think that the genus Echinaxia should be so defined as to include
also the two species described by Thiele(38) as Haspailia folium

and Raspailia

hirsida.

DRAfJMAXiA, gen.nov.

— Axinellidfe

of lamellar hal)it, typically Habellate
Skeleton composed of dense spicule-axes x'amifyor cup-shaped.
ing in the midplane of the lamina, and of plumose spicule-columns

Definition.

radiating therefrom, between which interconnection by means of
transverse fibres is rare.
Megascleres: styli only; either of a
or
more
or
less
sort,
single
completely differentiated into two

—

one (of shorter length) forming the fibres, the other
Microscleres
trichodragmata accomoccurring interstitially.
or
not
scattered
trichites.
by singly
panied

sorts,

:

Type, D. variabilis Whitelegge.

The

species for

which

I propose the

genus was referred by

its
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author to the genus Spongosnrites, under the erroneous impression
that the inicroscleres present
which are exceptionally slender

—

trichite-sheaves, peculiar in being often

—
shape were

stated, however,

it is

have

to

more or

Even had the

microxea.

less

fusiform in

microscleres

been as

not to Sponyosorites that the species would

be

assigned, but probably to Cerafopsis.
a plumose or with an axially-condensed
with
Hitherto,
species
and
with
of
skeleton,
trichodragmata only as microscleres,
type
have been included in the single genus Thrinacophora, but I now

required
all

propose to

regard them

as representative

of

several distinct

genera.

Dragmaxia variabilis Whitelegge.
(PL

xxxviii., figs.l, 2, 3.)

1907. SponyosoritPS variabUis Whitelegge(60),
fig.

45.

Diaynosifi.

—Thinly

lamellar,

varying

from

p.

5 13, PI. xlvi.,

ilabelliform

to

The lamina alternately denser and less dense along
running towards the margin, and thus presenting an ap-

caliculate.
lines

pearance as of venation, with corresponding faint ridges and
The surface otherwise even. Dermal
grooves on the surface.

membrane distinct, aspiculous. Oscula inconspicuous. Skeleton
consisting of dense spicule-axes corresponding in position with
the "veins," and of stout plumose fibres running outwards therefrom to the surface.

Spongin rather scanty. Megascleres: styli
not quite perfectly differentiated into two kinds
those
forming the fibres are shorter, stouter, and more curved, attaining
a maximum size of about 900 by 33/x; the others, which are
only,

;

relatively few
1

300 or

1

and occur only interstitially, occasionally surpass
and are not more than 1 8/x in diameter.

400/A in length

The trichodragmata vary from about 100
up to

5/1

to 200/x in length

and

in stoutness; singly scattered trichites, similar to those

forming the dragmata, also occur.

Loc.—Ofi Crookhaven River, N.S.W. ("Thetis.").
Externa/ features.
The original specimen was rudely cup-

—

shaped

or, rather,

compi'essed funnel-shaped, with a few laterally
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disposod in vertical planes; and mea-

when complete, approximately 130 mm.
and by SO nmi. i-espectively in the greatest and
sured,

and from

tlie cup-orifice,

2

mm.

(at the

in height l)v

margin) to about onmi. in

the thickness of the lamina or cup-wall.-

—

it

now

in

two

is

in a dried

but

is

well-preserved

exists

—

pieces, one of which
figured bv Whitelegge
otherwise undamaged condition, wliile the other

According to the original description, the
lamella^ occur on both the inner and tlie outer surfaces
alcohol.

in

120

least diameters of

latri'al

of tlic

cup, but this is really not the case; they are confined entii'clv to
the interior side.
J

A
l)ut

second specimen (also obtained by the "Thetis" Expedition^
from an unknown locality) is now known, which is simply

without

tlabelliform

90nnn.
(h'ied,

outgrowths.

sect)ndary

height by only 2 to

in

mm.

.3

completely washed-out condition.

An

This

in thickness,

measm-es

and

is

in a

—

exceedingly characteristic feature,
very clearly e^id':"!lt
wlicn the sponge is examined by transmitted light,
is the
sti'uctural peculiarity of the lamina, whicli is alternately denser

and

—

less

rather

dense along slightly diverging, ever multiplying lines, or
running in a direction from stalk to maigin: along

sti'ips,

the denser strips, the lamina is usually slightly thicker than it is
and the surface is accordingly marked witli

between them,

With respect to this
radiating faint grooves and slight ridges.
two specimens exhibit a very appreciable

structure, however, the
dift'erence,

which may prove to be varietally

distinctive.

smaller specimen, the strips (of greater density) are
radially, increasing in

and are

all

number upwards by repeated branching,

similar in (character;

width from somewhat

In the

all directerl

than

they diminish in individual

mm.

in proximity to the stalk
than 0'5 mm. at the sponge-margin, and the width of the
In some
intervening strips of lesser density is about tlie same.
less

2

to less

portions of the type-specimen, the structure is veiy similar to
this, except that the lines of greater density are generalh' much
broader; but elsewhere there also occur a few relatively very

powerful, dense, nervure-like thickenings of the lamina, ramify43
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ing through

pahnate
branch

upwards from the stalk, in the manner of the
and from these the lesser lines of density, in part,

it,

leaf,
ott'

ii.,

(at small

angles of divergence) in piiniate fashion

(PI. xxxvii., fig.3).

As

a result of maceration, the less dense portions of the lamina
largely disappear, and the sponge becomes abundantly perforated

by rounded holes arranged seriallj^ along radiating lines.
The surface is somewhat uneven, owing to inequalities
thickness of the lamina;
hispid.

it

is

The dermal membrane

very delicate;

situated beneath

is

the

in

but not

also slightly granular,

thin and translucent, but not
it,

more

especially along the

marking the less dense portions of the lamina, are
numerous small subdermal spaces. Dermal pores occur on l)otli
surfaces, but are relatively few and for the most part are scattered
singly and irregularly on the one surface (viz., the inner one,

grooves

when

is cup-shaped),
verj^ numerous, and generally so
as
to
a
net-like
arranged
produce
appearance of the dermal
closely
membrane, on the other. In most places where the pores are

the sponge

numerous, the dermal layer appears as

if

consisting

incompletely separated membranes, the outer one

of

of

two

which

is

provided with many, smaller pores, the inner with fewer and
On the surface which has the fewer pores,
much larger ones.
there are also

many

circular openings, from

02

to 0'5

mm.

or

more

in diameter, situated only along the su if ace-grooves
slightly
and principally in the positions where the lamina becomes per-

forated

when the sponge

is

macerated; these openings appear to

be oscula.

is

The consistency of the sponge, when well-preserved in alcohol,
and tough, only slightly compressible, and resilient; and

firm

the colour
in

is

a pale yellowish-brown.
Dried specimens are ligiit
brittle, and of a pale greyish colour.
The skeleton is resolvable into (i.)a system of con-

weight and rather
Skeleton.

—

densed, multifibrous axes or "funes," which ramify clendritically
in the midplane of the sponge-lamina, progressively decreasing

—

and which
in stoutness as they ascend,
of
the
denser
of
the
lamina
were,
strips

form the midribs, as it
above referred to; and
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numerous, highly plumose, usually branched, short secondwhich proceed off from the former, apparently from all
ary
sides thereof, and run upwards and gradually outwards to the
(ii.)of

fibres,

surface.

Towards the margin

of the sponge, the funes dissolve

ultimately into similar plumose fibres (PI. xxxvii., fig.3), and the
skeleton in this region accordingly is composed entirely of such
fibres are composed of a compact
than 200/x and frequently surpassing
longitudinally disposed spicules, cemented

(PI. xxxvii., figs.l, 2); these

stout core (seldom

less

in diameter) of

400//,

together b}" a relatively somewhat small amount of spongin, and
of rather numerous, usually very obliquely (often nearly or quite
or "echinating"'
perpendicularly) directed, outwardly-projecting
is greatest towards
number
of
which
the
of
similar
kind,
spicules
The echinating spicules of
the outer extremities of the fibres.

immediately adjoining

and very

fibres usually intercross

where two

often,

with one another,

fibres lie sufficiently close

together,

the spicules of each of them become
points
embedded in the spongin of the other; occasionally, one or a few
together of these connecting spicules become invested with a
of

tlie

some

of

sheath of spongin, and a connecting fibre is thus formed, but
such connections are comparatively rare.
Megascleres scattered

between the

fibres are relatively few,

and

and slenderer than those forming the

much longer
The funes are com-

in part are

fibres.

nonposed each of a dense, irregular plexus of stout, mostly
with
fibres
closely compacted spicules arranged usually
plumose
in a

more or less disorderly fashion, and cemented by a relatively
amount of spongin, which does not form an external

small

the outermost-lying spicules of the fibres, indeed, ai-e
Towards the older
or quite free from spongin.
almost
usually
tend to become
the
of
meshes
the
of
the
plexus
sponge,
parts

sheath;

and the skeleton has the appearance of consisting of
The formation of the plexus apa confused mass of spicules.
continued addition of spicules
the
about
be
to
brought
by
pears

obliterated,

to,

and

also

in

between, the plumose

fibres

of

the

original

skeleton.

Trichodragmata are scattered

fairly

plentifully through

all
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parts of the sponge, including the dermal membrane, hut are
nowhere extremely abundant: witliin the funes they ai-e, rather
scarce.

scattered

8ingly

occur, hut are

difficult to

trichites

in

perceive owing

moderate number also
to their

extreme tenuity.

The dragmata are unusually

slender, and are often notably longer
than the individual trichites composing them.
]\fpya)idpres.

—

(i.)

invariably more or
e\'enly roundetl

The
less

composing the fibres are almost
curved, anfl are, without exception,

styli

at the hase

and

of

uniform or nearly uniform

diameter therefrom to be3'ond the middle of theii- length, whence
Their curvature, as a
they taper gradually to a sharp point.
rule, is slight to

moderate, and most frequently

basal moiety of the spicule, hut
al)ly,

is

confined to

varies in degree

a

tlie

ery consider-

and when most pronounced

Quite commonly
f

it

is
usually somewhat angulate.
in the case of the smaller specimen, nnich less

ret[uently in the larger, the basal part of the shaft, at a \ariable
is more or less
sharply curved or

distance fi'om the extremity,

one side; occasionally such spicules have the form of
In the latter, or typical specimen, a notable prorhabdostyli.
portion (numbering between 25 and 50 per cent, of the spicules)
exhibit a faint annular swelling close to the basal end, at a disl)ent to

tance therefrom varying from 15 to about
usually being greatest, and the annulation
case of the longest spicules; in

annular swelling

some

SO/t,

— the

distance

less distinct, in

the

of the shorter spicules, the

replaced by a slight basal inflation, the
In the case of the smaller
a
spicule becoming
subtylostyle.
In the typical
this
is
specimen,
exceedingly rare.
peculiarity
is

specimen, also, the spicules increase in stoutness towards the
base of the sponge, attaining in proximity to the stalk a maximum
diameter of 45/^.; whereas in the uppermost regions thereof, and
parts of the other specimen, their diameter is at
Their length is aI)out the same in both speci34//..
from
about 350/x (but seldom less tlian 400 or
ranging

throughout
most 33 or
mens,

—

all

somewhat above 900/x.
The longer and slenderer

450/x) to
(ii.)

fibres,

and

relatively few,

ai-e

styli,

occurring only between the

generally sti'aight or (in comparison
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with their length) but slightly curved, often somewhat
flexuously;
and with extremely rare exceptions are unprovided with a subbasal annular inflation otherwise, in shape,
they are similar to
the preceding, with which they form a continuous series.
In the
:

typical specimen, they range from

upwards

of

somewhat

less

than 1000 to

1500/x (rarely to nearly 1600/x) in length, and up to

IS/A
diameter, spicules between 900 and 1000/x in length being
comparatively rare; in the other specimen, they are of equal
stoutness, Init seldom surpass 1250/x, and veiy rarely if ever

in

more than 1400/a in length, while individuals between
900 and 1000/x long are comparatively frequent.
Mkrosderes.
The trichites, both composing the dragmata and

attain to

—

scattered singly, are

very slender, always

less

than

0-5/x

in

diameter, and vary in length from 75 to 110/'.; they are very
The dragmata are seldom as
frequently curved or Hexuous.

much

as 5/x in diameter, and as a rule
they are very compactly
composed and somewhat fusiform in shape; they are often much
longer than the trichites, occasionally attaining a length of 200/a.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Eig.4.

— AVanlopliora

Plate xxix.,
jjliaihi

fig. 4.

AVhitelegi,'c;

.showing the skeleton (photo-

graphed by tiansniitted
specimen,

light) of portion of a lamella of the tyjx-the lamella varying in thickness from 1-8 mm.; (nat size).

Plate XXX.
Fig.

1.

Fig. "2.

Fig..'{.

—

A//(iiifojilinr<(

j//iri(/((

— A.

\Vhitelegge;

jjoilion of

a spiriL-speeimen;

^/^?V'r^/r6* Whitelegge
portion of a lamella i>i the partially
maeeiated, dried type-specimen; (nat. size).
A. plicata Whiteleggc; an entire lamella of a dry, wasiied-out
specimen, showing the texture of the skeleton; (nat. size).
;

—

Figs. 4,

o.

—A.

sp.nov.; specimens of massive form

rictoriaii't,

(r;/'.

Pi. xxxi.,

Hg.3);(^A).

Fig.H.

Fig. 7.

—A.

ciocdlyptoides Dendj^
tached to a stone; x x\)A. ciocalyptoide^' Dendy

—

upon a stone;

Fig. 8.

— A.

;

a subniassive, digitate .specimen,

;

a semi -encrusting specimen, growing

at-

(

(/j).

ciocaJyjdoklea, var. reducta, var.nov.

;

(

x /j).
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Plate xxxi.

Fij,'.

1.

AUantophora rictoriana, sp.nov.
Skeleton (photographed by transmitted light)

—

as

it

in

appears

a

thiek vei-tieal slifc of an entire massive specimen; (nat. size).
Skeleton of a moderately thick vertical slice (jf the type-specimen:
Fig/2.

—

(nat. size).

Fig. 3.

— Skeleton

(photographed

transmitted light)

l\y

Fig. 4.

— Digitate specimen;

of

portion

upwards into two

digitate specimen, extending from the base
form processes; ( x 1-^).

a

of

digiti-

(nat. size).

Plate xxxii.

Allantophorn

Fig.

1.

ricforiaiia, sp.nov.

—Petition of a longitudinal mesial section of

tlie

skeleton of a digiti-

form process, showing the axial region, the radiating main
and the connecting fibres; x 9).

Fig. 2.

—Portion

of a transverse section of the skeleton of a digitation,
fibres in the transverse plane;

showing the paucity of the connecting
(x9)
'

Figs. 3, 4,

5.

filjres,

(

—Portions

of the skeleton (of the

showing the pattern of the

reticulatiiai

two massive specimens),
formed by the connecting

fibres.

Plate xxxiii.,
Figs.

1, 2.

Fig.3.
Fig. 4.
Fig.,').

—Sii/DKLcine/la

aii.stra/laiia

— amtmliana Dendy, (?var.
— rimindlis,
x
— Si<ima.vin
Carter;
S.

s]i.nov.

»S\

;

figs. l-o.

Dendj';
);

(

(

x ^\).

x^%).

^"v).

(

flah(fll(ila

(

x /„).

(tscula-like pits

[The

on

tlie

surface are due to an epizoic Zooantharian.]

Plate xxxiv.
l^'ig. 1.

Fig. 2.

—

l^endy; h^ngitudinal mesial section of
the skeleton of portion of a branch; x 18).
S. dendroide'i Whitelegge
longitudinal mesial section of the
Siijina.viiiclln

uiislrdliatia

(

—

;

skeleton of portion of a branch;

(

x 13).

Plate XXXV.
SM/ma..vine//((

Fig.

1.

rim iiia/is, sp. nov.

— Longitudinal mesial section of the skeleton of
of a branch;

(

tlic

terminal portion

x 14).

Fig.2.

—Longitudinal mesial section of a branch;

Fior. 1.

—

(

x 14).

Plate XXX vi.
Sii/via-vinel/a

rii)i!iialij^,

skeleton of the stalk;

(

sp.nov.: longitudinal median section of the

x 14).
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— Siifma.iia Jfaht//afa

Carter: (portion of a) longitudinal section of
the skeleton peipendicnlar to the plane of the sponge-lamina; x 3).
Sii/maA'ia Jlahdlatri Carter; portion of the section sliown in the
Fig.3.
Fif,'.2.

—

(

preceding figiue, more highlj- magnified;

^ 18).

(

Plate xxxvii.

Fig.

1.

Dra;/ma.Lua rariahi./is Whitelegge.
Skeleton as shown in a thin section parallel to and in the midplane
of the sponge-lamina at its upper margin; from a typical
specimen;

—
(

Fig. 2.

X

].}).

—Skeleton

as

shown

in a tliin longituninal section perpcntlicular to

the sponge-lamina at
(

Fig.3.

X

its

upper margin; from a typical specimen;

1.5).

— Skeleton

(of an entire piece of the sponge-lamina) showing the
arrangement of the dense multi -fibrous axes or "tunes' and their

ultimate resolution into single

filjres;

Plate xxxviii.,

Figs.

1
,

2, 3, 4.

— A//an>op/iora

(

x 1^).

tigs. 1-4.

photograph of portions
showing the mode of disposi-

rirforkina, sp.nov.

of the surface of different specimens,
tion of the dermal poves.

;
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A REVISION OF THE GENERA WITH MICR0SCLERE8
INCLUDED, OR PROVISIONALLY INCLUDED, IN

THE FAMILY AXINELLID.E WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF SOME AUSTRALIAN SPECIES. Part
;

iii.

[porifera.]

By

E. F.

Hallmann, B.Sc, Linnean Macleay Fellow of
THE Society in Zoology.

(Plates xxix., figs.3,

5, 6;

xxxiii., fig.6; xxxviii., figs.5-9; xxxix.,

figs.1-5; xL, figs.1-4, xli.-xliv.:

and

Text-figs. 17-20.)

Genus Thrinacophora Ridley.

—

Axinellidjv typically of ramose habit, perhaps also
Definition.
sometimes encrusting or massive, with even or conulose surface,
and a skeleton consisting (in the ramose forms) of a dense central
axis from which paucispicular fibres (in some species reduced
to single spicules) radiate to the surface.

Megascleres of at least

short oxea, typically occurring
(i.) comparatively
central
in
the
or
axis; (ii.)long, setaceous styli,
only
chieriy
and
sometimes
radial
the
fibres;
(iii.) monactinal,
composing

three kinds:

surface-tufts or
apically pronged, dermal megascleres forming
but
not necessarily
membrane
in
dermal
the
tangentially,
lying

In addition, oxeote
confined to the ectosomal layer exclusively.
or strongylote modifications of one or both kinds of the monactinal megascleres are

commonly
dragmata, accompanied or not by

present.

Microscleres

:

tricho-

singly scattered trichites.

Type-species, T. funi/ormis Ridley

ct
Dendy.
founded
by Ridley(32) to designate the peculiar
Originally
T. funi/ormis, and conceived as being essentially characterised by
" cladothe possession of dermal megascleres in the form of

strongyla," the genus Thrinacopho7-a

was next modified by Ridley
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and Dendy(33) to receive also the
cervicornis, and was defined by them
and

(in

some

named by them T.
"Sponge ramose, with
megasclera styH and (or)

species
tlius:

a dense central axis of spiculo-fibre;
oxea,

635

Microscleres present

species) cladostrong3'la.

More

recently Dendy(8) has
amplified the definition so as to embrace in the genus all Axinellidie in which the microscleres are trichodragmata and the
in the

form

of trichodragmata."

more or

A

similar disposition to employ
plumose.
in which it had been underthan
that
the genus in a wider sense
had
stood by Ridley and Dendy,
previously been shown by

skeleton

is

Topsent(46),

less

when he assigned

to

it

provisionally,

under the name

ThrinciCophoraiV) spissa, a species of massive habit and halichonThis
droid skeletal structure, with oxea alone as megascleres.
but
as
the
admitted
in
the
was
also
genus by Dendy;
species
result of a second investigation of it Topsent(53) has found that
the microscleres include toxa (in addition to trichodragmata),
thereby definitely establishing the correct position of the species

to be in the genus

Gellius as defined

known

by Lundbeck(30).

The

species that propei4y admit of inclusion in Thrinacojihora
as defined by Dendy, are ten in number*,
comprising, in addition to those already assigned to the genus, Axindla padina

—

Topsent(47), Easpailia [Syringella) rhaphidophora Hentschel(15),

and the species originally described by Whitelegge as SpongoThe great diversity of spiculation and skeletal
sorites variabilis.
structure exhibited

by these

species renders

it

obvious that they

do not constitute a natural genus; and the only justification for
their association together in a single genus would be the impossibility of

separating them into simpler and apparently more

of precise and adequate definithem into at least four
subdivide
to
easy, however,
such groups, distinguished by differences sufficiently great to be
I px'oj^ose, therefore, to restrict the name
regarded as generic.

homogeneous groups susceptible
tion.

It

is

I'hrinacopJiora to the species with special dermal megascleres,
*

Since this was written, I have discovered the existence of trichodrag-

mata

in Whitelegge's Ciocalypta incnf<tans(56), which, therefore, consti-

tutes an eleventh species of this kind.
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remaining species among three new genera,
Forms capable
Dragmacidon, and Axidragma.

to distribute the

—Dragma.via,

of being referred to Thrinacophora in the
preAaously understood
sense would result from any of the genera Biemna (sens, ampl.),

Sigmaxinella and Sigmaxia by the

loss of sigmata,

possible exception of those I ascribe to

but with the

Dragmacidon (which,

if

provided with sigmata, would perhaps require to be included in
Biemna), none of the known species appear to have been thus
derived.

Thrinacophora as here defined comprises,
species, viz.,

T

.

fiiniformis Ridley

tfc

Dendy,

at

present,

T. spinosa

2\ incrustans Kieschnick(23), T. cervicornis Ridley &
7\ rhaphidophora Hentschel.
Kieschnick's species

—

five

Wilson,!

—Dendy,
if

its

and
ex-

has essentially
tremely meagre description is to be relied upon,
the same spiculation as that of the type-species, and, if such be
the case, must of necessity be included in the genus, notwithstanding its being of encrusting habit; in the face of what has

been disclosed by Thiele(41, p. 935), however, it is questionable
whether this species has any real existence. The remaining four
species, in spite of their

many points of agreement, ai'e extremely
well distinguished, and, indeed, might almost be regarded each

the type of a separate genus; since, however, their resemblances appear to be due to genetic relationship, their retention
in a single genus has most to recommend it.
as

It is exceedingly doubtful if the species referable to Thi-inacophora, in the restricted sense, belong properly to the Axinellidtie
In spiculation they pi'esent many striking points of
at all.
analogy with the genera Raspailia, Syringdla, A.rechinaiiS),
Axiai7ion(i3),

and Trikentrion,

—the

significance of

which

is

greatl}^

heightened, in the case of the last-mentioned two genera, by the
fact that, in Trikentrion, microscleres are sometimes present in

the form of trichodragmata and the peculiar acanthostylote megascleres characteristic of the genus are sometimes very scarce, and
by the fact that, in Axiamon, the dermal megascleres are spined
t H. V. Wilson, Jiulletin of the United States Fish Commission, Vol.
XX., Pt..2, 1900, p. 400,
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and thus exhibit a feature which might be looked

at the apex,

upon as differing essentiahy only in degree of development from
the furcation of the cladostrongyla of T. faniformis.
Hence I

am

strongly inclined to think that Thrinacophora is of "Ectyonine" origin, and that its correct position is in the Desmacidonidse.

Genus Dragmatyle Topsent.

—

Definitiov
Axinellidfe(?) of encrusting liabit, with a main
skeleton consisting of long smooth tylostyli disposed vertically,
with their heads based on the substratum, and a dermal skeleton
.

formed

of

smooth diactinal raegascleres disposed tangentially.

Microscleres trichodragmata.
Type-species, D. lictor Topsent(53).

The systematic
cophora,

is

position of Draymafyle, like that of Thrinauncertain.
The character of the skeleton (in the

known

ground for the view that the genus
"Ectyonine" derivation; and this view is further supported
the
existence of two species of thinly encrusting habit
the
by
so-called Hymeraphia viridis Topsent(46), and Microciona fascisingle
is

species) affords

of

—

spiculi/era Carter(3),
cally directed long

—

in

which the spiculation consists

smooth

But

tylostyli,

of verti-

trichodragmata and, in
by no means con-

this evidence is

addition, acanthostyli.
clusiAe, since the type of skeleton possessed by Dragmatyle is
common to quite a number of encrusting genera of very diverse

—including,

for example, (in addition to several genera
with
provided
acanthostyli), Timea and Halicnemia (s.str.) in
the Spirastrellida?, and Buharis in the Axinellida?. On the whole,
origin,

perhaps more to be said in favour of tlie inclusion of
Dragmatyle in the Axinellidie than can be advanced in the case

there

is

of Thrinacojihora.

Genus Axidragma, gen.nov.
Dejiiiitiou.

— Axinellida? typically

with even

of thin lamellar habit,

stijai-

Skeleton composed of primary lines of
tate,
stylote megascleres, traversing the sponge in the direction of its
sui'face.

growth, and of secondary lines (connecting fibres

?)

formed

of
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The niegascleres are
is no special dermal skeleton.
two forms mentioned, which are quite distinct in kind.

oxea; there
of the

The

are

microsclei'es

trichodragmata accompanied ur not by

single trichites.

Type-species, A. padiiia Topsent(47).
This genus is proposed for the reception of Topsent's Axinella
At first I was
jxidiiia, described from the Gulf of Lyons.

inclined to include the species in the genus Drmjniaxia, with the

which

single species of
ficial

similarity

between

it

it

presents some striking points of super-

but consideration of the decided differences

;

and the

latter in the

confirmed me in the
As regards
visable.

matter of skeletal structure has

view that their generic separation

is

ad-

the precise structure of the skeleton in
Axhiella 2xidina, however, Topsent's description is not very
thereexplicit, and a quite exact definition of the genus caimot

In speaking of the outward features of the
mentions
that the single specimen, in consequence of
he
sponge,
been
somewhat
its having
damaged by the trawl, "se trouve en

fore be framed.

plusieurs endroits use et perce a jour: de la sorte se trouve mise
a nu par place I'espece de nervation qui monte en eventail du
pedicelle jusqu'au bord des lobes, en lignes spiculeuses, epaisses,

nombreuses

et,

par

suite,

a peine divergentes."

And

further on,

in describing the spiculation (which consists of slightly curved
650 to 900/x in length by 8 to 10// in diameter at the base,
styli,

and

of curved, sharp-pointed

oxea with a maximal

size

t)f

275 by

he merely adds that the styli "forment les nervures et
6/1.),
determinent I'hispidation de la surface", and that the oxea "constituent les lignes secondaireti ordinairement unispiculees de la
.charpente".

It

is

nature of funes, or

not clear whether the "nervures" are of the

whether they are formed

Ijy

single fibres; nor

is any mention made as to whether or not the fibres are plumose,
nor regarding the extent to which spongin is developed in con-

It is presumable, however, that the "lignes
of
the
nature of connecting fibres, and that the
are
secondaires"
the hispidation of the surface are the terminal

nection therewith.

styli

producing

spicules of fibres running

outwards to the surface.
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Genus Dragmacidon, gen.nov.

— Axinellidpe
Definition.

more or

massive habit, sometimes provided with incipient eonuli, but without surface-processes
of other kind.
The skeleton consists of irregular plumose columns
of

'

less

loosely composed of mingled oxeote and stylote megascleres or of
oxea alone, and of (sometimes relatively scarce) connecting fibres
formed of the same spicules; typically, spongin is developed in
connection with the fibres rather sparinglj^, and there is no

dermal skeleton.

In addition to the oxea and

the skeletal columns,
similar dimensions,

— which typically are

— longer megascleres

of

styli

composing

similar or nearly

of a single

kind (likewise

occur interstitially.
The microscleresare trichodragmata, accompanied or not by single trichites.
either oxeote or stylote)

may

Type-species, D. agaricifcn'inis Dendj'iS).

Besides the type-species, the genus will include Dendy's Thrinacophora dvrissima (which likewise comes from Ceylon), and the
species originally described by Lendenfeld, from Port Jackson,
The last-mentioned, a redeas Halichondria clathriformis.*

—

scription of the skeletal characters of which, based

on a small

piece of the type-specimen received from the British Museum,
is distinguished
has recently been given by me(l3),
by the fact
that its megascleres are almost exclusively oxea; and on that
account the propriety of its association in a single genus with

—

"Subsequently I have found that Whitelegge's Giocalypta incrnstan»{58),
from Funafuti, constitutes a fourth species of this genus. In this, as in
D. diiri.s-sima, special interstitial megascleres are wanting and the spiculation consists of styli and oxea in about equal number occurring in the
skeleton promiscuouslj^ intermingled; but the styli are here larger than
the oxea, ranging in length from less than 200 to upwards of 550/x and
in stoutness, while the latter rarely if ever
13/;,

occasionallj' attaining to

exceed a

size of

400 by

10/;..

The oxea are

exactlj^ similar in

shape to

those of the three species of AHantophora described above, and (as in the
same species) are not connected with the styli by intermediate forms. The
stiucture of the skeleton closely resembles that lioth of D. ayarlclformis
and D. dathriformis. The trichodragmata, which are ver3' scarce, have

the form of stout compact bundles 12 to 14/x in length.
ti'icliites do not occur.

Singly scattered
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the otlier species might seem debatable.
Owing to the kindness
of Prof. Dendy, I have had the opportunity, however, of examining a section of his Thrhtacophora nydricifurmis; and the close
resemblance in skeletal pattern, which I find to exist between it

and the

species in question, leaves no

doubt in

my mind

as to

their veiy near relationship.
In these two species, interstitial
megascleres occur which are different from those composing the
fibres;

but whereas in D. dathriformu

very scarce, and

tliey ai'e

are connected with the fibre-forming megasclei'es by intermediate
In D. durissima,
forms, such is not the case in the type-species.

apparently, special interstitial megascleres either have never been
developed, or have become lost.

Dragmatella, gen.nov.
Dpfinition.

— Axinellida3

form tapering processes.

of massive habit, provided witli digitiInternal structure cavernous.
Main

skeleton consisting of well-developed, non-plumose(l), multispicular
fibres ari'anged more or less dendritically.
dermal skeleton is

A

typically present, formed

of

tangentially-disposed megascleres
The megascleres are styli of a single
crossing in every direction.
kind. The microscleres are trichodragmata alone, or accompanied

by

trichites singly scattered.

Type-species, D. abcrrans Topsent(46).
To define the genus Biemna in such a

inclusion in

it

as to secure the

way

of Topsent's Desmticella aberrans,

and at the same

time to exclude therefrom certain other species likewise possess-

—

such, for example, as
ing trichodragmata alone as microscleres,
those belonging to the genera Draymacidvn and Rhaphoxya,
is
if not
on
that
the
difficult,
account,
extremely
impossible; and,

—

new genus for this species seems necessary. Even
from
apart
any consideration of expediency, however, it is doubtful if the species could have been allowed to remain in Biemna,

erection of a

—

since, in addition to

being without sigmata,

it

differs

from

all

that genus in at least one other
the
noteworthy respect, namely,
possession of a dermal skeleton
of
directed
megascleres
composed
horizontally.
strictly acceptable species of
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Rhaphoxya, gen.nov.
Defi7bilio)i.

—

without
Axinellida?(?) of massive habit,

surface-

processes other than in the form of small, typically papilliform
of an
conuli; with a rather meagre main skeleton consisting

and
irregular reticulation of slender, non-plumose, longitudinal
connecting fibres, somewhat scantily provided with spongin; and
The megascleres are more or less
without a dermal skeleton.
curved to flexuous, slender cylindrical styli, oxea and strongyla,
of their extremidiffering from one another only in the character
ties.

The microscleres are

trichites, in

dragmata and scattered

singly.

Type-species, R. typica, sp.n.
species which I ascribe to this genus, while scarcely
distinguishable from one another in their skeletal structure and

The two

markedly in some other respects
whether their resemblances may not

spiculation, nevertheless differ so

as to render it questionable

—

In one of them, for example,
the main
described originally by Dendy as Rhaphisia pallida,
efferent canals are surrounded by a broad zone of gelatinous-

merely be due to convergence.

—

looking collenchymatous tissue, precisely similar in appearance
to that occurring in the same situation in most of the species of
Tedaniinc'B I have examined; whereas, in the other, the extra-

choanosomal layer

of tissue

bordering the canal

is,

as usual, com-

in
paratively narrow, and appears to be histologically different
The arrangement of the dermal pores also is very
constitution.
dissimilar in the two species; and, furthermore, oscula are ap-

I am
parently absent in the one, while present in the other.
in
which
R.
that
the
feature
to
think
inclined
pallida
strongly
resembles the Tedaniinjt^ is evidence of its very close relationship

must be confessed, afford
they are perfectly smooth and

to that group; but its microscleres,

no confirmation

of this view, for

it

quite symmetrically diactinal, whereas in all the species belonging indubitably to the Tedaniinoe that have so far been described,

the rhaphides (onychetpp) are not only without exception more or
less spinulous, but they are usually (perhaps invariably) also
anisoactinal, and are very frequently provided with a bulbous

^i-
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dilation near one
R. typica appears to me, on the
extremity.
other hand, not to depart in
any important respect, except in
the absence of spined microxea, fi-om
Desmoxya (formerly
Higginsia) lunata Carter.
I hesitate, however, to refer the two
species to separate genera,
inasmuch as their only differences are such as are not
yet recog-

nised as possessing generic value.
With reference to the possible Tedaniine affinities of R.
pallida,
it is
interesting to note that the only other two Australian species

which have been ascribed
belong to the Tedaniinaj.

—

to the genus
Rhaphisia, actually do
This fact I have already made known

—

regarding one of them
in a preRhaphisia anonyma Carter,
vious communication(13); and fur the
reception of the species I
The other, Rhaphisia
proposed a new genus, Hemitedania.
ramosa Whitelegge(59), I now find to possess a somewhat similar

—

oxea (of a single kind) and spinulous
ccjnsisting
three
onychetje (of
kinds); but in skeletal structure it differs from
spiculation,

//.

anonyma very

which

of

considerably.*

The

will necessitate the erection of a

species appears to

new genus

me one

for its accom-

modation, but provisionally it may be referred to Hemitedania.
Furthermore, of the seven specimens recorded by Dendy as
identified as
examples of R. jiaUida, two are not
correctly

such,

In this
again are representatives of a Tedaniine species.
latter, the microscleres are of three kinds,
nearly similar in
form to those of Remitedauia(l) anonyma
(excepting that the
styliform ones are very much slenderer and somewhat
Ijut

—

differently

shaped at their basal extremity); but the megascleres are cylin*
The species is sorely in need of re-descripti(jn, especially with respect
and the inforniati(jn regarding the spicular charalso misleading.
The oxea vary from 220 to
in length and
.570//,
up to 14/x in stoutness; the onycheta? of two kinds are similar in form to
those of //. a)ionyina{iZ. Text-fig. 20),
a
bead-like
to its skeletal structure;

acters

is

exhibiting
conspicuous
dilatation close to the blunter extremity, and
measuring respectively loO to
185 by r.l/x and 4-") to 75 by
in size; and tlie onychet;B of the third
(.»"75/a
kind have the form of subfusiform styli with an abruptly truncated basal

extremity provided with a central nuicro and a circumferential whorl of
minute spines, and measure 95 to
125/x in length by 3'5/x in maximum
stoutness.
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drical styli of a single kind (measuring 320 to 420//. in length by
Tliis
6/x in stoutness), occasionally transforming into strongyla.

species also appeal's to

Under

me

to constitute a

new

generic type.

name

Choiidropsis carteri, Dendy(6) has described,
from Port Phillip, a species in which the microscleres are "hairlike rhaphides," the megascleres are slender strongyla (and of a

the

single kind),

and the skeleton consists partly of "numerous stout
more or less parallel to one another

tracts or fibres running

sandy
towards the surface," and partly of spiculo-spongin fibres. From
its description, therefore, the species is one which might appear
as possibly admitting of inclusion in a single genus along with

On examination of its typetypica and R. pallida.
I
that
find,
however,
Chundrvpsis cai'teri also belongs
specimen,
to the Tedaniinte; its rhaphides are spinulous, and of two kinds,
Rhaphoxya

measuring respectively 100/x and
styliform in shape,

up

55/x in length, the shorter ones

to 1*5/a in stoutness,

and

relatively scarce,

the longer (and slenderer) usually sharp-pointed at both extremities, and occasionally exhibiting a slight dilatation near one
Since, in

extremity.

the case of this species, a

unquestionably required,

I propose, in

new genus

is

designation thereof, the'

name Strongylamma.

Rhaphoxya
(PL xxix.,

PL

Diagnosis.

typica, sp.nov.

fig.3; PI. xxxviii., figs. 8, 9; PI. xxxix., fig.5;

xliL, figs.l, 2.)

— Sponge massive,

sessile, irregular.

Surface rugose,

but generally subglabrous: provided with scattered, small, papilliform elevations. Oscula situated chiefly on the uppermost parts.

Dermal membrane
naked
tion.

easily separable; minutely reticulate to the
with
eye,
many dermal pores in each mesh of the reticulaSkeleton lax and rather scanty
consisting chiefly of
;

multispicular main fibres; connecting fibres
more frequent towards the interior.
Megascleres slendei-, cylin-

ascending,

drical;
9/x.

slender,

comprising oxea, strongyla, and fewer styli; up to 700 by
Trichites 55 to 400/x long, occurring singly scattered

in size.

and

in dragmata, and also forming short
Zoc-.— Port Phillip.

fibres.
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External characters.

iii.,

—The

single specimen (PI. xxix., fig. 3) is
with
the
irregularly cake-shaped,
upper surface deeply incised by
several narrow, valley-like or sulciform grooves, and measures
65 mm. in length, 45 mm. in breadth, and 35 mm. in
height in

most elevated, central portion; the grooves appear to be due
merely to the more rapid upgrowth of the intervening portions
of the sponge, and thus to be of accidental
The surface
origin.
its

is

further rendered uneven by

and

slight undulations,

many

irregular shallow furrows

and by moderately numerous,

ii'regularly

scattered, small papilliform conuli; the latter are usually more or
less appi'essed to the surface, and seldom exceed 1 mm. or so in

The dermal membrane

height.

is

and

distinct

easily separable

(owing to the presence of subdermal spaces), and over most portions of the surface presents, to the naked eye, a
minutely reticulate pattern (PI. xxxviii., fig. 8),

the dermal pores.

due to the mode

Interiorly, the sponge

is

of

arrangement of
more or less

travei'sed

vertically by numerous, fairly wide, main efferent canals (up to
4 mm. in diameter), which terminate in
relatively rather small

oscula situated, for the most part, on the more elevated portions
For some distance before arriving at the oscula,

of the surface.

of the canals run close beneath the surface, separated from
the exterior by scarcely more than the dermal membrane.

many

The consistency

in alcohol

is

rather soft and compressible,

somewhat lacking

imperfectly resilient,
brittle; and the colour

is

toughness, but not
on
the
surface, slightly
Ijrownish-grey
in

paler in the interior.

The dermal

reticulation (PI. xliv.,

figs. 1, 2) is

made up

of

more

or less polygonal meshes, varying in actual shape, in different
portions of the surface, fi'om nearly circular (with a diameter of

from rarely

less

(measuring up

than 120 to occasionally

to 350/a in length

almost oblong
than half as broad

250/;i) to

and often

less

and separated by usually relatively narrow boundaries
from
25 to rarely more than 90//. in width.
The largest
varying
meshes occur on those portions of the surface where the main
as long),

effei'ent

canals run immediately below the surface.
Within the
dermal mejiibrane is perforated by

interstices of the meshes, the
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the largest of which measure 60 or 70/.i in
is accordingly of tlie nature of a pore-sieve.
boundaries or sides of the meshes contain numerous, densely

numerous

pores,

diameter: each mesh

The

staining,

granular pigment-

coarsely

usually of more or less elongate
shape and occasionally exceeding 20/i.
cells,

in length, and mostly with their longaxes directed parallel to the sides of the
No spicules are present in the
meslies.

dermal layer except a few scattered
triehites.

—Partly owing

to the ten-

uity of the skeletal fibres,

and partly

Skeleton.

to discontinuities due to the consider-

able innnber and size of the

main

effer-

ent canals, the skeleton forms but a verv
inconsiderable portion of the total mass
of the sponge.
(PI.

xxxix.,

It consists

PL

fig.5;

throughout

xlii.,

figs.l, 2)

chiefly of ascending multispicular

main

running upwards (often more
or less sinuousl}') through the sponge
in fairly close ap2:)Osition with one an-

fibres,

other, increasing in

cation as they go.

number by
Excepting

more peripheral region of the

bifur-

in the

skeleton,

however, fairly numerous, paucispicular
connecting

fibres

also

occur,

which

form among themselves and with the
main fibres an extremely irregular reticulation.

The

fibres are

composed

of

longitudinally directed, usually fairly
closely packed spicules, united (and, in

the case of the connecting
*

fibres, also

Rhaphoxya typica. Megasclere.s.
same more higlily niaguified.

Text-fig. 17.'

usually ensheathed) by a

ShoM'ing also the extremities of the
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small

except

Hi.,

amount of hyaline spongin, which is scarcely perceptible
The main fibres range from occasionally
when stained.

than 30 to rarely above

80// in stoutness: the connecting
Scattered megascleres uncemented by
Trichites are plentiful through all
spongin are few or absent.
parts of the interior, occurring chiefly in dragmata, but also
less

fibres are

much

slenderer.

scattered singly; in addition, the longest ones frequently form
short fibres running parallel to the main skeletal fibres.

Mast ichor ions.
in diameter,

some

is

—The

flagellated

and are ari'anged

chambers measure up to

45/x

so closely together that the choano-

generally reduced to a mere reticulum (PI. xxxviii., fig.9).
(i.)The megascleres are variously (but seldom very

Spicules.

—

much) curved, frequently more or less fl:exuous, slender cylindrical
oxea, strongyla, and styli, differing from one another only in the
character of their extremities, and varying in stoutness from
about

2 to

9/x,

and

from rarely less than 100 up to
than 350,a long, however, are few. The

in length

700/x; individuals less

majority are more or less sharply (and usually irregularly) pointed
at both extremities (oxeote or tornote); but strongyla also are

common, while stylote forms are somewhat less frequent.
The trichites or rhaphides are mostly straight or nearly so,
(ii.)
less than 1/x in stoutness, and apparently of all lengths from 55
to 400/-1; individuals between 220 and 320/^ in length, however,
are exceedingly rare, and those between about 100 and 150/x are
scarce.

Rhaphoxya(?) pallida Dendy.
(PL

xxxiii., fig.6; PI. xhii., figs. 1,2.)

1896. Rhaphisia pallida (purtim); Dendy(7),

— Sponge massive,
Diagnosis.

p.

257.

Surface rugose,
sessile, irregular.
with
small
beset
but subglabrous; irregularly
papilliform elevamembrane
Dermal
Oscula absent.
tions.
closely adherent.

Skeleton lax and rather scanty;
fibres united in a very
consisting of slender, multispicular main
of
a
paucispicular connecting fibres.
plexus
iri-egular fashion by

Dermal pores singly

scattered.

to that of H.
Spiculation almost identically similar

loc.^Fovt

Phillip.

tt/pica.
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is

based upon four

of the original examples of the species (viz., those bearing the

register-numbers 314, 621, 737, and

preserved spirit-specimen which

is

879),

and an excellently
Aus-

in the collection of the

tralian Museum; the type-examples also are in alcohol, but with
As already mentioned
one exception are imperfectly preserved.
above, two of the original specimens, which Dendy somewhat

doubtfully referred to this species, prove to belong to a genus
closely I'elated to Tedania.

—

The sponge (PI. xxxiii., fig. 6) is irregusomewhat
higher than broad, attaining in the
larly cake-shaped,
The surface is
case of the largest specimen a height of 65 mm.
and
is
or
less
more
rugose;
provided, especially
slightly uneven,
External characters.

in the

upper parts, with irregularly scattered, mostly very small,

somewhat

and shape,
The undamaged surface is
The dermal membrane is moderately thin and

conule-like elevations, rather variable, in size

but usually more or
subglabrous.

less papilliform.

fairly tough, without pores visible to the naked eye ^t: even with
the aid of a lens, and is everywhere closely adherent to the

underlying

upward

The sponge is traversed in a generally
by many main efferent canals, of inconsiderable

tissues.

direction

the size of their lumina, but each surrounded
thus
rendered
(and
conspicuous) by a broad layer of somewhat
gelatinous-looking collenchymatous tissue. These canals terminate
size so far as regards

in proximity to the surface;

In

alcohol, the colour

is

and there are no

oscula.

is

the original description,

and
and
tough

pale greyish-yellow to dull white,

compressible and resilient,
but
The colour in
compact,
moderately soft.
the consistency

is

fairly
life,

according to

greyish, ranging from "very light

grey-buff"" to "smoke-grey."

The dermal membrane contains numerous
granular, deeply staining cells, generally more

finely

and densely

or less ovoidal in

Actual
shape, averaging about 14/x in length by 9/x in breadth.
dermal pores were not observed; but (in the case of the one
sufficiently well-preserved specimen) thin tangential stained sec-

tions of the dermal layer

showed

fairly

numerous subcircular

to

648
oval areas,
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— up

to 200/y. in diameter

distance apart of about 150/x,
portions of the membrane

and

iil,

.situated at

an

average
— distinguished from the intervening

by

their relative
transjDarency due to

the fewness of the deeply-staining granular cells occurring within their limits

In

(PI. xliv., fig. 3).

each such area

life, presumably,
the site of a single

is

pore (or possibly of several pores).
Skeleton.
In most respects the skele-

—

ton closely resembles that of R. typica,
and, indeed, as seen in section,

—

is

scarcely
distinguishable therefrom; the character
of the skeletal fibres is
exactly the same

The chief difference consists
somewhat fewer main fibres in the
present species, and the far greater numin both.
in the

ber of the connecting fibres (except in
the peripheral parts of the skeleton),

—

in consequence

of

which the pattern

moi'e generally reticulate,

and,

is

except

towards the surface, much more irregular
(PI. xliii.,

The

figs.l, 2).

difference in

the two species is
pattern
much more clearly marked in very thick
sections of their skeleton, as will be seen
skeletal

of

from a comparison of figs. 3 and 5 in
PI. xxxix.; and from these figures it
will be obsei'ved also that, in the present
on the whole more
and
characterised
scanty,
by more extensive discontinuities due to the passage
As in R.
of main excurrent canals.
species, the skeleton is

typica, the trichites occur

and the longer ones

both in dragmata and scattered singh^,

(in part) give

*

R}iaphoxya(t) pallida.
Megascleres.
the same more highly magnified.

rise

to fibres; the scattered

Showing

also the extremities of
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mainly confined to the collencliyma, and tlie tricliitewhich are often of very considerable lengtli, occur chiefly

trichites are
fibres,

along and immediately witliin the boundaries of the same tissue,
where it adjoins the choanosome.
Mastichorions.

and

—The

flagellated

of small size, rarely

more than

chambers are nearly spherical
20/^. in diametex', and situated

at an average distance of about 10/a apart.
Both megascleres and microscleres
Spicules.

—

are

precisely

The former vary in maximum size, in different specimens, from 650 by 7/x to 720 by 9/>(,
and their minimum length in any specimen is less than 200//.;
individuals below 300/x long, howev^er, are scarce.
The trichites
are divisible into two groups, the shorter ones varying in length
similar in form to those of

from about 50 to

220/.1,

Ji.

typica.

the longer from about 320 to 450/<.

Genus Desmoxya, gen.nov.
Definition.

—

AxinellidteC?) of massive form, typically

more or

dome-shajDed, and provided with well-developed, papilliform
8keleton consisting of an irregular, halichondroid
processes.
less

reticulation traversed
fibres.

order,

—

by ascending multispicular, non-plumose
Spongin almost or quite absent. Megascleres of a single
oxea, strongyla and styli, differing only in the character

Microscleres terminally-spined, arcuate or
and trichodragmata.
microxea,
slightly sigmoidal
D.
lunata
Carter.
Type-species,
of their extremities.

The

single species, for

which this genus

is

proposed, has hitherto
of the

been referred to Hiyginsia.

The number and importance

chai'acters distinguishing

from the remaining species of the
removal

it

latter genus, however, render obvious the necessity of its

therefrom.

The structure

of the skeleton is essentially the

same

Bhaphoxya, only the main fibres are far fewer, the connectfibres
are reduced to a sparse reticulation of spicules, and
ing
as in

spongin is almost completely wanting.
In the several specimens of B. lunata examined by me, the
microxea are, without exception, simply bow-shaped, i.e., curved
in one plane.

50

In the Austx'alian Museum, however, there

is

a

650
slide of the spicules of a Port Pliillip sponge in which
otherwise
closely agreeing in spiculation with D. lunata)
(while
the microxea for the most part are more or less curved in a dis-

mounted

tinctly sigmoidal
therefoi'e,

that

There

manner.*

the

microxea

of

is

evidence for supposing,

Desmoxya are

derivatives of

sigmata.

Desmoxya lunata
(PI. xxix., fig.5;

PL

Carter.

xxxviii., fig.5;

PL

xliv., fig.4.)

1885. Hiyginsia lunata Carter(5), p. 358.
1897. Hiyginda hmafa Dendy(7), p.244.

rising

with

— Sponge massive,

sessile, moi-e or less dome-shaped,
above into short digitiform processes, and provided also

Diagnosis.

irregularly

scattered

small

conuli.

Dermal

membrane

minutely reticulate; with many dermal pores in each mesh of
Skeleton feebly developed, consisting of irreguthe reticulation.
larly ascending, slender, multispicular
thei'e

main

fibres,

between which

extends a very sparse and irregular reticulation composed

Megascleres slightly curved, cylindrical
chiefly of single spicules.
or nearly so; comprising oxea and styli in approximately equal

maximum size about 800
Microxea crescent-shaped, minutely spinulous
their central moiety, 30 to 45/x long and up to 3'5/x in

numbers, and relatively few strongyla;

by 12 to
except in

15/x.

Tricliites separable into two groups as I'egards size,
stoutness.
the shorter varying from 60 to 220/i. in length, the longer from
560 to 620//.; occurring in dragmata and scattered singly, the

larger ones also forming short fibres.

Xoc— Port

Phillip.

—

The sponge (which is known now from
External features.
seven examples) appears always to be more or less dome-shaped

—

(PL xxix., fig.5), usually not far from (roughly) hemispherical,
sometimes nearly as high as broad, occasionally, however, much
and is provided with moderately
depressed, almost flattened,

—

numerous mammiform, or short
*

In this presumable second species of Desmoxya, the microxea (if they
correctly so be termed) are very small, rarely attaining to more tlian

may
25u

digitiform, processes; in addition,

in length.
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is

covered

witli small,

largest specimen measures 95

and 70 mm.

mm.

in

and the proand somewhat ap-

in height;

which are generally slightly flattened
pressed to the surface, avei-age about 4 mm. in diameter at the
The dermal membase, and vary in length up to about 10 mm.

cesses,

strongly developed and fairly easily separable, and
usually presents to the naked eye a minutely reticulate pattern
due to the mode of arrangement of the dermal pores (PI. xxxviii.,

brane

is

Internally, the sponge is traversed vertically by rather
numerous main efferent canals, measuring up to 3 mm. in diameter,
which open into small, usually inconspicuous oscula situated on
the upper parts of the surface. The oscula occur on and between
the digitiform processes indifferently. The consistency in alcohol
is soft and compressible, and lacking in toughness; the texture,
fig. 5).

The colour in life is some shade of brown,
compact.
darkish or slaty-brown, sometimes with a greenish
tinge; in alcohol, it is brownish-grey on the surface and pale
is

however,

— usually a

grey within.
The dermal reticulation (PL xxxviii., fig. 5) is formed of more
ar less polygonal meshes of various size up to about 300 by 200/x,
usually longer than broad, but varying in actual shape, in different
parts of

the surface, from subcircular

to nearly oblong,

and

separated by usually narrow boundaries from 35 to (rarel}')
Within each of the meshes, the dermal mem150/A in width.
In consequence, no
brane is perforated by numerous pores.
doubt, of their having become closed through conti'action, the
pores sometimes are apparently absent; and in one of the specimens examined, presumably owing to excessive contraction, even

No megascleres
the dermal reticulation was indistinguishable.
are present in the dermal membi'ane, and only veiy few scattered
trichites; but in the boundaries of the meshes of the reticulation,
spined microxea occur more numerously than elsewhere in the
sponge.
Skeleton.

potash,

it

— When a piece

of the sponge

is

treated with caustic

usually decomposes entirely, yielding nothing but a
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flocculation (consisting

however,

b}^

ing, as pai't

mainly of separate spicules); occasionally,
the exercise of especial care, one succeeds in obtainof the residue, small masses of coherent skeleton.

From examination

of

the skeleton, which

these,

is

extremely

seen to consist partly of slender, multispicular (main)
fibres running
irregularly through the sponge, branching and
scanty,

is

occasionally anastomosing as they go, and partly of a very sparse
and irregular reticulation of single spicules and short paucispicular fibres extending between the main fibres and partly
serving to connect them (PI. xliv., fig. 4); the structure is much

dense than would appear from the figure, inasmuch as in the
mounted preparation, from which the photograph was taken, the

less

skeleton has been compressed under the cover-glass to less than
half its original thickness.
The main fibres are rarely as much
as 40// in stoutness, and are composed of
fairl^T^ closely-packed

and barely held together by an
evanescently small amount of hyaline spongin, which becomes
discernible only when stained.
Outside the main fibres, spongin
spicules, directed longitudinally,

is generally wanting; but here and there, where several
spicules
cross one another at a point, a faint investment of cementing

substance

is

sometimes detectable.

In ordinary sections

of the

sponge

(i.e.,

intact) the precise pattern of the skeleton
for, in

thick sections,

it

is

with the fieshy tissues
usually not manifest:

is

generally more or less obscured in

consequence of an opacity due to great numbers of pigmented
while, in
granules scattered everywhere through the tissues
thinner sections, owing to the sparseness and irregularity of the
skeleton, the main fibres are usually more than once cut across,
;

and thus appear not to be continuous, and the intermediate
skeleton appears to consist merely of a few scattered spicules.
Trichodragmata occur rather abundantly through all parts of the
interior, but are not very noticeable owing to the obscuring
the pigment-granules and the extreme slenderness of
the individual trichites.
Singly scattered trichites are scarce.
The spined microxea likewise occur in all parts of the .sponge,
effect of

but are nowhere abundant

dermal membrane.

;

they are most numerous in the
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Spicules.

forms,

inter-

differing

from

in the charac-

one another only

ter of their extremities,

same in
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The megascleres

(i.)

slightly curved

are

F.

E.

and the

parts of the sponge;
the oxea and styli are present in
all

about equal numbers, while the
are
notably fewer.
strongyla
They are of approximately the

same dimensions

in all the speci-

mens examined, ranging in length
from

about

above

SOO/x, rarely to 850/ji,

520/x

to

maximum

varying in

slightly

and

stoutness

(in different specimens)

from 12

to 15/x.
(ii.)

The

ably

fine,

trichites are straight
so,

almost immeasur

and

of all lengths be-

or nearly

tween 560 and

tween 60 and

620//,

220/;^;

and

be-

the shorter

ones are again nearly separable
into

two groups, individuals

be-

tween 100 and 150/x in length
being very scarce.
The acanthoxea are arcu(iii.)
ately curved, crescentiform, often

very slightly inflated centrally,

30 to

45/x in length

in stoutness,

by 2 to 4/x
and densely covered

with minute spinules for a distance of from 10 to 15/x from
their extremities, the remaining

portion of
*

Desmoxya

hiiiata.

highly magnified;

Text-fig.

length being smooth

theii-

c,

a, megascleres;
spined microxea.

b,

The

curv!

extremities of the .same,

more
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metrical,
it

and rather variable

in degree;

iii.,

when most

considerable,

of a
slightly exceeds that of two-fifths of the circumference

circle.

Genus Holoxea Topsent.
Definition.

a more or

—

Axinellid{e(?) of massive or encrusting habit; with

less irregular, halichondroid,

main

skeleton,

and with

or without a dermal skeleton of horizontally-disposed megascleres.
The megascleres are oxea of one or two kinds, and the characteristic microscleres are

minute microxea, somewhat resembling

sanidasters; in addition, trichodragmata

ai-e

typically present.

Type-species, H. furtiva Topsent(45).
The considerable agreement which exists between this genus
and Desmoxya in the matter of spiculation appears to me to
justify the supposition of a relationship
true that, in H. furtiva, the type-species, so

his second description thereof(51),

more or

It is

Topsent informs us in
the ectosome is charged with

—

less horizontally-disposed

between them.

oxeote megascleres (differing

main skeleton only in size), and is differentiated
to form a cortex "peu epaisse, mais assez resistante"; but the
importance to be attached to this feature is minimised by the
fact that the other two species which have been ascribed to the
a specially
^iz., //. collectrix and H. valida Thiele(39),
genus,

from those

of the

—

—

characterised cortex is, apparently, wanting; moreover, it is to
be noted that, in Desmoxya lunata, the dermal layer is particuwell-developed, and if provided with a megascleric skeleton
larly

would probably constitute what might be termed a cortex. Tlie
information at our disposal regarding the structure of the main
skeleton in the several species of Holoxea is extremely scanty:
Topsent merely mentions, in the case of J/, furtiva, that when
is confined to narrow crevices the megascleres are
constrained, owing to their great length, "s'orienter dans un
sens determinee, par faisceaux sur des longueurs variables", and

the sponge

that

"il

en

resulte

souvent un faux-semblant

de charj^ente

fibreuse"; while Thiele goes no farther than to state that the
bestimmte Anordmegascleres (of //. collectrix) "lassen keine
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nung erkennen." So far as one can judge, it seems probable
that the skeleton, on the whole, is arranged irregularly, in a
and this is the type of
moi-e or less halichondroid fashion
;

the
skeleton-pattern which would result if, in Desmoxya hinata,
reticulum of interstitial and connecting spicules merely increased
in degree of development and complexity at the expense of the
The spined microscleres of Holoxea furtiva
connecting fibres.
are looked

upon by Topsent

as

sanidasters,

and he has accord-

his proposed family Streptasteridse;
ingly referred the genus to
l)ut these microscleres, it seems to me, might with ecpial pro-

—

and, indeed, in Topsent's original
priety be regarded as microxea,
so designated: furthermore, in
were
of
the
species
description
//.

furtiva and H. coUectrix, as in Desmoxya, the spined microaccompanied by trichodragmata, which latter are

scleres are

unknown

to occur in association with definitely astrose micro-

Monaxonida. Whether certain genera
with spined microxea, like Desmoxya and Higginsia, properly
admit of inclusion in the family Axinellidai is open to question;
but Holoxea certainly appears to resemble Desmoxya much more
scleres elsewhere in the

it does any other genus, and on that account, perbe placed in proximity thereto.
to
haps, ought

closely

than

Genus Higginsia Higgin.

—
Definition.

Axinellidte(l) of various external form; typically

erect-lamellar, with entire or lobate margin, or

sometimes tending

become palmo-digitate or f rondose; seldom ramose; occasionally
Skeleton usually
massive, with or without digitate processes.

to

more or

less

condensed axially; typically consisting (extra-axially)

plumose main fibres or spicule-colunins
running to the surface, and partly of an irregular reticulation of
main fibres; either of these components,
spicules connecting the

partly of

more or

however,

may
may

be

less

much reduced

or absent.

Or the

extra-axial

consist (either throughout or only in its outer
skeleton
of long styli radiating to the surface,
region) of bundles or bands

and

of

these.

sheaves of smaller and slenderer spicules surrounding
Spongin present in small to moderate quantity. Mega-
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scleres:

styli

and

(or)

oxea, usually

Megascleres of a single kind, in the

of

form

iii.,

two or three kinds.
of centrangulate spined

microxea.
Type-species, H. coralloides Higgin.

The genus Iliyfjinsia is here defined so as to include also
Ridley and Dendy's Deudropsis, with its two species D. bidenti
/era and D. mixta, the latter recently added to the genus by
The I'eason for this is not that the differences
Hentscliel(15).
between liigyinsia coralloides and Dendropsis hidentifera, the

—

respective type-species, are insufficient to warrant their generic
separation, but that intermediate species exist between them,

forming with them (in so far as skeletal characters are concerned)
a gradational series incapable of subdivision into two groups
This fact will be clear from the
except in an arbitrary way.
of
chief
the
distinguishing characters of the
following synopsis
several species.

Dendroj)sis bidentifera Ridley & Dendy(33).
Uichotomously
ramose, with slightly compressed branches disposed in one plane.
Skeleton consisting (i.)of a dense axial core of interlacing, comparatively short styli;

(ii.)

of bundles of

much

longer styli (up to

1100 by 44/x in size) radiating from the axis to the surface,
beyond which the apices of many of them project; (iii.) of sheaves
of slender oxeote spicules surrounding (ii.), which are peculiar in
being double-pointed at one extremity, and also often project

beyond the surface; and
20/i.

(iv.) of

long slender styli (up to 1750 by

in size), occasionally passing into strongyla.

Dendropsis mixta Hentschel(15).

Thick,

encrusting

;

with

Skeleton consisting (i.) interiorly of
short digitiform processes.
in size); (ii.) of
irregularly arranged stout oxea (up to 750 by 31/x
long slender styli (up to 2240 by SI/a in size) projecting beyond
the surface; (iii.) of bundles of slender oxea (up to 1175 by 5/x in
size),

and

forming dermal tufts around (ii.) as in the genus
inwards towards the interior.

Jiasjjailia,

also passing

Massive, ovoidal; with papilHigginsia papillosa Thiele(42).
Skeleton consisting (i.) of stout fibres, formed of

lose surface.
styli,

radiating to the surface and ending in the surface-papillie,
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1500 by

15/a in size) projecting

and

relatively stouter styli, partly
(ii.)
scattered irregularlj' between the main fibres, and partly forming
lesser fibres running irregularly in various directions; and (iii.) of
of

beyond;

shorter

slender oxea (up to about 1000 by 6//. in size), which "pflegen in
grosserer oder geringerer Anzahl die Style zu begleiten."

Higginsia natalensis Carter(5).

Flabelliform,

stipitatc;

with

thin ridges on both surfaces, radiating from stalk to circumference.
Skeleton-structure undescribed megascleres of two kinds,
:

1000 by -IS/x in size), presumably
styli (up to about
arranged in fibres; and (ii.) slender oxea (up to 700 by 7/v. in
viz.,

(i.)

size)

surrounding

(i.)

"in great numbers".

Higginsia coralloidcs Higgin(17), et varr.
varying from submassive

{i.e.,

sessile

More or less

and only

lamellar,

slightly

com-

and then either entire or palmwith
subdivided;
longitudinal or radiating ridges on both
ately
Skeleton consisting of more or less plumose main
sui'faces.
pressed) to stipitate-flabelliform,

fibres

or

between.

columns with an irregular reticulation

of

spicules

Megascleres almost exclusively oxea, or oxea alone;

usually of two kinds.

Higginsia thielei Topsent(53). Massive, with irregular surface.
Skeleton consisting of "un reseau irregulier, tres solide, de styles
robustes disposes

ments par un
styli,

In
istic

par paquets epais et relies aux entrecroisede spongine incolore." Megascleres

lien tres faible

of a single kind.

the species, the microscleres are of the same characterform, and occur irregularly scattered through the choanoall

some and usually also in the dermal layer: they are symmetrically and rather sharply bent {i.e., centrangulate or geniculate)
acanthoxea with small spines scattered irregularly over their
whole length, and are frequently provided with a bulbous dilatation situated slightly excentrally.
The exact similarity which exists between the microscleres of

the present genus and those of Halicnemia patera has already
been pointed out by Topsent(49), who accordingly refers IlaJioIt seems to me
nem^a, along with Higginsia, to the Axinellidte.
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iii.,

extremely probable, however, that the acanthoxea of these genei'a,
like those undoubtedly of the recently described genus Acanthoxa
Hentschel(l6), are homologous with the acanthoscleres of the
and that the correct place of Hiyyiiisia and Haliciieniia is, therefore, in the family Desmacidonidse.
Myxillina?,

The genus

is

represented on the Australian coast by two
viz., maxsa/is Carter and scnbra

—
—
re-descriptions
Whitelegge,
varieties

H. coraUoides,

of

of

other

named

which are given below.
The
form of which

varieties of this species (the typical

comes from the West Indies) are Higgin's(17)

var. hberiensis

from Cape Palmas and var. arcunta from Ireland; while the form
recorded by Topsent(48) from Amboina as //. coraUoides var.
Carter's H. coraUmassalis probably constitutes a fifth variety.
oides var. natalens's, although possessing the external habit characteristic

of

skeletal fibi'cs

//.

coraUoides,

composed

is

distinguished

by having the

of stylote instead of oxeote megascleres,

and may, therefore, conveniently be regarded as

specifically

distinct.

To supplement the

brief

above, and at the same time

diagnosis

of

//.

coraUoides given

main points of difi'ermassalis and scnbra from the

to indicate the

ence distinguishing the varieties
remaining forms of the species, the chief characters of the latter
(excepting Topsent's var. massalix, the description of which I have

—

not seen), may be summarised as follows:
//. mass(dis (typical form).
.Stipitate, fiabelliform; "consisting
of lobate compressed branches of irregular and luxuriant growth,
united clathrously ur continuously; surface deeply furrowed in a
vertical direction, the ridges between the furrows being narrow
and, in the young growths, serrated witli tooth-like projections,
passing in the older portions into rounded or tubercled proThe skeleton is "a spiculiferous network of lozengeminences."

shaped reticulation," consisting (in part) of plumose fibres, the
spicules of which are not enclosed in spongin, but merely

where they touch or cross each other.
The megascleres (oxea) appear to be of two kinds, those of the
fibres more or less curved and attaining a maximum size of 635
cemented together by

it

—

BY
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25/1,

P.

attain a size of

slenderer (only

iiuicli

6/a

in

The spined microxea

relatively few in number.
200 by 6/x.

coralloides
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the others straight, \ery

diameter), and

//.

E.

Similar in outward
Higgin.
Structure of the skeleton undescribed.

liberiensis

^'ar.

form to the preceding.

oxea up to 660 by 32/a
Megascleres of two kinds: stout curved
and longer, straight, "hair-like" oxea. Spined microxea

in size,

measviring 75 by

6//..

coralloides var. arcnaUi Higgin.

//.

Only

Surface-features undesci'ibed.

submassive.

slightly compressed,

Skeleton consisting

extending vertically from the base, and
of secondary lines connecting these at various angles, both being
The
"echinated" wiih spicules (i.e., more or less plumose).
of

main

lines of spicules

of two
megascleres (oxea) are not stated to be

comparatively small,

measuring only 300 by

microxea measure 75 by

fig. 6;

sizes;

they are

The spined

3*6/i.

HiGGiNSiA CORALLOIDES Higgin,
(PL xxix.,

6/x.

var. MASSALis Carter.

PI. xxxviii., figs. 6, 7;

PL

xL,

PL

xxxix., figs.l, 2;

figs. 1-4.)

1885. Hlgglnsia coralloides Carter(5), p.357.
1885. llvjijinsia coralloides var. ynassalis Carter(5), p.357.
1896. Hiijijinsia coralloides var. massalis Dendy(7), p. 243.

—

Diagnosis.
Sponge more or less compressed; varying in form
from thickly flabellate and stipitate to submassive and sessile;
Surface longitudinally ridged and furrowed;
the margin entire.
the ridges generally more or less discontinuous, appearing as a
succession of crenations or knobs; distance apart of the ridges,
2 to

3mm.

Dermal membrane distinct,
The "skeleton-sponge" consists of a series of

Oscula small, marginal.

porous.
transverse, thin lamelUe, each only about a millimetre in thickness, which are
quite separate from each other in their

finely

nearly

uppermost portions, but become more and more intimately united
in the median plane of the sponge proceeding towards its base.
The skeleton of each lamella is a dense and intricate reticulation
of paucispicular

main and connecting

fibres

and

single spicules.
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iii.,

Spongin is present in relatively small quantity. The megascleres
are imperfectly differentiated into three kinds: (i.) curved oxea
forming the skeleton-reticulation, attaining a maximum size of
from 560x14 to 700 x 18/x; (ii.) longer and slenderer, scarce
strongyla, and (very rare) oxea, occurring interstitially,
ranging in length to upwards of 900/a; and (iii.) smaller interstitial and dermal oxea, connuonly between 250 and 350/a in
styli,

length and 4 or 5/i. in diameter, but frequently slenderer, and
connected by spicules of intermediate size apparently both with
The acanthoxea are from 40 to 130/ji in length and
(i.) and (ii.).

up to 4 or

5ji.

the spines, and rather

in diameter exclusive of

seldom exhibit a bulbous dilatation.

ioc— Port

Phillip.

—

The general shape and habit of growth
are
sponge
sufficiently indicated in the diagnosis; and the
characteristic rugose surface-af)pearance produced by crenated
External characters.

of the

longitudinal ridges and intervening furrows
figure (PI. xxix.,

form

fig. 6),

— which

of the sponge, viz.,

submassive.
the sponge

height and

shown by the
most frequent

is

one intermediate between flabellate and

Apparently
is

well

also illustrates the

it

is

only in

its

younger stages that

massive, subsequent growth taking place chiefly in
bi'eadth, with only slight increase in thickness;

occasionally the plate thus formed, instead of remaining simply
flabellate, becomes somewhat irregular through formation of

perpendicular lateral outgrowths similar to

itself.

The

largest

my disposal measures about 75mm. in height, 1 10mm.
The
in breadth, and 25 mm. in maximum thickness of the plate.
across
the
without
surface-ridges (and furrows) pass
discontinuity

specimen at

margin

of the S23onge

fi'om

one side of

it

to the other, and, as

necessarily follows, are oppositely situated on the two surfaces.
The oscula are situated marginally, and are numerous and of

small

size,

the largest seldom exceeding

dermal membrane,

which

is

1

nun. in diameter.

well-developed,

is

The

most distinct

underlain by extensive
s^oaces;
closely perforated with minute pores,
which in some places are sufficiently lai'ge to be discerned with

within the surface-grooves, whei'e

subdermal

it

is

it

is
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the naked

Well-preserved spirite3'e (PI. xxxviii., figs. 6, 7).
specimens are of firm, compressible, and resilient consistency, and
of

compact texture, and vary

in colour frt»m jtale greyish-yellow

to light brown, occasionally with a faintly pinkish tinge.
colour in life, according to previous descriptions, varies

The
from

"hair-brown" to dull shades of purple.
The dermal pores (PI. xl., figs. 3, 4) are distributed singly in
very close order, are circular or oval in shape, and vary from
about 100 to occasionally upwards of 300/i. in diameter.
In the
dermal membrane, spined microxea occur scattei'ed in great

abundance.

The "skeleton-sponge",

—meaning

by that the entire coherent

skeleton which i-emains after complete removal of all the fleshy
substance of a specimen by maceration with caustic potash,
is

—

of very

characteristic gross

contour

is

Its general superficial
structure.
nearly similar to that of the original entire sponge;
but the shallow sui'face-furrows of the latter are replaced by deep

vertical fissures (PL xxxix., fig. 2) penetrating it (except its older
portions) almost or quite to the mid-plane, and thus reducing it
(since the furrows on the one side are situated exactly oppositely
to those on the other) to a series of nearly separate, transverse
lamellae.

A

light, is

shown

1

mm.

single such lamella,

in PI. xxxix.,

photographed by transmitted
The lamellse are each about

and their distance

in thickness,

from about

fig. 1.

mm.

apart, at their periphery,

which correspond to
the discontinuous, crenated surface-ridges of the internal sponge,
are irregularly lobed or toothed.
Distally (i.e., in the upper
varies

2 to 3

;

their edges,

parts of the skeleton-sponge) the lamellte are either quite separate
from one another or are barely united together by- a thin septi-

form connection in the mid-plane of the sponge; but proceeding
towards the base of the sponge, this connection gradually inan increasing number of
independent, synapticula-like connections arise between them, so
that in places a honeycombed appearance sometimes results.
creases in breadth,

and

The skeleton-sponge

is

in addition

fine-textured,

and (being composed

greater extent of spicules than of spongin)

is,

when

to a

dry, whitisli
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in colour

crushed

and somewhat

hai'sh to the feel,

when much compressed by

Shpleton.

— In each constituent

iii.,

and remains

slightly

squeezing.

lamella

tlie

skeleton consists of

numerous, closely arranged, pauciserial main lines of spicules
running in the plane of the lamella upwards and outwards to its
periphery, and of numei^ous short secondary lines and single
spicules connecting the^e in irregular manner, the whole forming
an exceedingly dense and intricate reticulation (PL xl., figs. 1, 2).
The spicules of the fibres are arranged in a somewhat loose,
irregular, and slightly plumose fashion, and are held together

and more or

less

ensheathed by a rather small amount of spongin,

which, being of a pale colour, is inconspicuous unless stained;
the interfibral spicules, for the most part, are invested with

The skeletonspongin only at their extremities or lie quite free.
reticulation is so dense, especially towards the central region of
{i.e., towards the mid-plane of the sponge), that, in
sections of the oi'dinary thickness for studying the skeletonpattern, it appears as if consisting of a confused mass of spicules

the lamella

without definite arrangement.
In the interlamellar regions of
the sponge, except where junctions between the lamellae occui',
the skeleton consists solely of spined microxea scattered in great

The interprofusion, and of very scarce scattered megascleres.
lamellar regions are traversed by numerous main canals, the
largest of which are about 1 mm. in diameter.

The previous
which

description of the skeleton, given by Dendy,
from the above, was evidently

differs rather considerably

based upon an insufficiently thin (and "undesarcodised") section
cut across the thickness of the sponge obliquely to the mid-plane

The description is
(and, therefore, intersecting several lamellje).
as follows: "The skeleton is very confused and ii'regular, without
any

definite

fibre,

composed

of

densely

intermingled

oxeote

spicules, especially aggregated in wide tracts which trend towards
The presence of these illthe surface and end in the conuli.

defined ti'acts of .spicules, with intervening spaces almost free

from megascleres, gives a somewhat columnar chai'acter to the
vertical sections.
Internally, all the tx'acts unite into one dense,
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It
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is

obvious that the

"tracts of spicules" cori-espond to vertical transections of the
lamellse.

Where the main skeleton
abuts on the surface of the

sponge

(i.e.,

face-ridges),

spicules

along the surthe terminal
the

of

fibres project

skeletal

slightly

be-

yond the dermal membrane,
and along with these projecting fibral spicules

are

occasional small clusters of

much shorter and

slenderer

diactinal spicules which are

perhaps to be regarded as
special dermal megascleres.

Elsewhere

within the

(i.^.,

surface-grooves) the dei'mal

membrane

overlies

exten-

sive subdei'mal spaces,
is

and

generally free from mega-

scleres.

Afegascleres.

spicules

of

—

the

reticulation are

(i.)

The

skeleton-

somewhat

angulately curved oxea(and
occasional styli), which in

some

specimens are of
nearly uniform diameter
to within a comparatively
short distance of their ex-

Text-fig. 20.
mctJiAalis.
1),

— Higgin-na
a,

interstitial

coralloides

var.

megascleres of the fibres;
megascleres

;

c,

dermal

megascleres; d, spinecl mieroxea;
mature microxea.

e,

im-

and generally are more or less irregularly pointed (often
somewhat blunt-pointed, and occasionally approximating in form

ti'emities

to strongyla), while in other specimens they taper very gradually
to the extremities {i.e., are more or less fusiform) and with rare
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exception are

(comprising

all

iii.

The full-grown ones
regularly sharp-pointed.
those ensheathed in spongin as well as the vast

majority of the remainder) vary in
specimens from 560 x 14/^ to 700 x

maximum
18/a,

size in different

and rarely

fall

helow

350/i in length or below S/i in diameter; interstitially-occurring
immature individuals of all sizes down to about 250 x 2/x, however, are to be

met with.

Also occurring

(ii.)

interstitially,

but very scarce

some

(in

are longer and generally less curved,
mostly stylote spicules, very frequently more or less blunted or
rounded off at the apex and not seldom passing into
strongyla,
and attaining a maximum size of about 900 x 9/x. Between these

specimens exceedingly

i-are),

and the slenderer forms
to be a complete series

of the preceding,

of

however, there appears

spicules of intermediate forms

and

sizes.
(iii.)

and

The short slender megascleres occurring

also scattered singly in the

dermal

in loose bundles

— which

appear to
curved
oxea, frequently
slightly
blunt-pointed and more or less resembling strongyla, and usually
4 or 5//. in diameter and between 250 and 350/x (but ranging

be special dermal spicules,

—are

layer,

from about 200 to upwards of 400/x) in length. They are not
distinguishable either in form or size fi'om many of the interstitially
(i.)

and

occurring spicules which appear to be immature forms of
(ii.).

—

With the exception of a few, which are straight,
the acanthoxea are invariably sharply bent at the centre,
the
maximum angle of inclination of the actines (which are gradually
Microscleres.

—

About 5% of the
tapered and sharp-pointed) being about 30°.
exhibit
a
in
the
form
of
a small bulbous
spicules
peculiarity
dilatation situated at a short distance (10/x or less) from their
mid-point.
They range fi'om about 40 to 130/x in length and up

or (rarely) 5/x in diameter exclusive of the spines.
The
are
spines
perpendicularly-directed, conical, sharp-pointed, usually
very numerous, and scattered irregularly over the whole length
to 4

of the spicule, gradually decreasing in size towards its extremities;
the largest of them are 2 5/x in length.
The spicules in their
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development are quite smooth.

earliest stage of

As an

occasional

abnormality, one actine is prolonged beyond its point of union
with the other, as shown in the text-figure; and very rarely both
aetines are thus prolonged.

HiGGiNSiA coRALLOiDES Carter,

vai\

scabra Whitelegge.
'

(PL xxxix.,

fig.3;

PI. xH., figs.1-3.)

PL

1907. Hiyijinsia scabra Whitelegge(60), p.511,

—
Diagnosis. Sponge erect,
flabelliform,

xlvi., fig.44.

lamellar, perhaps sometimes simply
usually subdivided into lobes or separate

but more

Surface closely covered with small conuli arranged
somewhat indistinctly in longitudinal parallel series about 1mm.
fronds.

Dermal membrane very disOscula small, marginal.
Internal structure and skeleton-pattern not essentially
different from that of the preceding variety
Megascleres: (i.)

apart.
tinct.

curved oxea in the main skeleton, 770 x

35// in

maximum

size;

exceedingly rare styli occurring interstitially, up to 1100 x
Special dermal megascleres apparently absent.
25/x in size.
60
to 130/a in length and up to 5/^ in diameter
Acanthoxea

(ii.)

exclusive of the spines; very frequently exhibiting a bulbous
dilatation.

Loc.

Off Port Jackson, N.S.W.

This variety

is

so far

known only from

mens-obtained from the same
by Whitelegge)

is

the two original speci-

— one
locality

in a dried condition, while

of

which (figured

the other (smaller

is imperfecth^ preserved in alcohol.
Both specimens are erect, substipitate,
External characters.
— the smaller one apparently flabellate, divided above
lamellar,

and incomplete)

—

into several lobes, the other consisting of

much more completely

separated (though in part secondarily coalescent) lobes or frondlike branches, from some of which, also, secondary sessile lobes
or fronds arise laterally; in both, the thickness of the lamina is

about the same, viz from 6 to 10 mm. The larger specimen
In the dried condition of the
measures 110 mm. in height.
shrunken closely in upon
membrane
the
dermal
with
sponge,
the underlying skeleton, the surface is densely and conspicuously
,

conulose,— the conuli attaining in places a height of as much as
51
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mm., and exhibiting an indistinct arrangement in longirows; but in the case of the spirit-specimen, except
where the dermal membrane has been destroyed, it is scarcely
more then minutely pustulose.
On complete removal of the

2'5

tudinal

sarcode by maceration, the skeleton-sponge is found to be composed, just as in the case of var. massalis, of conjoined, parallel,
thin lamellse perpendicular in direction to the plane of tlie
sponge; and it is to a serration of the edges of these lamellse
that the surface-prominences are due.
The only oscula observed
svere marginally situated and of very small size, the
largest not

exceeding

05 mm.

The dermal membrane

in diameter.

developed and very

distinct,

and

is

underlain

is

well-

(between the

surface-prominences) by extensive subdermal spaces; owing to
imperfect preservation in the present specimens, dermal
The unmacerated dried sponge is
pores were not observable.
its

somewhat hard and with difficulty compressible, brittle rather
than elastic, and pale greyish or almost whitish in colour. In
alcohol, the consistency is dense and firm, moderately flexible,
compressible and resilient; and the colour
The structure of tlie "skeleton-sponge"

is

yellowish pale grey.

essentially the same
as in the case of var. massalis; but the lamellse are much thinner
is

(only about 05 mm. in thickness), more closely approximated
(at most 1*75 mm. apart), and, in proportion to their width (i.e.,
in proportion to the thickness of the sponge-lamina),

more com-

pletely united with one another.

cordingly, the structure
much more coarse.

is

In the present variety, acnotably denser, and the texture also

is

Skeleton.— In each lamella the skeleton consists, again as in
the case of var. massalis, of a dense and intricate reticulation of

paucispicular main and connecting fibres, and numerous connecting spicules; but the fibres are here less clearly defined, the
skeleton-pattern accordingly is
megascleres are larger, and there

somewhat more
is

irregular, the

a relatively great scarcity of

slenderer megascleres occurring interstitially and
In
dermally.
other respects, apart from diiferences depending upon the greater
thinness of the lamella? and the much lesser width of the interlamellar in the present case, the skeletal characters of the two
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varieties are practically the same.
As seen in a vertical median
section of the sponge, cut in a direction perpendicular to the
lamellae, the skeleton appears as if consisting of parallell}'-

plumose columns

stout

arranged,

of

spicules,

which

in

the

marginal region of the sponge aie nearly or quite separate from
one another(Pl. xli., figs. 1,2); these columns represent, of course,
transverse sections

of

the lamellse.

The appearance

of

the

skeleton (of a lamella) in a direction at right angles to the pre-

ceding

is

shown

Mf^yascleres.—

in PI.
(i.)

xli., fig. 3.

The oxea

of

the

skeleton-reticulation are

curved, fusiform, regularly sharp-pointed spicules, langing from
550 to 770/x in length and up to 35//, in stoutness; individuals
less

than

8/x in

fibres very

diameter are very rare, and those forming the
Occasional spicules
less than 20/ji.

seldom are much

are styli or substrongyla.
(ii.) Long interstitial
megascleres are exceedingly rare, and
appear to be invariably styli. The few observed measured from
950 to 1100/x in length and from 15 to 25/ji in stoutness.

(iii.)

Megascleres corresponding to the slender deinial spicules

of tlie preceding variety are apparently wanting.

Microscleres.

— The acanthoxea are exactly similar in

form and

size to those of the preceding variety, excepting that their
minimal length is somewhat greater (about GO/x) and a considerable proportion of them (amounting to al>out 50%) exhibit a

bulbous dilatation.

For Postscript, see

p. 67 3.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.
Plate xxix.

— Rltaphoxya typka, sp.nov. x
— Denmoxya luitata Carter; x
Fig.o.
—
coniUokle» var. moMsalis Carter;
Fig.3.

;

(

g).

(

%).

Hi<i<iiii»ia

J'ijr.tj.

(

x /^).

Plate xxxiii.
Fig. 6.

— Rhaphoxyni'i)

pallida Dendy;

(

x g).

Plate xxxviii.
Fig.o.

— Desmo.vya

Iniiata Carter;

show the dermal

—

photograph of portion of the surface to

pores.

Hi(jijinsia corallokles var. massalis Carter; photograph of different portions of the surface, showing the dermal pores.

Figs. 6, 7.

Rhapho.cya typica, sp.nov.

jTia.j^.

Ficr.9.

—Photograph of portion of the surface, showing the dermal pores.
—Photograph of part of a section through the choanosome, showing
(Tlie outlines of the canals and
canals and flagellated cliambers.
chambers have been retraced with pen and ink to render them more

distinct).

Plate xxxix.

Higginsia corallokles var. massalis

Cai'ter.

— An entire lamellar component of the skeleton; (nat.
—Portion of a desarcodised specimen, showing the crenated surfaceFig.2.

Fig.

size).

1.

the latter partially obridges and the intervening deep grooves,
literated (in the lower portion of the figure) by synaptieula-like

connections between the former; (nat.

size).
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— Higyivsia

Fig.3.

coralloideH

ill.,

scahra Whitelegge

var.

;

extremity of a

frond-like lobe of the sponge, desarcodised, showing the discontinuous surface -ridges and the deep intervening grooves, the latter

almost obliterated
like connections

Fig. 4.

— Rhaphoxyai't)

Fig.o.

— Rhaphoxya

(in

the lower portion of the figure) by synapticula-

between the former;

(nat. size).

jjaU ida Dendy; skeleton remaining after desarcodisatioii of a (3 mm. thick) vertical slice of an entire
specimen by

means

of caustic potash; (nat. size).
fypica, sp.nov.

mm.

disation of a (3

the skeleton remaining after desarco-

;

thick) vertical slice of an entire specimen; (nat.

size).

Plate

xl.

Hi(j<jitma coral/oides var. massalis Carter.

— .Showing

pattern of the skeleton as seen in a thin section in the
mid-plane of one of the component lamelliv near its upper margin;

Fig.l.

X 15).

(

— Showing pattern of

Fig.2.-

the skeleton as seen in a thin section parallel

but at some distance from, the mid-plane of a component lamella
near its upper margin; x 1.5).
(This figure and the preceding one

to,

(

are from sections of
Figs. 3-4.

two

different specimens).

— iSurface-sections, showing the arrangement of the dermal pores;

(x40).
Plate
Hi[i{ii)iiiia

Fig.l.

xli.

coraHoides var. scaln-a Whitelegge.

— Sectitjn of the skeleton (at the extremity of
in a direction

a frond-like lobe), cut

perpendicular to the planes of the component lamellse;

X 3|).

(

—Portion of preceding figure enlarged; x
— Portion of a single lamellar component of the skeleton;
Fig.3.
tlie

Fig.'2.

(

Plate

Fig.l.

— Longitudinal
(

Fig.2.

Rhaphoxya

the sponge;

—
(

x 4).

xlii.

typica, sp.nov.

section of the skeleton in proximity to the surface;

(

of the skeleton remote

from the surface of

x 12).

Plate

Fig.2

(

X 12).

— Longitudinal section

Fig.l.-

12).

xliii.

Rhaphoxyai't) paf/ida Dendy.
Longitudinal section of the skeleton in proximity to the surface;

X 12).

—Longitudinal
the sponge;

(

section of the skeleton remote from the surface of

x 12).
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Plate xliv.

—

Bhaphoxya typica, sp.nov. surface-sections, showiiij,' tlie reFigs. 1,2.
ticulate pattern of the surface and the arrangement of the dermal
Fig.3.

Fig. 4.

;

x

pores;

(

pores;

(

S.5).

— RhaphoxyaC'.)
—Dtsmoxya
(

pallida

Dendy

;

surface-section,

showing dermal

x 85).

Janata Carter; longitudinal section of the skeleton

;

X 12).

In Part

Postscript (added 15th December, 1916 ).
(anlea, p. 500), in my remarks on the distinction

ii.

between the genera Biemna and Tylodesma, I expressed the
if DesmaceUa fragilis Kieschnick, is
corrtctly described as possessing a spiculation consisting of styli, sigmata,
trichodragmata, and toxa, it would be advisable to estabbsh a

opinion that,

new genus

accommodation (rather than adopt the only
seemingly possible alternative, namely, that of merging the two
Since then I/have
genera Bif.mna and Tylodesma in one).
"
received a copy of Prof. Dendy 's recent
Report on tlie NonCalcareous Sponges collected by Mr. James Hornell at Okhamandal,"*
addition to

for its

contained the information that toxa, in
sigmata, and trichodragmata, likewise occur in

in wliich is
st3di,

For the reception of these two species,
and for such others as may be found to possess toxa
together with trichodragmata, irrespective of whether the megaDesmacella tubtdata.

therefore,

scleres be styli or tylostyli, or of the presence or absence of
sigmata, I propose the new genus Toxemiia, with D. tiibiUata as

the type-species.

The family Axinellidse, as at present constituted, admits of
subdivision into four groups, which I think might conveniently
be raised to the rank of subfamilies, with the designations Axinellinse,

Desmoxyinte, Trachycladinse, and Desmacellinas. The first
all the genera without mici'oscleres; the second,

would comprise

Desmoxyaig.ii.), Higginsia, Ilalicnemia, Holoxea, and {1)Laoncenia(g.n.); the third, Trachycladiis alone; and the fourth, the

remaining genera with microscleres,
"

*

viz.,

Tylodesma, Toxem,na

Dendy, A. in
Report to the Government of Baroda on tlie Marine
Zoology of Okhamandal in Kattiawar," Part ii. London, ISJIG.
,
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ill.,

(g.n.),

^iem?t« (including AUantophora), Sigmaxiiie/la, Sigmaxia

(g.n.),

CeratopsU, D)a(jm<ixia( g.n.), DrogniacidonI g.n.), Axidrag-

Dragmalelli

77ia(g.n.),

Rhaphoxya

I,

Thrinacophora, Dragmatyle, and

{g.n.),

(g.n.).

—

occurrence of trichodragmata in Rhizaxmella pyrifera,
which, according to Topsent(51), is identical with R. clavigera
and in Spinularia
Keller, the type-species of Rhizaxinella,
Tlie

—

(^ Nhaphidoi us setosus Topsent*), renders it possible
that these species are more nearly related to the Desniacellinai
than to the Suberitidte and Polyinastiidje respectively.
spimdaria

The two

names Ophliwhich certainly do not

species described by Ro\v(34) under the

taspo7igia(l) arhuscula

and

0.(1) horrida,

belong to Ophlitaspongia, are perhaps representative of a new
genus related to Tylodesma. Another species which it may be
necessary to include in the Desmacellinpe, under a new genus, is
that described by Kirkpatrick(22) as Ophlitaspongia nidijicuta.

The genus Siymaxinyssa Kirkpatrick(22)

I

regard as belonging

to the Gelliinaj.

The genera

Trachygellitis Siud Spirasigma, established respectTopsentt and myself (12, p.l31, footnote) for Trachya

ively by
glohosa Carter, and for Gellius aculeatns Whitelegge, are obviously related to the Tetillidas, and must, I now think, in spite
of their apparent non-possession of tetracts, be included in that

family.

The

chief distinction

between the two genera

is

the

presence of small, spinulous oxea in the latter (cf Tetilla uusIn both genera, the
traliensis) and their absence in the former.
.

The genus
sigmata (sigmaspires) are very finely spinulous.
Spirasigma is identical with that indicated by Lendenfeldj by

name Suberamata.
At the last moment,

the

of Part

iii.,

I find that

after having corrected the proof-sheets

two

species,

which apparently must be

added to the Desmoxyinse, have been described by Kel]er(18, 19)
under the names Axinella pumila and Tracliytedania arhorea.

The former
*

of these

may

be referred, provisionally at

least, to

Vide Stephens, "Fisheries, Ireland, Sci. Invest., 1914, iv.(1915)," p.30.
t Topsent, E., M(^m. Soc. Zool. France, vii., 1894, p.8.

J Lendenfeld, R., Zool. Jahrb.,

ii.,

1887, p.564.

BY

E.

the genus Hi(iginsia\ but

F.

Hallman^.

tlie latter, in

675

wliich the niicroscleres

are spined microstroiigyla, evidently requires a new genus for
its reception, and for this I pi'opose the name AUantella.

The new genera proposed

in this Paper, in addition to those
in
this
indicated
Postscript, are J^habdosignia{Y>.b20),
already

Echiitaxia{p.Di3}, Stronyylamma{p.^i?>), and Parati'mea{p.%l b).

Genus Halicneimia Bowerbank.

—

Dejinition.
Axinellid{e(?) typically of encrusting habit, sometimes disc-shaped, with a main skeleton consisting of smooth
skeletal tylostyli disposed (in part, at least) vertically, with their

heads based upon tlie substratum, and with dermal megascleres
The
the form of smooth, typically centrotylote tornota.

in

microscleres are centrangulate, spined microxea similar to those
of the

genus I/igginsia.

//. pate' a Bowerbank(l).
Topsent(49) would include in this genus, in addition to //.
patera, Bowerbank's Hymeraphia verticilhita, and the species

Type-species,

by him as Buharis constellata,— hoth of
which agree with //. patera in the possession of skeletal tylostyli
and centrotylote, diactinal dermal megascleres.
The very deoriginally described

cided differences between these three species in certain other
respects, however, appear to me to render necessary the allocation of each to a separate genus.

In Hymeraphia

verticillafa,

the acanthoxea are of slightly

curved form and verticillately spined, and the smooth, diactinal
megascleres are tritid at both extremities; and, furthermoie, the
To replace the (pre
species is sometimes of massive habit.
occupied) generic names Laothoe and Ncsnia ah'eady proposed by
Gray(ll) for this species, I propose the name Laonteiiia.

The

third species referred to has euasters for microscleres,

and, but for

its

possession of special dermal megascleres, would

probably require to be referred to the genus
ception, I propose the

new genus

include in the family Spirastrellidae.

For its rewhich I would
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